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PREFACE 
Uniform spaces provide the appropriate abstract setting for the notion of 
completeness, which is in turn described by either Cauchy filters or Cauchy nets. 
Precompactness and boundedness are also uniform space concepts and it is well known 
that precompactness together with completeness is equivalent to compactness. 
A uniformity Il on a set X is a collection of subsets U ~ XxX and in 1981, Lowen 
published a paper entitled "Fuzzy Uniform Spaces" [Lo 3] in which a fuzzy uniformity 
on X is defined to be collection 9) of functions (J : XxX -+ [0,1]. In 1982 and 1983 
Lowen and Wuyts demonstrated, in [Lo 4] and [Lo 5], that a theory of completeness, 
precompactness and compactness offuzzy uniform spaces (X, 9)) could be developed and 
this theory was a generalisation of the standard theory. 
In 1988 Chadwick showed that it is possible to define a notion of compactness for 
fuzzy sets j.t E IX which was a "good extension" of the standard notion and that the 
theory of compact fuzzy sets was a generalisation of the standard theory [Ch 1]. 
It was suggested by Chadwick that it should be possible to define the notions of 
completeness and precompactness for fuzzy sets j.t E IX which satisfied the criteria of 
being good extensions, which generalised the standard theory and, in particular, linked 
with his notion of compactness. 
It was decided to use prefilters instead of fuzzy nets and the first task was to 
obtain a working definition of a il! -Cauchy prefilter and in order to check that the 
notion which seemed reasonable was a good extension of the definition of a Cauchy 
filter, it became necessary to find a suitable characterisation of Cauchy filters. 
Prime prefilters are much more user friendly than prefilters in general and this is 
why some effort is made to characterise the fuzzy uniform space notions in terms of 
prime prefilters and indeed, in terms of subsets of the prime prefilters. When this was 
achieved, the theory of complete, precompact and bounded fuzzy sets was constructed 
while simultaneously developing the necessary theory of Cauchy prefilters and the 
theory obtained is indeed a generalisation of standard theory. 
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In order to provide examples and counterexamples it was desirable to be able to 
construct fuzzy uniformities from families of uniformities and the investigation into this 
process resulted in a rather striking theorem which is presented in Chapter 3. In essence 
it says that a fuzzy uniformity is completely determined by its a-level uniformities and 
so a family of uniformities obeying certain conditions can be used to determine a unique 
fuzzy uniformity. This proved to be extremely useful. 
All of the necessary technical results concerning filters, prefilters and fuzzy 
uniformities are presented first, after which follows the theory of Cauchy prefilters and 
then the theory of precompact, bounded and complete fuzzy sets. 
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CHAPTER 1 
FUNDAMENTALS 
If X is a set then a subset A ~ X has characteristic function 1AE {O,l}X 
defined by : 
1A(x) = 1 ifXEA} 
=0 ifx~A 
where the elementhood relation liE II has the property that for each x E X, either x E A or 
x ~ A. If the set X represents some collection of objects in the real world and A is 
defined by some condition, then in many instances the statement: "X E A" cannot, with 
absolute certainty, be declared to be true or false. 
With this in mind the notion of a fuzzy set was introduced by Zadeh [Za 1). A 
fuzzy set is simply an element of IX where I = [0,1] and if /1- E IX then we can think of 
J1-{x) as being the "degree to which x belongs to /1-" . If (lIj : j E J) is a family of fuzzy sets 
and x E X we define : 
If /1-,lI E IX we define: 
/1-~ lI~ "Ix EX 
/1-' (x) = 1 - /1(x) 
O(x) = 0 
l(x) = lx(x) = 1 
/1(x) ~ v(x), 
for all x E X, 
for all x E X, 
for all x E X. 
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If X and Y are sets, f : X --; Y, p. E IX and II E I Y we define f[p.] and f-I[II] as 
follows: 
For yE Y f[p.](y) = sup p.(x) 
x E f -I [{y}] 
(with the convention that sup 0 = 0), 
11[11] = II 0 f. 
It is easy to check that these definitions reduce to the usual ones in the case 
where p. = 1 A with A ~ X and II = 1B with B ~ Y. The following theorem summarises 
the properties of fI] and f-I[]. The proofs are routine or can be found in [Wo 2], [Wa 1], 
[Wa 2] and [Ch 3]. 
1.1 THEOREM 
X Y Let X,Y,Z be sets, f : X -i Y, g : Y -i Z, P. E I ,II E I , 
z X J Y J 
>. E I , (p.j : j E J) E (I ) and (lIj : j E J) E (I ) . 
Then 
(a) (g 0 f)lI1-] = g[f[p.ll, 
(b) (g 0 f)-I[>.] = f-I[g-I[>'ll, 
( c) £-I[ sup IIj] = sup f-I[lIj]' jEJ jEJ 
(d) f-I[ inf IIj] = inf f-I[lIj]' jEJ jEJ 
(e) f-I[v'] = (f-I[II])' , 
(f) IIj ~ Ilk ==> £-1[11) 5 f-I[lIk], 
(g) f[ sup p.j] = sup f[p.j]' 
jEJ jEJ 
(h) f[ inf p.j] 5 inf f[p.j]' 
jE J jE J 
(i) f[JL' ] ~ f[p.l' , 
(j) JLj 5 ILk ==> f[p.j] 5 flILk], 
(k) f[f-I[lIll ~ II with equality if £ is surjective, 
(1) f-l[fIp.ll ~ P. with equality if f is injective, 
(m) fIf-I[II] A p.] = II A f{p.] . 
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Since suprema and infima will appear often in the sequel we note some easily 
proved facts in the following lemma. We shall frequently use these facts without 
specifically mentioning this lemma. 
1.2 LEMMA 
(a) Iff: X.Y -I I then : 
sup f(x,y) = sup sup f(x,y), 
(X,Y)E X.y x E X Y E Y 
inf f(x,y) = inf inf f(x,y) , 
(x, y ) E X. Y x E X Y E Y 
sup inf f(x,y) 5 inf sup f(x,y). 
XEXyEY yEYXEX 
(b) IfX,Y~ I then: sup X A sup Y = sup sup x A y, 
xEXyEY 
inf X V inf Y = inf inf x V y. 
xEXyEY 
(c) If v, I' EIx then : sup(v A 1') 5 sup v A sup 1'. 
(d) If VE IX and A,B ~ X then : 
sup VCx) A sup vCy) = sup sup vCx) A vCy). 
xEA yEB xEAyEB 
It should be noted that here and for the entire thesis, I = [0,1] and properties 
of I are needed for many of the proofs. We shall adopt the notation : 
10 = I\{O} and II = I\{1}. 
In [Ch 3] Chang defines a subset l' ~ IX to be a fuzzy topology on X if : 
(i) 
(ii) 
(iii) 
0, 1 E 1', 
1', v E l' ~ I' A v E 1', 
(I'j : j E J) E i ~ . sup I'j E1'. 
J E J 
For the basic facts about fuzzy topologies the reader is referred to : 
[eh 3], [Wo 1] and [Wo 2] . 
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In [Lo 9] Lowen defines a subset T ~ IX to be a fuzzy topology on X if (i), (ii), 
(iii) hold as well as : 
(iv) 'taE I a1xE T, 
and there has been some debate about the merits of these definitions [Lo 12]. 
In [Wa 1], [Wa 2], [Wa 3] and [Lo 2] it is shown that a fuzzy topology can be 
defined using a closure operator or by a fuzzy neighbourhood system. The reader is 
referred to these papers as well as [Wu 1], [Wu 2], [Lo 1], [Lo 6], [Lo 7], [Lo 10] for 
details. 
The fuzzy topologies that we shall encounter will all be generated by a fuzzy 
uniformity [Lo 3] which we shall define in Chapter 3 and such topologies are described 
by a closure operator or by a fuzzy neighbourhood system and (iv) will automatically 
hold, so they are all fuzzy topologies in the sense of Lowen. 
CHAPTER 2 
FILTERS AND PREFILTERS 
A non-empty collection (7 ~ IX is called a prefilter (on X) iff 
(1) 0 ~ ~ 
(2) II E (7, P, E (7 =. II A P, E ~ 
(3) IIE(7,II~p,='P,E(7 
and (7 is called a prefilter base (on X) iff 
(1) 0 ~ ~ 
(2) IIE(7,p,E(7=.3 ,xE(7 : ,x~ IIA p,. 
If (7 is a prefilter base then on X then : 
<(7) = {p,EIX : 3 liE (7, II~ p,} 
is called the prefilter generated by (7. These are natural generalisations of the notions 
filter and filter base from set theory and general topology and we shall in this chapter 
develop the theory of filters and prefilters necessary for our investigations. If (7 is a 
prefilter then it is automatically a prefilter base and for a prefilter (base) (7 we define 
the characteristic of (7, denoted c( (7) by : 
c( (7) = inf sup 11. 
IIE(7 
If II E (7 then (sup II) Ix E (7 and an easy consequence of this is : 
c( (7) = inf{ O! E I : O!I
x 
E (7}. 
2.1 LEMMA 
If (7 is a prefilter base then c( (7) = c( < (7) ). 
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PROOF 
Since sr ~ <sr> we have c«sr» ~ c(sr) immediately. For the reverse 
inequality suppose that c( < sr» < c( sr) . Choose 0< EI such that c( < sr» < 0< < c( sr). 
Then there exists AE < sr> such that sup A < 0< and there exists LJ E sr such that 1I ~ A. 
Consequently sup LJ < 0< < c( sr) which contradicts the definitions of c( sr). 
If sr and '1 are prefilters bases we say that they are compatible, denoted 
sr N '1 iff 1I II j.t * 0 for each 1I E sr and j.t E '1. 
If sr N '1 we can define 
sr V '1 = < {ll II j.t : LJ E sr, j.t E '1} >. 
2.2 LEMMA 
If sr and '1 are compati ble prefilter bases then 
sr V '1 is the smallest prefilter containing both sr and '1. 
The proof is routine and we omit it here. 
For prefilters sr and '1 we define 
c( sr, '1) = c( srv '1) if sr N '1,} 
=0 otherwise. 
• 
If 0 f j.t EIX then <j.t> = {ll EIX : j.t ~ 1I} is a prefilter and is called a principal prefilter 
and we write c( sr,j.t) for short instead of c( sr,<j.t» . Some authors use the notation 
(sr, '1) instead of sr V '1 and in terms of this notation c( sr, '1) = c( ( sr, '1 )) whether 
or not sr N '1 . 
Of particular interest are those prefilters sr with the property that: 
2.3 PROPERTY 
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In this connection, if .Y is a prefilter base with c(.Y) > 0, let 
A I 
.Y = { sup (VE-f) : (VE : f E 10 ) E.Y o} . 
f E 10 
In this, sup (V.-f) (x) : = sup (V.(X)-f), so if for each f E 10 we have V.-f ~ V, 
f E 10 f E 10 
A 
then it follows that sup (v f-f) ~ v. It is easy to show that.Y is also a prefilter base 
f E 10 
A 
and that .Y ~ .Y . 
2.4 LEMMA 
A 
.Y = .Y ~ .Y has property 2.3. 
PROOF 
A A 
(==}) Let .Y = .Y and v E.Y. Then v E.Y and hence there is a family 
(v. : f E Io)E 'y1o such that v = sup (v.-t) . Thus for allf E 10 we have 
f E 10 
v ~ V.-f. Conversely, if V f E 103 v. E.Y : V.-f ~ v, then 
A 
A : = sup (V.-f) ~ v and A E.Y = .Y. Consequently v E .Y. 
f E 10 
A 
($=) Let .Y have property 2.3 and let v E.Y . Then there is a family 
(v. : f EIo) E 'yIo such that v = sup (V.-f) and hence for each f E 10 
f E 10 
v ~ v.-f. Invoking Property 2.3 we conclude that v E.Y and so we have 
A 
shown that .Y~ .Y. 
• 
Property 2.3 is Lowen'S condition N2 in [Lo 2], one of the conditions imposed 
on a collection of prefilters for them to qualify as a fuzzy neighbourhood system. We 
shall be concerned with fuzzy uniform spaces and the neighbourhood prefilters in a fuzzy 
uniform space form a fuzzy neighbourhood system, a point which we shall discuss later. 
For the moment it suffices to say that the properties of prefilters enjoying Property 2.3 
are to be found in [Lo 2], [Lo 3] and [Lo 10]. We collect these together in the follOwing 
theorem. 
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2.5 THEOREM 
Let .Y and '# be prefilter bases with c(.Y) II c( '#) > O. Then 
A 
(a) .Y~.Y, 
A A 
(c) 5:=(.Y)=,# where,#=<.Y>, 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
_ A 
If .Y is a prefilter then .Y = .Y , 
A 
If .Y is a prefilter then c(.Y) = c( .Y). 
In the sequel, we shall need to be able to construct prefilters from filters and 
filters from prefilters. If.Y is a prefilter, v E .Y and O! E I then we define: 
0. 
v ={XE X:v{tc» O!}, 
va. = {XE X: v(x) ~ O!}. 
Some authors call v" the snpport of v. 
2.6 THEOREM (PREFILTERS FROM FILTERS) 
Let IF be a filter on X and c > O. Define : 
IF c = ( {c IF : F Elf}) 
ifC = {vE IX: yO! < c va. E IF}. Then 
(a) IF c and ifC are prefilters with IF c ~ IFc, 
A A 
(b) IF = ifC and IFc = ifC c , 
(c) c(1F c) = c(IFC) = c. 
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PROOF 
(a) 
(b) 
CL CL CL 
Straightforward check using : IF 1\ IK = IFflK' (v 1\ J.!) = v n J.! and 
CL ( clF) = F for a < c. 
A 
Let ,\ E IFc. Then there is a family (v. : £ E 10 ) with v. E IFc such that 
,\ = sup (v.-£) . We observe that if a < c then : 
£ E 10 
0. a+€ 
,\ = u V 
• 
£ E 10 
a a+~ [XE,\ i=l'\(x»ai=l3£Elo : v.(x)-f>ai=lXE U v. J 
f E 10 
o.+e. Cl 
So if we choose f such that a < a+£ < c then v. ~,\ and, since 
a+€ a a 
V. Elf, it follows that'\ Elf. We have shown that for all a < c,'\ E IF and 
A 
hence ,\ E 1fC. Since'\ is arbitrary we conclude that IFc = IFc. 
c-c. 
Now let ,\ E IFc. Then for each f E 10 , F. := ,\ E IF and so v. := C IF E IF C 
• 
and V.-f ~'\ . [If x E F. then V.(X)-f = C-f < c-c£ < '\(x) and if x ~ F. then 
A 
v.(X) = 0 ~ '\(x) + fl. Consequently, v := sup (V.-f) ~ ,\ with v E IF C and 
f E 10 
A A 
hence ,\ E IF c. Since'\ is arbitrary we have shown that IFc ~ IF C and now, since 
A A A 
IF C ~ IFc, we have IF c ~ IFc= IFc ~ IF c. 
(e) In the light of 2.5(f) we need only show that c(1F c) = c and this in turn follows 
from the fact that sup c IF = c for each F Elf . 
• 
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2.7 THEOREM (FILTERS FROM PREFILTERS) 
Let :7 be a prefilter on X with c = c(:7) > o. Define : 
:70= ({v": LlE:7}), 
" :7" = ({LI : LI E :7}) for 0 $ a < c, 
" 13 :7 = {v : v E :7, f3 < a} for 0 < a $ c. 
(a) " If 0 $ f3 < a $ c then :70, :713,:7 and:7c are filters 
. " on X WIth :70 ~ :713 ~ :7 ~ :7c. 
(b) :70 = {F~ X: IF E:7} . 
(c) If a ~ f3 > 0 and IF is a filter on X then 
" "13 "" IF = (IF ")0 = (IF )0 = (IF ) = (IF ) . 
(d) If FE:7o and c(:7) < 1$ 1 then 1lF E:7. 
PROOF 
( a) Follows from 
(i) "1 "-2 ( )"V" vI nV2 2 v1Av2 1 2 and 
" " (ii) A E:7 , A ~ B ~ BE:7 . 
To see (ii) let A = J with v E:7 and f3 < a and define /1- = v V lB . 
Then /1- E:7 and 1= B. [If x E B then /./,(x) = 1 > f3 and so x E l 
13 13 Ifx E /1- then v(x) > f3 or xEB. Thus x E B u v = BUA = B.] 
(b) If F E:7 0 then F 2 v" for some v E:7 and hence v $ llJO $ IF. Thus IF E:7. 
Conversely, if IF E:7 then F = (IF)O E :70. 
( c) If F E IF then alF Elf" and so : 
F = (alF)O E (IF Jo ~ (1F")o ~ {1F")13 ~ (IF")" 
,,13 " " ThuB we have IF ~ (IF ")0 ~ (IF ) ~ (IF ) . For the reverse inclusion let 
'1 etet Cl '1 no. V E (IF ) with LI E IF and 1 < a. Then v E IF and hence (IF ) ~ IF . 
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(d) If F E :70 and C(:7) < , then v'!. ~ F and sup V2 < , for some Vb V2 E:7. Let 
V = vI II v2 then v E :7, v" ~ F and sup v <,. Thus v ~ ,IF and so ,IF E :7 . 
PRlME PREFILTEBS 
Recall that a filter IF is called prime (or ultra) iff 
FU KE IF=} FE IF orKE IF . 
Analagously we call a prefilter :7 prime iff 
v V p, E :7 =} v E :7 or p, E :? 
• 
It can be shown (see for example [Wi 2] or [Bo 1]) that a filter is prime iff it is 
maximal but this is not true for prefilters. This can be seen by considering :7 = (p,) 
for J.£ i O. We assert that: 
2.8 ASSERTION 
I :7 = (J.£) is prime (=} 3 a > 0 3 x EX: J.£ = alx' 
(=}) If XI'~ E J.£0 with xI i ~ let: 
vI(x) = pJ.,x) for x i x2' } 
= 0 for x = x2• 
v2 = pJ.,x2)1 x2 
Then vIVv2 = J.£ E:7, so VI E:7 or v2 E:7. But this means that J.£ ~ VI or J.£ ~ v2 
which is clearly false. Thus J.£0 is a singleton and hence J.£ is a fuzzy point. 
(<=) Let VI V v2 E (alx). Then alx ~ VI V v2 and so vl(x) ~ a or v2(x) ~ a. 
Consequently VI E (alJ or v2 E (alJ . 
• 
We observe that for each x E X and each (J ~ a ~ pJ.,x) we have 
(J.£) ~ (alJ ~ «(JIJ with both (alJ and «(JIJ being prime and this reveals that prime 
prefilters are not maximal. To remind us of the difference between filters and prefilters 
we shall use the term ultrafilter instead of the synonym prime filter. The following 
crucial theorem will be invoked many times. 
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2.9 THEOREM 
Let .'7 be a prefilter with C(.'7) = c > 0 and IF a filter on X . Then 
(a) .'7 is prime ~ .'70 is ultra, 
(b) .'7 is prime ~ .'70 = .'7", 
( c) IF is ultra ~ IF " is prime, 
(d) IF is ultra ~ IF" is prime, 
(e) .'7 ~ '1, .'7is prime ~ '1 is prime. 
PROOF 
(a) Let .'7 be prime and AU BE.'7 o. Then there exists II E.'7 with II" ~ Au B and 
so 
II ~ Iva ~ 1 AUB = 1 A V lB· It follows that 1 A V IB E .'7 and hence 1 A E.Y say, 
in which case A = (1 A)O E .'70. 
For the converse, let II, V 112 E.'7, F, = {x : II,(X) ~ 112(X)} and 
Fa = {x : lIa(x) ~ II,(X)}. Thus X = F, U Fa E.'7 0 and so F, E.'7 0 say. This 
means that we can find II E .'7 with va ~ F, and hence II ~ Iva ~ IF, from which 
we deduce that IF E.'7. It follows that (II, V 112) II IF E.'7. Now : , , 
Consequently (II, V 112) II IF ~ II, and so II, E.'7. , 
(b) .'7 0 ~ .'7" and.'7 0 is maximal. 
(c) (1F")0 = IF and so (c) follows from (a). 
(d) (1F")0 = IF and hence (d) also follows straight from (a) . 
(e) If .'7 ~ '1 then .'7 0 ~ '10 and .'70 is maximal, so .'70 = '10 and hence '1 is 
prime. 
• 
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MINIMAL PRIME PREFILTERS 
Let IF be a filter and .5' a prefilter. We define: 
IP(IF) = {IK: IK is an ultrafilter, IF ~ IK}, 
.9'(.5') = {~: ~ is a prime prefilter, .5'~ ~}. 
It is as easy to show that: 
2.10 LEMMA 
1.5'= n '1 ~E.9'(.5') , 
as it is to show that: 
2.11 LEMMA 
(see [Eo 1]). 
A fairly simple Zorn's Lemma argument yields the fact that .9' ( .5') has 
minimal elements (see [Lo 1]). As an example, consider the principal prefilter .5' = (/l) 
with its chain of prime prefilters ( a IJ : a ~ /l(x)) at each x E X. The prime prefilter 
(/l(x)lx) is minimal. 
For a prefilter .5' we define : 
.9' m(.5') = {~: ~E.9'( .5'), ~ is minimal}. 
The result above can be improved to : 
2.12 LEMMA 
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PROOF 
Let v E n '1 and let J6'E 9'( Y) . Order {'1E 9'( Y) : Y\; '1\; J6'} 
'1E 9' m ( Y) 
by inclusion and apply Zorn's Lemma to obtain '1 E 9' m( Y) : Y~ '1 ~ J6' . Then v E '1 
and so v E J6'. Since J6' is arbitrary we conclude that v E n J6'= Y and hence 
J6'E 9' ( Y) 
n '1 ~ Y . The reverse inclusion is obvious. 
'1E 9' m ( Y) 
• 
CHARACTERISATION OF MINIMAL PRIME PREFILTERS 
The minimal prime prefilters are destined to playa major role in the theory of 
fuzzy uniform spaces and the following characterisation of them was found by Lowen 
and a proof appears in [Lo 1] . Because it is of such importance to our investigation we 
give a (slightly modified) proof here. If Y is a prefilter and IF a filter we say that they 
are compatible if v II IF f 0 for all v E Y and all F Elf, in other words, if Y N IF 1. We 
could abuse this notation without fear of confusion and write Y N IF as Lowen does in 
[Lo 1] . In that paper 
(Y,IF) := ({VII IF : vEY, FE IF}) 
and in terms of our notation : 
(Y, IF) = 3'V IF 1. 
2.13 LEMMA 
If Y is a prefilter and IF a filter then 
(b) If IF is ultra then Y N IF ~ Yo\; IF. 
(c) If IF is ultra then Y N IF ~ (3'V IF 1)0 = IF. 
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• 
PROOF 
(b) <=} V v E 3F 'IF E IF v II IF t 0 
<=}VVE 3FVFEIF vO nFt0 
<=} VVE 3F v" E IF (since IF is an ultrafilter) 
<=} 3Fo~lF. 
(c) 3F0~1F <=} 3FoVIF=1F 
<=} (3FV 1F1)0 =IF . 
Note that we have used the result from set theory: 
2.14 THEOREM 
IfIF is an ultrafilter then A Elf<=} 'IF E IF An F t 0. 
For a proof of this see [Wi 2J or [Bo IJ. 
2.15 THEOREM 
If 3F is a prefilter then : 
.9'm(3F) = {3FV 1F 1: IF E IP (3Fo)}' 
PROOF 
(~ ) Let '1E .9' m( 3F) and IF = '10' Then IF is ultra (2.9(a)), IF;) 3F 0 
and 3FN IF. NowlFl = ('10)1 = ({Iva : vE '1}) ~ '1 and so 
3F ~ 3FV IF 1 ~ 3FV '1 = '1 . Furthermore ( 3FV IF 1)0 = 3F 0 V IF = IF and hence 
3FV IF 1 is prime. Thus by the minimality of '1 we have '1 = 3FV IF l' 
15 
• 
(Fo) Let IF be an ultrafilter such that jT 0 ~ IF . Let '1 = j1y IF l' Then '10 = IF 
is ultra and so '1 is prime (2 .9(a)) . Of course jT ~ '1 and so it remains to 
show that '1 is minimal in .9'( jT) . To this end let J'{E .9'( jT) with 
jT ~ J'{ ~ '1 and let A E ,# . Then there exists v E jT and F E IF with 
v" IF ~ A. Now: 
v = (v" IF) Y (v II IF') E jT ~ J'{ (where F' := X\F). 
and J'{ is prime so v II IF E J'{ or v" IF' E J'{ . But if v" IF' E J'{ then 
v" IF' E '1 and we have v" IF E '# which means that 
(v II IF')" (V" IF) = 0 E '# ' contradicting the fact that '# is a prefilter. We 
conclude that v II IF E J'{ and hence that A E J'{ . Since A is arbitrary, '#~ J'{ 
and so '1 = J'{. 
• 
If jT is a prefilter and '# E .9' m( jT) then since jT~ '1 we have c( '#) ~ c( jT) 
and in fact c( jT) = sup c( '1) . The fact that c( jT) is actually attained 
'# E .9' m( jT) 
is very convenient for us. The proof is the first example of the usefulness of 
Theorem 2.15. 
2.16 THEOREM 
If jT is a prefilter then : 
there exists '1E.9' m( jT) such that c( '#) = c( jT). 
PROOF 
If c = c( jT) > 0, choose an ultrafilter IF ~ jTc and let '1 = jTy IF l' Then we 
have jT 0 ~ jTc ~ IF and so '1E.9' m( jT) from which it follows that c( '#) ~ c( jT) . For the 
reverse inequality let 0 < a < c( jT) and let p, E '1 . Then there exists v E jT and F E IF 
a a a 
with V II IF ~ p,. Now v E jTc ~ IF and so v n F of 0. Let x E v n F then 
sup p, ~ sup v II IF ~ v(x) > ll'. Since p, is arbitrary we have c( '#) ~ ll' and since ll' is 
arbitrary we conclude that c( jT) ~ c( ,#). 
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If .:y is a prefilter with c(.5'") = 0 and we choose an ultrafilter 1F:2 .:yo and let 
'I = .5'"V IF l' then again 'I E .9' m(.5'") and so c( 'I ) ~ c(.5'") = 0 from which we conclude 
that c( 'I) = c( .5'"). 
• 
From the proof of Theorem 2.16 we glean : 
2.17 THEOREM 
Let .5'" be a prefilter and let c = c(.5'"). 
c 
If c > 0 and IF is an ultrafilter with IF 2 .5'" then 
'I = jI"y IF 1 E .9' m( .5'") and c( 'I) = c(.5'"). 
For a prefilter .5'" we define the lower characteristic of :7, denoted c(.5'") by : 
c(.5'") = inf c( 'I) . 
'IE .9' m( 'I) 
2.18 LEMMA 
I If.5'" is a prime prefilter then c(.5'") = c(.5'"). 
PROOF 
If .5'" is prime then .9' m(.5'") = { .5'"}. 
• 
For prefilters .5'" and 'I we have c( 'I ) ~ c(.5'") if.5'"~ 'I but if.5'"~ 'I we 
cannot say that c( 'I) ~ c( .5'"). This is one of the reasons why the lower characteristic is 
difficult to work with and why we take the trouble to express our theorems in terms of 
prime prefilters. 
The following Lemma will prove very useful. 
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2.19 LEMMA 
If .Y is a prefilter with c(.Y) > 0 then : 
a O<a<c(.Y)~VVE.YV E.Yo. 
PROOF 
Let rfI = {IF : IF is an ultrafilter and IF 2 .Yo} = 1I'(.Yo). Then: 
c(.Y) = inf c( .YV IF J) = inf inf inf sup v A IF so : 
IF E rfI IF E rfI F Elf v E.Y 
0< a < c(.Y) ~ VIF E rflVFE IF VVE 'y3x: (vA 1F)(x) > a 
a ~VvE.YVIFErflVFEIF (v nF)H 
a ~ VVE .YVIF E rflv Elf (2.14) 
(2.11). 
• 
2.20 COROLLARY 
If .Y is a prefilter with c = c(.Y) > 0 then: 
(a) c(.Y) = inf BUp{ a : va E .Yo} = sup{ a : .Y a = .Yo}. 
V E.Y 
A -
(b) If .Y = .Y then (.YC)c ~ ::F. 
PROOF 
(a) Let fl = in f sup{ a : va E .Y o} and let I = sup{ a : .Y =.Y o} and note that 
VE.Y a 
since .Yo ~ .Y a' 1= sup{ a : .Y a ~ .Yo}· From 2.19 we have : 
5 
a < c(.Y) ~ V v E .Y a ~ sup{ 6 : v E .Yo} 
. 5 ~ a ~ In f sup{ 6 : v E .Yo} = fl. So c(.Y) = fl. 
v E.Y 
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Also: 
a < c(3') a. I;='i Vv E 3' v E 3'0 
I;='i 3' a. ~ 3'0' 
I;='i a ~ "f. So c( 3') = "f. 
• 
-(b) If J.! E (3'C)c then J.! = c Iva. for some v E 3' and a < c. By 2.19 we have 
va. E 3'0' We intend to show that J.! E.i and so we let f E 10 be arbitrary and 
show that there exists V.E 3' with v. ~ J.! + f. Define '"{ (f) = (c + ~ ) II 1 
a. 
and v. = '"({f)lva.. Then v. E 3' (2.7(d) or (b» and for x E v : 
v.(x) = '"{ (f) ~ C + ~ = J.t(x) + ~ < J.t(x) + f. 
. a. While for x rt v : 
v.(x) = 0 = J.t(x) < J.t(x) + f . 
Thus v. ~ J.! + f. 
• 
Notwithstanding the remark concerning the awkwardness of the lower 
characteristic, we do have the following Lemmas. 
2.21 LEMMA 
~ 
If .Y is a prefilter with c(.Y) > 0 then c(.Y ) ~ c( 3'). 
PROOF 
A 
Let 0 < a < c( 3'), '1E.9' m(.Y) and ), E '1 . There exists, according to 2.15 an 
A A A 
ultrafilter IF 2 (.Y)o such that '1 = .Y V IF 1 and hence ), ~ v II IF for some 11 E.Y and 
FE IF . 
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Now v = sup (V,-f) for some family (v, : f E 10) E jT10 so choose fJ such that 
f E 10 
ex < fJ < c( jT) and let f < fJ-ex. Then we have v, E jT and v ~ V,-f. By 2.19 we have 
13 A 13 13 
v. E jT 0 ~ (jT)o ~ IF and hence v, n F * 0. Choose x E v, n F, then : 
sup ,\ ~ sup v II IF = sup v(y) ~ v(x) ~ V,(X)-f > fJ-f > a. 
y E F 
A 
Since ,\ is arbitrary, c( 'I ) ~ a, since 'I is arbitrary, c( jT) ~ a and since a is 
A 
arbitrary,c( jT) ~ c( jT) . 
2.22 LEMMA 
I If c > 0 then c(1F c) = c and c(IFC) ~ c. 
PROOF 
We observe that 'IE ~ m(1F c) iff 'I = IF c V ~ for some ultrafilter 
IK ~ (IF c)O = IF (2.7) in which case 
= inf inf sup( elF II l K) FEIFKEIK 
= inf inf sup Cl(FnK) 
FEIFKEIK 
= c (since in each case F n K * 0). 
This holds for every 'I E ~ m(1F c) and so c(1F c) = c. 
The fact that c(IFC) ~ c follows from 2.21 and 2.6. 
IMAGES AND PRE IMAGES 
If f : X -! Y and jT is a prefilter on X we define : 
f[ jT] = {f[v] : v E jT}. 
If 'I is a prefilter on Y we define : 
f-I[ 'I] = W[v] : v E 'I}. 
• 
• 
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2.23 LEMMA 
Let f : X ~ Y, let .Y be a prefilter on X and '1 a prefilter on Y. 
Then: 
(a) f[.YJ is a prefilter base. 
(b) If f is surjective then f-l[ '1] is a prefilter base. 
(c) c(.Y) = c(f[ .Y)) . 
(d) Iff is surjective then C(f-l[ '1)) = c( '1) . 
(e) Iff is sur jecti ve and p, E I X then 
c( '1, f[p,)) = cW[ '1],p,). 
(f) If .Y is prime then (f[ .Y]) is prime. 
PROOF 
(a.) 
(b) 
( c) 
(d) 
A routine check. 
Also routine. 
c( .Y) = inf sup v{x) = inf . sue sup v{x) 
VE.YxEX VE.YYEfLX]f(x)=y 
= in f sup f[v](y) 
VE.YyEY 
= c(f[ .Y)). 
(for y E Y \ f[X] f[v](y):= 0) 
= inf sup f-l[V](x) = inf sup v(f(x)) 
VE'1XEX VE'1 XEX 
= in f sup sup v(x) 
v E'1 y E Y f(x) = y 
= inf sup v = c( '1) . 
VE'1 
(e) Similar to (d) . 
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(f) Let Ji.l V Ji.2 E (f(.5']). Then there exists IIE.5' with f(1I] ~ Ji.l V Ji.2, so 
II ~ f-1[Ji.l V Ji.2] = 1 1[p,1] V f-l~] and hence 1 1[Ji.l] V f-l~] E .5' which is prime. 
Suppose f-1[Ji.l] E.5', then f(f-1[Ji.l11 ~ Ji.l which means that Ji.l E <f( .5']>. 
In [Lo 5] (Lemma 3.3) it is shown that 
2.24 LEMMA 
If f : X --+ Y and .5' is a prefilter on X then : 
.9'm(f(.Y]) ~ {f(~]: ~E .9'm(.5')}· 
From this we can deduce the following corollary. 
2.25 COROLLARY 
If f : X --+ Y and .5' is a prefilter on X then 
c( f( .5']) ~ c(.5'). 
PROOF 
c( .5') 
< inf c( d{) (2.24). 
d{E .9' m (f [ .5'J ) 
= c(f( .5']). 
• 
• 
In view of Theorem 2.16 it is natural to ask whether, for a prefilter .5', we can 
find ~ E .9' m(.5') such that c( ~) = c( .5'). If this were true, some of the results which 
follow would have simpler proofs and so the answer to this question is worth knowing. 
Very recently, during 1991, Chadwick has settled this issue by finding a 
counter--example. 
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2.26 THEOREM 
There is a prefilter Y on IN such that for no '1 E !J'm( Y) do we have 
c( '1) = c( Y). 
PROOF 
For n E IN let IIn(m) =! ~f m ~ n,} 
= 1 If m > n. 
Let Y = <{lin: n E IN}>. Since 1I~ = IN for each n E IN we have Yo = {IN}. 
Consequently : 
II'm( Y) = {( Y 1) : IF is an ultrafilter on IN}. 
If IF is a fixed ultrafilter on IN then IF = < {m} > for some m E IN and then: 
c( Y,IF) = inf inf sup(lIn II IF) 
nEINFEIF 
= inf inf sup IIn(k) 
nEINFElFkEF 
1 
= m 
It follows that c( Y) = 0 while c( Y,IF) > 0 for any fixed ultrafilter IF on IN. 
On the other hand ifIF is a free ultrafilter on IN then for each n E IN we have 
An := {m E IN : m ~ n} E IF . Thus for each FE IF and n E IN, FnAn * 0. 
Let k(F,n) E FnAn then : 
c( Y,IF) = inf inf sup IIn(k) 
nEINFElFkEF 
~ inf inf lin (k(F,n)) 
nEINFEIF 
=1. 
We have shown that c( Y) = 0 but c( '1) > 0 for each '1 E !J' m( Y) which 
establishes the theorem. 
• 
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. CHAPTER 3 
UNIFORMITIES 
The reader is referred to [Bo 1], [Wi 1] and [Wi 2] for the theory of uniform 
spaces and in particular the interplay between the notions of compactness, 
precompactness, completeness and boundedness. 
In [Lo 3], Lowen introduces the notion of a fuzzy uniform space in which 
conditions on a collection !iJ ~ IXx X are imposed for !iJ to be a fuzzy uniformity. An 
element a E !iJ is a function from XxX to I and, in the spirit of Zadeh [Za 1], cr(x,y) can 
be thought of as the degree to which (x,y) belongs to a. If a, 'l/JE IXxX we define: 
as(x,y) = cr(y,x) 
(a 0 'I/J)(x,y) = sup '!j;(x,z) II a(z,y). 
z E X 
These are natural generalisations of the standard notions, for if a = lu and 'I/J = IV 
then: 
and 
since: 
(IU) (x,y) = 1 ~ (lu )(Y'x) = 1 ~ (y,x) E U ~ (x,y) E Us ~ (lu )(x,y) = 1 s s 
(IV 0 Iu) = lyoU 
(Iv 0 Iu)(x,y) = 1 
since : 
~ sup Iu(x,z) II I v(z,y) = 1 
z 
~ 3 z: (x,z) E U and (z,y) E Y 
~ (x,y) E YoU ~ l Vou(x,y) = 1. 
!iJ~ IXx X is called a fuzzy uniformity and (X, !iJ) a fuzzy uniform space if: 
A (1) !iJ is a prefilter and !iJ = !iJ, 
(2) V aE!iJ V x E X cr(x,x) = 1, 
(3) V a UiJ as E !iJ, 
(4) V aE!iJV f> 03 'l/JE!iJ: 'l/Jo 'l/J5. a+ f . 
$ ~ IXxX is called a fuzzy uniform base for 9J if $-:= ($") = 9J and in 
[Lo 3] it is shown that: 
THEOREM 3.1 
" 
If 9J is a fuzzy uniformity then ciI':= {o- E 9J: o-s = o-} is a fuzzy 
uniform base for 9J. 
The elements of ciI' are called symmetric and Theorem 3.1 and the fact that 
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ciI' = ciI' assures us that if 0- E 9J then there exists symmetric 'If; E 9J such that 'If; ~ 0-
and so we shall often assume without loss of generality that an arbitrarily chosen 
element 0- E 9J is symmetric. It is immediate from the definition that: 
3.2 ASSERTION 
I If 0- E 9J then 0- ~ 0- 0 0-. 
Ifn E IN then a":= (TOO-O ···00- (n factors) and by induction on n we have 
0- ~ a" for any n E IN, a fact which we shall use without mention in the sequeL 
THE FUZZY UNIFORM TOPOLOGY 
If 0- E 9J and x E X we define 0-( x) by : 
o-(x) (y) = o-(y,x) 
and 9Jx = {o-(x) : 0- E 9J }. 
9J x is a fuzzy neighbourhood prefilter and ( 9J x : xE X) is a fuzzy 
neighbourhood system in the sense of [La 2]. For J.! E IX and 0- E 9J we define 0-( J.!) by 
o-(J.!) (x) = sup J.! A o-(x) = sup J.!(y) A o-(y,x). 
Y E X 
If (X,I!)) is a uniform space, U E I!) and A ~ X, then: 
1u < 1 A>(x) = 1 <=) sup 1 A (y) A l
u
(y,x) = 1 
y 
<=) 3 yEA: (y,x) E U 
<=) 3y E A : x E U(y) <=) x E UtA). 
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Thus IU<I A> = IU(A) and the definition of (J<It> is a natural generalisation of the 
standard notion. 
If It E IX we define the closure of /l , denoted p, by : 
p, = in f (J<J.t> . 
IT E.0 
This yields a fuzzy closure operator as defined in [Lo 3] . Specifically: 
3.3 ASSERTION 
If a E I and J.t, II E IX then 
(a) alx = alx ' 
(b) J.t~ p" 
(c) J.t V II = p,V ii, 
(d) /i=p,. 
(e) J.t" 1I~ p," ii. 
The proof of this assertion can be found in [Lo 3] and we omit it here. The closure 
operator defines a fuzzy topology -r( .0) associated with .0 and -r(.0) is called the fuzzy 
uniform topology in which the .0-closed fuzzy sets are those J.t E IX such that p, = J.t. In 
other words, -r(.0) = {I-J.t : p, = J.t}. 
Alternatively, a fuzzy uniform space is a fuzzy neighbourhood space in the 
sense of [Lo 2] in which : 
p,(x) = in f sup J.t" II. 
II E.0 x 
This is precisely what we have here because 
p,(x) = in f (J<J.t>(x) = in f sup J.t" (J<X> . 
(JE.0 (JE.0 
Thus a fuzzy uniform space (X,.0) gives rise to a fuzzy neighbourhood space 
(X,(.h'"x: x E X)) in which .h'"x = .0 x , from which we obtain a closure operator, which 
in turn defines the fuzzy uniform topology -r( .0). 
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We collect together some basic technical facts concerning fuzzy uniform spaces 
in the following lemma in which: 
O'f3 := ((x,y) E XxX : O'(x,y) >.8} for O'E fiJ,.8E II. 
3.4 LEMMA 
Let (X, fiJ) be a fuzzy uniform space with 
x 0', 7{i E fiJ j v, A E I ,f E I, .8 E II' X E X, and n E IN. Then 
(a) v~ O'<v>, 
(b) (0' + f)<V> ~ O'<V> + f, 
(c) O'<7{i<v» = (0'0 7{i)<v>, 
(d) sup O'<V> A J.I = sup v A O's<J.I> , 
(e) ii(x) = c( fiJ x,v) , 
(f) sup ii = sup v , 
(g) f3 f3 f3 (O'<v» =O'(v), 
(h) f3 f3 O'<x> = O's(x) , 
(i) (})D = (O'D)f3 , 
(j) ii= inf O'<V> . 
0' E fiJ 
PROOF 
(a) Immediate from the definition. 
(b) (0' + f)<V>(X) = sup v(y) A (O'+f)(y,X) = sup v(y) II (u(y,X)+f) 
y y 
~ sup (v(Y)+f) II (O'(y,X)+f) = (sup v(y) II u(y,X))+f 
y y 
= O'<V>(X)+f. 
(c) Straight from the definition. 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
sup (a<v> II J.!)(x) = sup (sup v(y) II a(y,x)) II J.L{x) 
x Y x 
= sup (sup J.L{x) II as(x,y)) II v(y) 
y x 
= sup as<J.!>(Y) II v(y) = sup v II as<jt>. 
y 
v(x) = in f a<v>(x) = in f sup v II a<x> = c(.0 x,v) . 
aE.0 aE.0 
For each x E X v(x) = c( .0x,v) ~ sup v (since v E (.0 x,v)). 
f3 
xE (a<v» 
f3 y E (a<x» 
~ a<v>(x) = sup v(y) II a(y,x) > (J 
f3 Y f3 ~ 3 y E v : (y,x) E a 
f3 f3 ~xEa(v). 
f3 ~ a<x>(y) = a(y,x) = as(x,y) > (J ~ (x,y) E as 
f3 ~ y E as(x) . 
f3n f3 f3 f3 (x,y) E (a) ~ 3 Y1,y2"" ,yn-1 : (X'Y1) E a, (Y1,y2) E a , .. . ,(yn-1,y) E a 
~ sUP{a(x,y1) II . . . II a(Yn-1 y) : Yi E X, i E [n-l]} > {J 
~ ~(x,y) > {J 
n f3 ~(x,Y)E(a) . 
, 
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(j) v = in f a<v> ~ in f a<v>. For the reverse inequality let a E .0and 
ITE.0 aE.0 
f E 10 , Then there exists 'if; E .0 such that 'if; 0 'if; ~ a + f and hence: 
'iii <v> = inf «'if; <v» ~ 'if; <'if; <v» = ('if; 0 'if;)<v> 
( E.0 
~ (a+f)<v> ~ a <V>+f. 
We have shown that : V a E.0 V f E 103 'if;E.0 : 'iii <v> ~ a <V>+f which is 
equivalent to : inf 'iii <v> < inf a <v> = v. 
'if;E.0 aE.0 
• 
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CONVERGENCE 
If (X, ~) is a fuzzy uniform space and :7 is a prefilter (on X) the adherence of 
:7(Adh :7) and limit of :7(lim :7) are elements of IX defined using the fuzzy uniform 
topology: 
Adh :7 = inf ii, 
v E:7 
lim :7 = inf Adh '#' 
,#E !l' m ( :7) 
We assemble some observations regarding these in a lemma. 
3.5 LEMMA 
Let (X, ~) be a fuzzy uniform space, :7 a prefilter on X and x E X. 
Then: 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
(d) 
(e) 
(f) 
(g) 
(h) 
(i) 
PROOF 
(a) 
(Adh :7)(x) = c(~x' :7). 
(lim :7)(x) = inf c( ~x, '#) . 
,#E!l'm (:7) 
If :7 is prime then lim :7 = Adh :7. 
sup Adh :7 ~ c(:7) . 
sup lim :7~ c(:7) . 
If :7 ~ '# then Adh '# ~ Adh :7. 
Adh :7 = sup Adh ,#. 
,#E!l'm (:7) 
If :7 is a prefilter base then Adh <:7> = Adh :7. 
A 
If :7 is a prefilter base and u E ~ then Adh :7 = Adh :7 and 
A 
Adh u < :7 > = Adh u < :7>. 
(Adh :7)(x) = inf inf u<v>(x) = inf inf supvA u<x> 
v E:7rr E~ v E:7rr E~ 
= c(:7, 9J x). 
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(b) Immediate from (a). 
( c) I=ediate since 9' m{.:Y) = {3'"}. 
(d) If x E X then (Adh 3'")(x) = c( 3'",!D x) $ c( 3'"). 
(e) IfxE X then : 
(f) 
(g) 
(lim 3'")(x) = inf c(;?, !Dx) $ inf c(;?) = c( 3'"). 
;?E 9' m( 3'") ;?E 9' m( 3'") 
I=ediate. 
For each ;?E 9' m( 3'") , Adh ;? $ Adh 3'" and so sup Adh ;? $ Adh 3'". 
;?E 9' m( 3'") 
To prove the reverse inequality let x E X. If (Adh 3'")(x) = 0 then 
sup (Adh ;?)(x)~ O. If (Adh 3'")(x) > 0 choose a such that 
;?E 9' m( 3'") 
(Adh 3'")(x) > a> O. Then c(3'" ,!D x) = c(3'" V !D x) > a so choose an 
ultrafilter IF 2 (3'" V !D x ),,: Now 3'"0 (: 3'"0.(: (3'" V !Dxlo. (2.7(a)) and hence 
3'"0 (: IF . Let ;? = ( 3'", IF) = 3'" V IF I' Then ;? E 9' m( 3'") and : 
(Adh ;?)(x) 
- inf inf in f sup /J A IF A IT <x> 
/J E3'"F E IF IT E!D 
= inf inf in f sup (/J A IT <x> )(y). 
/J E 3'" F E IF IT E!D Y EF 
If /J E 3'", F E IF and (J E !D then /J A IT <x> E 3'" V !D x and so 
0. 
F n (/J A IT <x» f. 0. It follows that sup (/J A IT <x> )(y) > a and hence 
y E F 
(Adh ;?)(x)~ a. Thus ( sup Adh ;?)(x)~ aand,sinceaisarbitrary, 
;?E9'm(3'") 
(Adh 3'")(x) $ (sup Adh ;? )(x). Since this holds for all x E X the 
;?E9'm(3'") 
result follows. 
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(h) Straightforward. 
(i) A fairly easy exercise. 
• 
It should be noted that the results in Lemma 3.5 hold in a more general 
setting, namely, fuzzy topological spaces and the reader is referred to [Lo 1]. The proof 
of 3.5(g) in the context of fuzzy topological spaces is more involved than the one we 
present here, the additional structure available in fuzzy uniform spaces allowing us to 
find this simpler proof. 
If (X, 9J) is a fuzzy uniform space and .:i is a prefilter on X, we shall say that 
.'Y is 9J --convergent or simply convergent iff c( .'Y) = sup lim .'Y and in the light of 
Lemma 3.5(e) this is equivalent to : 
.'Y is convergent (=} c(.'Y) ~ sup lim .'Y. 
If /1- E IX we shall say that .'Y is 9J-convergent in /1- or simply convergent in /1-
iff c(.'Y) = sup /1-/\ lim.'Y. Equivalently : 
.'Y is convergent in /1- (=} c(.'Y) ~ sup /1-/\ lim .'Y. 
CONTINUITY 
If (X, 9J ) and (Y, 6) are fuzzy uniform spaces and f: (X, 9J ) ---i (Y, 6) we say 
that f is continuous if the inverse image of open fuzzy sets are open. More precisely : 
f is continuous (=} V v E T( 6) f-I[v] E r( 9J ). 
It is straightforward to check that the following are equivalent : 
(i) f is continuous. 
(ii) For each 6-closed A f-I[A] is 9J-closed. 
(iii) For each v E IY f-I[v] ~ f-I[ii]. 
(iv) For each v E IX f[ii] ~ f[v]. 
The proofs are in [Ch 3] and [Wa 1]. In [Lo 1], Lowen characterises continuity 
using prefil ters as follows : 
(v) f is continuous iff for each prefilter :7 on X 
f{Adh :7] ~ Adh f{ :7] . 
( vi) f is continuous iff for each prime prefilter :7 on X 
f(lim :7] ~ lim f{ :7] . 
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This idea of characterising a certain property using only prime prefilters will 
be used time and time again in the sequel and its usefulness will become apparent. 
HAUSDORFF FUZZY UNIFORM SPACES 
IT a topological space is Hausdorff (Ta) then a filter IF on X has a limit set 
which is either empty, in which case we say that IF does not converge, or a singleton {x} 
say, in which case we say that IF converges to x. 
To achieve a similar situation we shall adopt the following definition. We 
shall call a fuzzy uniform space (X, 9J) Hausdorff (or separated or T 2) iff for each prime 
prefilter :7 on X, (Adh :7)0 is either empty or a singlolton. In [Lo 3] we find a useful 
equivalent statement . 
3.6 THEOREM 
A fuzzy uniform space (X, 9J )is Hausdorff iff in f (T = It. 
rr E 9J 
(where t. = {(x,x} : x EX}) . 
3.7 COROLLARY 
If a fuzzy uniform space (X, 9J) is Hausdorff then 
for each x E X Adh 9Jx = Ix ' 
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PROOF 
(Adh 91x)(Y) = in f u<x>(y) = in f u<lx>(Y) = lx(Y) (3.4(j)) 
IlE91 IlE91 
= inf u<lx>(Y) 
Il E 91 
= in f u<x>(y) = in f u(y,x) = 1,6. (y,x) = lx(Y)' 
IlE91 IlE91 
• 
UNIFORM CONTINUITY 
We extend the notion of uniform continuity in uniform spaces in a natural way 
as follows . If f : X --+ Y then (f><f) : XxX --+ Yx Y is defined by (f><f)(x,y) := (f(x),f(y)). 
If (X, 91) and (Y, B) are fuzzy uniform spaces then: 
f is uniformly continuous ¢=} V 'I/IE B (fx f)-I['I/I] E 91 
¢=} V 'I/IE B 3 uE 91 : (f><f)[u] ~ '1/1. 
As for uniform spaces we have : 
3.8 THEOREM 
A uniformly continuous function is continuous. 
The proof can be found in [Lo 3] . 
PRODUCTS 
Let J be a non-empty index set and for each j E J let (Xj' 91 j) be a fuzzy 
uniform space. Let X = IT Xj and for k E J we define the kth projection Pk by 
j E J 
Pk: X --+ Xk and the kth biprojection Pk x Pk by (xj ) --+ xk 
Pk x Pk: XxX --+ XkxXk The product fuzzy uniformity 
(x,y) --+ (Pk(x) ,Pk(Y)) 
91 = n li"j is defined to be that fuzzy uniformity on X whose sub-basic elements are 
j E J 
The basic elements of ilJ have form: 
We need the following facts concerning the product space (X, ilJ) . 
3.9 THEOREM 
ilJ = II ilJ j is the weakest fuzzy uniformity on X = II Xj 
jEJ jEJ 
which makes each projection Pj : X ....... Xj uniformly continuous. 
PROOF: A straightforward check (see [Lo 3)). 
3.10 LEMMA 
If $ = tmax Pj-![>'j] : Aj is or(ilJj)--closed, Jo E 5"f(J)} 
J E Jo 
then $ is a base for the closed fuzzy sets of or( ilJ). 
PROOF 
Basic or( ilJ )-open fuzzy sets have form : 
v = . min Pj! h] with Jo E 5"f(J), Vj is r( ilJj)-open. 
J E Jo 
Now A is basic or( ilJ)- dosed iff I-A is basic or( ilJ)-open and so if 
min p7! [v.] = I-A then A = 1 - min p7! [v.] = max p7! [I-v.] . 
. J J J ·EJ J J ·EJ J J JE 0 J 0 J 0 
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• 
• 
If for each j E J J.!i E rXj we define the product in the natural way: 
II J.!. = inf p ~ I[J.! . ] . 
jEJ J jEJJ J 
Thus (. II J.!j)(x) ~ O! ~ V j E J J.!j(Pj(x)) ~ O!. Note that each Pj is surjective and so : 
J E J 
We collect some easily checked facts together in a lemma. 
3.11 LEMMA 
Let ((Xj ,9Jj): jE J) be a family of fuzzy uniform spaces, 
X = . II Xj' 9J = . II 9Jj , J.!j E rXj, VE rX and sr a prefilter on X. 
JEJ JEJ 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
( d) 
(e) 
(f) 
Vk E J Ii ~ Pi/[ Pk[v]] . 
Vk E J pd II J.!j] ~ J.!k· 
j E J 
Vk E J sup v = sup pdv] . 
If &'j ~ rXj then Pjl[ inf IIj] = inf Pjl[vJ 
II j E &'j II j E &'j 
c( sr, . II J.!) ~ . inf c(Pj[ sr],J.!j). 
JE J J E J 
V j E J c(Pj[ sr]) = c( sr). 
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The reader is referred to [Ch 1] for the proofs. We also glean the following 
useful theorem from [Ch 1] : 
3.12 THEOREM 
If '1 is a prefilter on . II Xj then : 
J E J 
(a) Adh '1 ~ . II Adh Pj[ '1]. 
J E J 
(b) If '1 is prime then Adh '1 = . II Adh Pj[ '1]. 
J E J 
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PROOF (outline) 
(a) Follows easily from 3.11(a). 
(b) To show that p := . II Adh Pj[ P'l $ Adh P' we let v E P' and let closed 
J E J . 
A ~ v. We invoke 3.10 to obtain A = . max Pjl[Ajl and now, since A E P' and 
J E Jo 
P' is prime we have Pk1[AJJ E P' for some k E Jo' We then obtain 
p $ Pk1[Akl $ A and the result follows since v and A are arbitrary. 
• 
NOTE: If there is a possibility of confusing 9J j with {/' : fJ E 9J, /3 < j} (2.7) or ~j 
with {x : p,( x) ~ j} we shall use the more cumbersome 9J (j) and p,(j). 
THE a-LEVEL UNIFORMITIES 
If (X, 9J) is a fuzzy uniform space then for each a E 10 we define : 
CL ~ 9J ={fJ : fJE9J,O$/3<a}. 
3.13 ASSERTION 
9J CL is a uniformity on X. 
PROOF 
CL ~ If U E 9J then U = fJ for some fJ E 9J and f3 < a and so /::,. ~ U 
(since for (x,x) E /::,. we have u(x,x) = 1 > f3 which means that (x,x) E /') . 
Let U E 9JC1. and U ~ V. Again U = /' for some /3 > a and fJ E 9J . 
Let '1j; = (1 V Iv· Then (1 ~ '1j; and so '1j; E !P. We have I' = V since : 
1/i..x,y) > (J 
(x,y) E V 
¢=> o{x,y) > (J or (x,y) E V 
¢=> (x,y) E ; = U or (x,y) E V 
=* (x,y) E V 
=* Iv(x,y) = 1 
=* 1/i..x,y) = 1 > (J 
13 
=* (x,y) E 1{J . 
" It follows that V E!P . 
!\" 132 " Let UI = (11 E!P and Ua = (1a E!P . 
I3vl3" I3VI3 13 13 . Then ((11/\ (1a) I 2E!P and ((1I/\(1a) I a!; (1lln (1la, from which we conclude that 
131 132 U U """ (11 n (11 = In aE.:v 
Let U = ; E !P". Then Us = ((1s)13 and, since (1s E!P, we have Us E !P". 
Finally, let U = (113 E !p" with (1 E !P and (J < a. Let E = ~{3 and 
7 = 3a ~ 2{3. Then E > 0 so there exists '1j;E!P with '1j; a '1j; ~ (1+E. We have 
"I " (J < 7 < a and so V := '1j; E!P . 
Furthermore V a V!; U since : 
(x,y) E Va V¢=>3 z: (x,z) E V and (z,y) E V 
¢=> sup 1/i..x,z) II 1/i..z,y) = ('1j; a '1j;)(x,y) > 7 
z 
=* o{x,y) > 'Y-E = ai~{3 > (J 
¢=> (x,y) E ; = U. 
The uniformity !p" will be referred to as the a-level uniformity. 
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• 
3.14 ASSERTION 
If 0 < fJ ~ a ~ 1 then 9)fJ ~ 9)" ~ 9) 1. Furthermore 
PROOF 
" 1 9)= U 9). 
1 < a 
The first part is clear and hence U 9) 1 ~ 9)" is also clear. 
'Y < a 
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fJ " . Now let U = 0' E 9) WIth 0' E 9) and fJ < a. Choose 'Y such that fJ < 'Y < a. 
Then U E 9) 1 and hence U E U 9) 1. 
'Y < a 
We have seen that a single fuzzy uniformity 9) on X gives rise to a family 
• 
" (9) : a E 10 ) of uniformities on X which become stronger as a increases, the strongest 
being 9) 1 = {J : 0' E 9), fJ < I}. Investigating a uniformity or a prefilter by examining 
its a-levels is a very useful device used by Lowen in [Lo 2] and [Lo 10] in which our 
9)" is denoted i1." (9)). In [Lo 2] it is shown that the convergence of a prefilter can be 
expressed in terms of the convergence of its a-levels. The setting there was a fuzzy 
neighbourhood space and we restate the theorem (Proposition 7.3 in [Lo 2]) in our 
setting. 
Let 9)~ = {U : U is a 9)" - neighbourhood of x}. 
3.15 THEOREM 
Let (X, 9)) be a fuzzy uniform space, :7 a prefilter on X, 
x E X and a ~ c( (7). Then: 
" (lim (7)(x) ~ a (=} :70 -+ x w.r.t. 9) . 
PROOF 
We first prove the result for a prime prefilter 'I . In this case : 
we have lim 'j = Adh 'j and c( 'j) = c( 'j). Thus : 
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(Adh 'j)(x)~ cc <=}V{3< cc VVE'j VuEIP u<v>(x)=supvA u<x> >{3 
f3 f3 
<=} VUE IP V {3 < cc V v E 'j v n u<x> f 0 
f3 
<=} VUE IP V (3 < cc VF E 'j 0 F n Us (x) H . (2.9(b)). 
a 
<=} VU E IP x U E 'j 0 (2.9(a),2.14) 
a 
w.r.t . IP . 
To deal with the general case we first observe that : 
To see this let r!/ = {IF : IF is ultra, IF 2 ~ o} = IP( ~ 0) then : 
Now (lim ~)(x) ~ cc <=} V 'jE .9'm(~) (Adh 'j)(x) ~ cc 
<=} V 'jE .9'm(~) 'j 0 --i X w.r.t . IP 
a 
<=} V 'jE .9'm(~) IP x ~ 'j 0 
a <=}IPx~ n 'jo=~o 
'jE.9' m(~) 
a 
• 
Theorem 3.15 is the first example of what we might call an "a-level theorem" 
in which we express a property of an object of a fuzzy uniform space in terms of the 
a-level uniformities. This idea has also been used by Katsaras and Liu in [Ka 1) in 
connection with convex and balanced fuzzy sets and Chadwick in [Ch 1) in connection 
with compact fuzzy sets. As another example, we characterise the Hausdorff property in 
terms of the a-level uniformities. 
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3.16 THEOREM 
I A fuzzy uniformity .0 is T2 ¢=l Va E 10 
PROOF 
¢=l in f u = It. (3.6) and for a E 10 , 
IT E.0 
¢=l n U = n n /' = tl . 
U E.0 a u E.0 f3 < a 
Let .0 be T2, a E 10 and (x,y) E n 
u E.0 
f3 n u . 
(J < a 
Then u( x,y) > (J for each 
IT E.0 and each (J < a. Consequently u(x,y) ~ a for each u E.0 and hence 
(inf cr)(x,y) = It.(x,y) ~ a> o. 
IT E.0 
Thus 1 t. (x,y) = 1 and so x=y, in other words (x,y) E tl. We have shown that 
n n ~ ~ tl and, since the reverse inclusion always holds, we have equality. 
ITE.0{3<a 
a Conversely, let.0 be T 2 for each a E 10 and let x f y. Then for each 
f3 
or E 10 (x,y) ¢ t. = n n u. Thus for each a E 10 u(x,y) ~ {3 for some u E .0 and 
uE.0 {3<a 
f3 < a, from which it follows that (in f u) (x,y) = o. On the other hand, if x = y then 
IT E.0 
in f cr(x,y) = 1 and hence in f cr = 1 t. . 
trE.0 ITE.0 
In similar vein, we characterise closedness in terms of the ll'-levels. 
• 
3.17 THEOREM 
If (X, 9J) is a fuzzy uniform space and /1- E IX then: 
/1- is 9J-closed <=) Va E 10 /1-0. is 9J0. -<:losed. 
PROOF 
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0. 
Let /1- be 9J -closed, a E 10 and let x E clo.(/1-o.) , the 9J -closure of /1-0.' We 
must show that x E /1-0. and so we let (3 < a be arbitrary and show J11.x) > (3. Now /1- is 
9J-closed and so 
J11.x) = p.(x) = in f o-</1->(x) = inf sup /1-" o-<x>. 
ITE9J 0-
We therefore let 0- E 9J be arbitrary and show that sup /1-" o-<x> > {3. Since J E 9J 0. 
~ ~ ~ ~ 
we have x E 0- (/1-a) ~ 0- (/1- ) and hence u(y,x) > (3 for some y E /1- . Thus: 
sup /1-" o-<x> ~ J11.y)" u(y,x) > (3. 
For the converse we must show that p, $ /1- and so we let x E X be arbitrary and 
show that p,(x) $ J11.x). To do this we let a $ p.(x) be arbitrary and show that a $ J11.x) . 
Now: 
a $ p.(x) = in f sup /1-" o-<x> 
IT E 9J 
<=) V {3 < a V 0- E 9J (3 < sup /1-" o-<x> 
~ 
<=) V (3 < a V 0- E 9J 3y E /1- ~ ~ : u(y,x) > (3 
~ 
<=) V{3 < a VO-E 9J x E 0- (~) 
0. 
<=)V{3< a V UE9J xE U(~) 
<=) V (3 < a x E clo.(~) = ~ 
<=) V (3 < a J11.x) ~ (3 
<=) J11.x) ~ a. 
• 
We shall see many more a-level theorems in the theory to come, in fact, we 
shall obtain a-level theorems for each of the properties: 
Cauchy, compactness, precompactness, boundedness and completeness . 
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GOOD EXTENSIONS OF THE NOTIONS OF UNIFORM SPACES 
If D is a uniformity on X, D is a filter on Xx X and we adopt the notation of 
Chapter 2 and define : 
DI = {UE IXxX : VaE II UaE D}. 
It is shown in [Lo 3] (Theorem 3.1) that DI is a fuzzy uniformity and in that paper DI is 
denoted by wu(D). 
If !lJ is a fuzzy uniformity on X, !lJ is a prefilter on Xx X and we again adopt 
the notation of Chapter 2 and define : 
p 
!lJI = {u : UE!lJ, {JE II} ' 
In Theorem 3.1 of [Lo 3] !lJ I is shown to be a uniformity on X and there !lJ I is denoted 
iu(!lJ)· 
Let UNIF denote the category of uniform spaces with uniformly continuous 
maps and let F.UNIF denote the category of fuzzy uniform spaces with uniformly 
continuous maps. Let 
E : I UNIF I -I IF. UNIF I 
(X,D)-I (X,DI) 
and let E leave maps unchanged. Let 
G: IF . UNIFI -i IUNIF I 
(X, !lJ) ...... (X,!lJ I) 
and let G leave maps unchanged. E and G and functors and : 
G(E(X,D)) = G(X,DI) = (X,(DI)I) = (X,D) (2.7(c)) . 
Thus G 0 E( (X,D)) = (X,D) and G turns out to be a left adjoint for E as we 
shall see. We first need : 
3.18 LEMMA 
If (X,D) E I UNIFI , (Y,!lJ) E jF.UNIFI and f : (X,D) -i (Y,!lJ I) 
is uniformly continuous then f : (X,D I) -i (Y,!lJ) is uniformly continuous 
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PROOF 
Let O"E 9), 1/J= (fx£tI[O"] and aE II ' Then : 
0. 0. 0., 
1/J = {(x,y) : qf(x),f(y)) > a} = {(x,y) : (fxf)(x,y) EO"} = (f.ftl[O" J. 
Now 0"0. E 9)1 and hence (f.f)-I[O"] = 1/J0. E ID since f is uniformly continuous as 
a morphism of UNIF. We have therefore shown that 1/J E IIlI and consequently that f is 
uniformly continuous as a morphism of F.UNIF. 
• 
It follows from the Lemma that G is a left adjoint for E since if 
(X,ID) E I UNIFI, (Y,9)) E I F.UNIFI and f: (X,Il ) -< (Y,9) I) is a morphism of UNIF 
then 
f: (X,IlI) -< (Y,9)) is amorphism ofF.UNIF and f= falx ' 
E 
F.UNIF I UNIF 
G 
(X,Il) 
(X,Il!) f I (Y, 9)) lxl ~ (X,Il) -> (Y, 9)1) 
f 
In this sense, the functor E embeds UNIF into F .UNIF and G is a forgetful 
functor. An element (X, 9)) E I F.UNIFI is said to be uniformly generated if 
(X,9)) = E( (X,D)) for some (X,I)) E I UNIFI. In other words if 9) = III for some 
uniformity I). These uniformly generated fuzzy uniform spaces form a copy of UNIF in 
F .UNIF and if E were surjective, the theory of fuzzy uniform spaces would just be the 
theory of uniform spaces in disguise. This is however, not the case and 9) ~ (9) 1)1 in 
general, equality occuring when 9) is uniformly generated ( ((111)1)1 = 1)1). In extending 
the notions of UNIF (such as Cauchy filter, complete set) to F .UNIF, we must ensure 
that the extended notion (Cauchy prefilter, complete fuzzy set) coincides with the usual 
notion in the uniformly generated case. 
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We intend to extend (or generalise, to use another expression) the notions : 
Cauchy filter, precompact set, compact set, bounded set and complete set to the fuzzy 
uniform space setting and we must do so in such a way that : 
IF is Il-Cauchy 
A is J) - P 
{=} IF' is II '-Cauchy 
{=} lA is Il '-P 
where P is precompact, compact, bounded or complete. In this case we will say that we 
have a good extension of the uniform space notion. 
When we have obtained good extensions of these notions we shall investigate 
the theory that they generate using the standard theory as a guide. In this way the 
theory of uniform spaces will be extended to obtain the theory of fuzzy uniform spaces. 
" Prefilters .7 with .7 = .7 will be called saturated prefilters (as in [Mo 1]) 
from now on. These prefilters are special because fuzzy uniformities are prefilters with 
this property, and it is this property which is needed in the definition in order to 
produce a good theory of fuzzy uniform spaces. We shall now discover that they enjoy 
another interesting and useful property. 
3.19 THEOREM 
If 9J and .2:" are saturated prefilters on X such that 9JC1 - .:I' 
for all a E 10 then 9J = .2:". 
PROOF 
Let U E 9J and € E 10, We seek 'I/J E .2:" such that 'I/J ~ u+€. Then, since € is 
arbitrary, we will have 
and consequently 
" 
sup ('I/J.-€) := e ~ U with e E .2:" = .2:" 
€ E 10 
and so we will have U E.2:". Choose : 0 = ao < a, < ~ < . .. < ~ = 1 with 
a i - a i " < ~ for each i E [n]. 
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(ii) Since (J '\ E ga2 = f2 there exists 'l/J2 E .i' and P2 < aa with 
i3 a a , ft 
'1fJ2a = (J I. Now a l < aa and so 'l/Jal E .:c 2. Thus 
'I/J~I n J;2 = 'I/J~aIVi32) E f2 and we have viaalVi3a)!:; J:2 = (J a1• If we let 
P'a = a1 V P2 then a l ~ P'a and J;'a !:; (Ja1• Thus instead of (ii) we can say : 
(ii)' There exists 'l/J2 E .i' and a1 ~ P2 < aa with J;2!:; (J a1• 
Similarly : 
(iii) There exists 'l/J3 E .i' and aa ~ P3 < aa with J:3 ~ (J a2. 
In general we have : Vi E [nJ 3 'l/Ji E .i' 3 ai-l ~ Pi < ai with /;i ~ (J ai_I. 
Let 'I/J : = inf 'l/Ji' Then 'I/J E .i' and : 
i E [nJ 
Vi E [nJ Ii!:; v/li!:; (Jai-l . 
Thus: 
(iv) Vi E [n) 'Ix E X 'l/J.x) > Pi ==* (J(x) > ai-I> ai -~ > Pi - ~ . 
It now follows that 'I/J ~ (J+ f since if x E X and 'I/J. x) > P then 
Pi ~ P < Pi+1 for some i and then : 
'I/J (x) > P ==* 'I/J (x) > Pi 
==* (J (x) > Pi - ~ (from (iv)) 
==* u(x) + f > Pi + ~ f > Pi+1 > P 
(Pi+1 - Pi ~ ai+1 - ai-l < ~ ) . 
We have therefore shown that g ~ .i' and it follows by symmetry that .i' ~ g . 
• 
An immediate corollary is : 
3.20 COROLLARY 
If 9) and $ are fuzzy uniformities on X with 9)0. = .I' 
for each a E (0,1) then 9) = $. 
THE CONSTRUCTION OF FUZZY UNIFORMITIES 
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We intend to build fuzzy uniformities with predetermined a-,level 
uniformities. In other words, if (Il( a) : a E (0,1)) is a family of uniformities on X, we 
shall construct a fuzzy uniformity 9) whose a-level uniformities are precisely the Il( a)'s. 
0. We know from Assertion 3.14 that the a-,level uniformities (9) : aE(O,l)) satisfy: 
(1) 
(2) 
P 0. 0. P ° < fJ ~ a ~ 1 ~ 9) ~ 9) and 9) - U 9) and so the family 
fJ < a 
(Il(a): aE(O,l)) must satisfy: 
° < fJ~ a~ 1 ~ ll(fJH Il(a) and Il(a) = U ll(fJ). 
fJ < a 
Equivalently, (Il(a) : a E(O,l)) must satisfy: 
(3) ° < fJ~ a~ 1 ~ ll(fJ) ~ Il(a) and Il(a) = sup ll(fJ) 
fJ < a 
where sup ll(fJ) is the weakest uniformity stronger that each ll(fJ) with fJ < a. 
P < a 
The equivalence of (2) and (3) follows from the fact that 
U ll(fJ) ~ sup ll(fJ) by definition and if U E sup 1l(f3) then there exists 
fJ<a p<a p<a 
al < ~ < ... < O!z. < a and Ui E Il(ai) Buch that n Ui ~ U. 
i E [nJ 
Now Il( al ) ~ Il(~) ~ ... ~ Il( O!z.) and so each U i E Il( O!z.) . Thus U E Il( an) ~ U ll(fJ) fJ < a 
and hence we have sup 1l(f3) = U ll(fJ). 
p<a fJ<a 
The uniformity 0(1) need not be specified since it is determined by 
0(1) = U 0(13) anyway. 
{l<l 
3.21 THEOREM 
Let (0(0:): aE(O,l)) be a family of uniformities on X satisfying: 
(a) 0 < {l ~ a ~ 1 ==} O({l) ~ O( a), 
(b) 0(0:)= U 0(13) foreachO:Elo . {l < 0: 
Let ~ = {O"E IXxX : VaE(O,l) V{l < a/' E O(a)}. 
Then ~ is the unique fuzzy uniformity on X such that 
Cl ~ = O( a) for each a E 10 • 
PROOF 
(1) ~ is a satnrated prefilter 
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Let 0" E ~ and 0 ~ {l < 1. Choose a such that {l < 0: < 1. Then /J E O( a) 
and so 6. ~ /j and hence O"(x,x) > {l for each x E X. Since {l is arbitrary we 
have: 
'Ix E X O"(x,x) = 1. 
In particular, 0" f. O. 
Let 0"1' 0"2 E ~ and 0 ~ {l < a < 1. 
P P P 
0"1 n 0"2 = (0"1" 0"2) E O(a). 
Thus 0"1" 0"2 E ~ . 
If 0" E ~ then 0"5 E ~ since if 0 ~ {l < a < 1 then (0"/ = (/')5 E O( a). 
Let 0" E ~ , 0" ~ 'Iji and 0 ~ {l < a < 1. Then O"P ~ I' and, since /' E O( a), 
I' E O(a). Consequently 'ljiE~. 
A 
Let 0" = sup (O".-f) E ~ with each 0". E ~ and let 0 ~ {l < a < 1. 
f E 10 
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We note that : 
,+(3 
a(x,y) > {31A 3 € E 10: <7,(x,y)-€ > {31A (x,y) E U <7. 
€ E 10 
In other words : 
(3 , +(3 
<7 = U <7. 
€ E 10 
Choose € E 10 such that {3 < {3+€ < 0<. Then: 
.+(3 (3 .+(3 (3 
<7. ~ <7 with <7. E O( 0<) and so <7 E O( 0<) . 
A 
Thus <7 E 91 and we have shown that 91 ( 91 from which it follows that 
A -
91 = 91. 
(2) V <7 E 91 V f > 0 3 t/JE 91 : t/J o t/J~ <7+f 
Let <7 E 91 , € > 0 and choose 0<0,0<1' • • ,a" such that : 
o = 0<0 < 0<1 < ll':l < ... < O<n = 1 and O<i - O<i-I < ~ for each i E [nJ. 
" For i = 0,1,2,·· ,n-l we have <7 i E O(O<i+l) and so there exists U". E O(O<i+l) 
1+1 
such that U" 0 U" ~ <7 "i. Let U:, = U" and U:, = n U" . Then, since 
i+1 i+1 I Ii j $ i j 
for each j ~ i, U". E O(O<j) ~ O(O<i)' we have U:'. E O(O<i) and 
J 1 
U:, ;) U:, ;) ... ;) U:, . So we can state that: 
1 2 n 
Vi E [nJ3 U" E O(O<i) : U" 0 U" ~ /l<i_1 and U" ;) U" ;) . .. ;) U" . 
i i 1 2 n 
Let 7/J := sup ai lu . 
i E [nJ "i-l 
Then 7/J E 91 since if 0 $ {3 < a < 1 then ai $ a < ai+1 for some i. Thus 
(3 {3 < ai+1 and hence 'ljJ ;) 7/J" = U" E O(ai) ~ O(a). It follows that 
i+l i 
I' E O(a) and so 7/JE 91. 
If a(x,y) > O<n-2' then a(x,y)+€ > O<n-2 + (an - a,,-2) = an = 1 and hence 
we have( 1/1 0 7/J)(x,y) $ a(x,y)+€. 
If <7( x,y) $ a" -2 there exists some i ~ n-2 such that : ai -I < a( x,y) $ ai' 
(3) 
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Since (x,y) ¢ 17'\ we have (x,y) ¢ Ua a Ua and so for no z do we have i +1 i+1 
(x,z) E Ua and (z,y) E Ua . In other words : i+1 i+1 
v z (x,z) ¢ U" or (z,y) ¢ Ua . Thus : i+1 i+1 
v z 'l/i.,x,z) ~ ai+1 or 'l/i.,z,y) ~ ai+I' Consequently: 
'¢o 'l/i.,x,y) = sup 'l/i.,x,z) II 'l/i.,z,y) ~ a;+1 < a;_1 + f < !7{x,y) + f . 
Z 
n 
fP = D(a) for each aE 10 
a ~ ~ If U E fP then U = 17 for some 17 E fP and (3 < a and so 17 E D(a) . 
a 
Thus, on the one hand we have!P ~ D(a). 
On the other hand, if U E O(a) then U E D«(3) for some (3 < a since 
D(a) = U D«(3). Let 17 = (31x.x V 1u' To show that 17 E !P we let 8 < 1 
(3<a 
and 0 ~ "( < 8 and show that 17'1 E D( 0) . If "( < (3 we have 17'1 = X. X and if 
"( ~ (3 we have 17'1 = U E D«(3) ~ D(-y). So in both cases we have 
'1 ~ a 
17 E O( I) ~ 0(8). Thus U = 17 and hence U E!P and we have shown that 
a D(aH !P . 
(4) fP is unique 
We invoke 3.20 and claim that there is precisely one fuzzy uniformity 
whose a-levels are the D( a)'s. 
• 
a 
A fuzzy uniformity fP gives rise to a family (fP : a E (0,1)) of uniformities 
and this family in turn generates a fuzzy uniformity .2' with.:/' = fPa for each 
a E (0,1). Thus fP = .2' and hence a fuzzy uniformity is uniquely determined by its 
family of a-Ievel uniformities. 
We Obtain an a--level theorem for uniform continuity. 
3.22 THEOREM 
Let (X,.0) and (Y, G) be fuzzy uniform spaces. The following are 
equivalent : 
(a) f: (X,.0) -i (Y, G) is uniformly continuous. 
(b) V Ct E 10 f: (X,.0) -i (Y, G) is uniformly continuous. 
PROOF 
We note that for 'I/J E G and f3 E 10 we have: 
(fxft'[/l = «fxftl[t/1)13 
[(xl,x2) E (fxf)·I[/] (=) (f(xl),f(x2» E / (=) 'l/J(f(xl),f(x2)) > f3 
(=) ('I/J 0 (fxf»(xl,x2) > f3 (=) (xl,x2) E «fxftl['I/J]t] 
(a) ~ (b) 0. 13 Let Ct E 10 and V E G . Then V = 'Ijj for some 1/JE G and f3 < Ct. 
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Therefore (fxftl[V] = (fxftl[/] = «fxftl['I/Jll E.0o. since f is uniformly 
continuous and 'I/J E G. 
(b) ~ (a) Let 'l/JE G, CtE 10 and f3 < Ct. Then IE Go. and so 
(£><ftl[/] = (fxftl['I/Jll E .00. . Thus : 
(i) V Ct E 10 V f3 < Ct «(fxf)"I['I/J])i3 E .00.. 
Now .0 is completely determined by its a-levels, in other words : 
Xxx i3 0. 
.0 = {u E I : V Ct E 10 V f3 < Ct u E.0} so : 
(ii) i3 0. U E .0 (=) V Ct E 10 V f3 < Ct u E.0 . 
It follows from (i) and (ii) that (£><f)"I['I/J] E .0 and hence we have shown that f 
is uniformly continuous. 
• 
EXAMPLES 
We use Theorem 3.21 to provide some examples of fuzzy uniformities with 
predetermined a-levels and we shall refer to these later on. 
3.23 EXAMPLE 
Let Ow and Os be two uniformities on X with Ow ~ Os' 
For 0 < o:~ ~ let 0(0:):= Ilw and for~ < a~ 1 let 0(0:) := Os' 
We then have: 
(1) 
(2) 
0< (ls. as. 1 ~ D(fl) ~ D(a), 
D( a) = U D({l) for each a E 10 , {l < 0: 
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We construct !iJ as in 3.21 to obtain a fuzzy uniformity with just two a-level 
uniformities : 
1 Ct 
For 0 < as. 2 !iJ = Ow, 
for ~ < as. 1 !iJCt = Os' 
3.24 EXAMPLE 
What we have done for two uniformities, we can do for a finite collection 
{Ow , Ow,'" , Ow } of uniformities on X with Ow ~ Ow ~ .•. ~ Ow . Choose 
! 2 n 1 2 n 
0:0 , a!, ... , ll<o such that : 
o = 0:0 < a1 < 0"2 •• • < ll<o = 1. . 
For each i E [n] if ai.! < as. ai let D( a) := Ow . 
i 
Again the two conditions of Theorem 3.21 are met and the corresponding fuzzy 
uniformity has n a-leve1s satisfying: 
Ct • 
!iJ = Ow . If ai.! < o:s. ai for each i E [n] . 
1 
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CHAPTER 4 
CAUCHY FILTERS AND PREFILTERS 
If (X,D) is a uniform space, a filter F on X is called D-Cauchy if it contains 
a.rbitrarily D-small elements. More precisely : 
F is D-Cauchy ~ VU E D 3 F Elf: Fx F ~ U. 
Our aim is to find a good extension (in the sense of Chapter 3) of this notion 
which allows us to generalise the theory associated with Cauchy filters to the fuzzy 
uniform space setting. A natural try would be to define a prefilter :? on a fuzzy uniform 
space (X,9J) to be 9J-Cauchy if : 
V O"E 9J V £>03 vE :? : vxv~ 0"+£. 
This is indeed a good extension as we shall see and we shall call such a prefilter 
strong-Cauchy in the sequel. The definition of a Cauchy prefilter which we shall adopt 
was inspired by the characterisation of Cauchy filters which follows . 
4.1 THEOREM 
Let (X,D) be a uniform space and IF an ultrafilter on X. Then: 
IF is D-Cauchy ~ VUE D n U(F) j 0. 
FEIF 
PROOF 
For the forward implication, let IF be D-Cauchy, U Eiland F Elf. Since IF is 
D-Cauchy there exists G E IF such that Gx G E U. Since G Elf, G j 0. Also, G ~ U(F) 
since if y E G, choose x E GnF (which is non-empty since GnF E IF). Then 
(x,y) E Gx G ~ U and hence y E U(x) ~ U(GnF) ~ U(F). Since F is a.rbitra.ry we have 
G ~ n U(F) and hence n U(F) f 0. 
FEIF FEIF 
Let us define : U' = n U(F) 
FEIF 
IF' = ({U' : UE D}). 
To show the reverse implication, suppose that each U' f. 0. Then: 
(a) f' is a filter on X. 
Let U, V E D. Then unv E D and so (Unv)' f. 0 and (Unv)' E IF'. Now: 
y E (Unv)' ~ V FE IF y E (UnV)(F) 
~ V FE IF 3 x E F : (x,y) E U and (x,y) E V 
==, V FE IF (3 x E F: (x,y) E U) and (3 x E F : (x,y) E V) 
~ V FE IF y E U(F) and y E V(F) 
~ y E ( n U(F)) n ( n V(F)) 
FEIF FEIF 
~ yE U' n V' 
Thus (U n V)' ~ U' n V' and hence IF' is a filter on X. 
(b) IT U E D is symmetric then xE U' ~ U(x) E F. 
Let U E Il be symmetric. Then: 
x E U' ~ V FE IF x E U(F) 
~ V FE IF 3 y E F: (y,x) E U 
~ V FE IF 3 y E F : (x,y) E U (U is symmetric) 
~ V FE IF 3 y E F : y E U(x) 
~ V FE IF U(x) n F f. 0 
~ U(x) E IF (IF is ultra, 2.14). 
(c) IT U E D is symmetric then U' x U' ~ U 0 U. 
Let U E Il be symmetric. Then: 
(x,y) E U'xU' ~ U(x) E IF and U(y) E IF (by (b)) 
==, U(x) n U(y) f. 0 
~ 3 z : (x,z) E U and (y,z) E U 
~ 3 z: (x,z) E U and (z,y) E U (U is symmetric) 
~ (x,y) E U a U. 
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(d) F' is I)-Cauchy. 
If V E OJ we can choose symmetric U E III such that U a U ~ V and hence by 
(c) we have U' xU' ~ U a U~ V. 
(e) IfUE I) andxE U' then U(x) ~ (U 0 U)'. 
Let U E 0, x E U' and y E U(x). To show that y E (U a U)' we let FE IF 
be arbitrary and show that y E (U 0 U)(F) . Now since x E U' we have 
x E U(F) and so there is some z E IF for which (z,x) E U. Since y E U(x) 
we have (x,y) E U and hence (z,y) E U 0 U. Thus y E (U 0 U)(F). 
(f) If U E I) is symmetric then (U 0 U)' Elf . 
Let U E IJ be symmetric and choose x E U'. Then, by (b) we have 
U(x) E IF and by (e) we have U(x) ~ (U a UJ' . It follows that (U 0 U), Elf. 
(g) F' ~ F. 
If F E IF' then U' ~ F for some U E Bl . Let symmetric V E OJ be such that 
Va V ~ U. Thus (V 0 V)' ~ U' and it follows from (f) that U' E IF and hence 
FE IF. 
Finally, it follows from (d) and (g) that IF is ID-Cauchy. 
• 
It is worth noting exactly where the fact that IF is an ultrafilter is used in the 
above proof because the result does not hold in general; that is, we do not 
have : 
IF is ID-Cauchy ¢=} VUE il n U(F) f. 0. 
FEIF 
for an arbitrary filter IF in a uniform space (X,Bl) . To see this, consider X = [0,1] and Dl 
the usual uniformity on [0,1]. Let {qn : n E IN} be an enumeration of the rationals in 
[0 ,1]. In other words Q n [0,1] = {qn : n E IN}. This sequence of rationals in [0 ,1] is 
certainly non-Cauchy and hence so is the filter IF that it generates. 
Explicitly, 
IF = <{Tn: n E IN}> where Tn = {qm: m ~ n} is not Cauchy. 
However, IF satisfies the above condition since if V E ID then 
V 2 DE := {(x,y) : I x-yl < f} for some f > O. But if F E IF then F 2 Tn for some 
n E IN and Tn contains all but a finite number of rationals in [0,1]. 
Thus V(F) = U V(qm) = [0,1]. 
m ~ n 
The theorem which characterises arbitrary Cauchy filters is as follows: 
4.2 THEOREM 
Let (X,ID) be a uniform space and IF a filter on X. Then: 
IF is ID-Cauchy ¢=} V V E nl n n V(K) t- 0. 
O<E IP(IF) K E 0< 
PROOF 
Let IF be ID-Cauchy, VElD, 0< E IP(IF) and K E IK. Choose F E IF such that 
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F. F ~ V. Since F, K E 0< we have F n K t- 0 and furthermore, F ~ V(K). To see this, let 
y E F and x E F n K. Then (x,y) E F.F ~ V and hence y E V(K). Since 0< and K are 
arbitrary and F t- 0, the result follows. 
For the converse suppose that for each V E ID 
V':= n n V(K)t- 0. 
0< E IP(IF) K E 0< 
Let IF' := <{V' : VElD}>. 
(a) f' is a filter on X. 
If V, VEil then V n V t- 0 and furthermore : 
y E (V n V)' ¢=} V 0< E IP(IF) V K E 0< Y E (V n V)(K) 
¢=} V O<E IP(IF) V K E 0<3 x E K: (x,y) E V and (x,y) E V 
==, V O<E IP(IF) V K E 0< (3 x E K : (x,y) E V) and 
(3 x E K : (x,y) E V) 
¢=} V O<E IP(IF) V K E 0< y E V(K) and y E V(K) 
¢=} Y E V' n V' . 
Thus (V n V)' ~ V' n V' and it follows that IF' is a filter on X. 
(b) HUE D is symmetric then xE U' ~ U(x) E F. 
Let U E D be symmetric. Then: 
x E U' ~ V IK E II'(IF) V K E IK x E U(K) 
~ V IKE II'(IF) V K E 1K3 yE K: (y,x) E U 
~ V IKE II'(IF) V K E 1K3 Y E K: (x,y) E U (U is symmetric) 
~ V IKE II'(IF) V K E IK 3 Y E K : y E U(x) 
~ V IKE II'(IF) V K E IK U(x) n K f 0 
~ V IKE II'(IF) U(x) ElK (each lKis an ultrafilter, 2.14) 
~ U(x) E n K = IF (2.11). 
K E II'(IF) 
(c) HUE D is symmetric then U' x U' !:: U 0 U. 
As in 4.1. 
(d) F' is D-Cauchy. 
As in 4.1. 
(e) HUE D and x E U' then U(x) !:: (U 0 U)' . 
Let U E Il, x E U' and y E U(x) . To show that y E (U 0 U)' we let 
IK E II'(IF) and K E IK be arbitrary and show that y E (U 0 U)(K). Since 
x E U' we have x E U(K) and so (z,x) E U from some z E K. Now 
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y E U(x) and hence (x,y) E U and so it follows that (z,y) E U 0 U. 
Consequently y E (U 0 U)(K). 
(f) HUE D is symmetric then (U 0 U)' E F. 
As in 4.1. 
(g) F' !:: F. 
As in 4.1. 
Again, as in 4.1, IF is Il-Cauchy. 
• 
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Now let (X,9J) be a fuzzy uniform space and .':I a prefilter on X. With 
Theorem 4.2 in mind we say: 
.':lis 9J-Cauchy I;=!i VaE 9J V a < c(.':I) 3 x E X: alx E inf inf a<lI> 
;?E.9 m(.':I) 11 E ;? 
I;=!i V aE 9J Va < c(.':I) 3 xE X: a~ inf inf a<lI>(x) 
;?E.9 m(.':I) 11 E ;? 
I;=!i V a E 9J V a < c(.':I) a ~ sup inf in f a<lI> 
;?E.9 m(.':I) 11 E ;? 
I;=!i V aE 9J c(.':I) ~ sup inf inf a<lI> 
;?E .9 m(.':I) 11 E ;? 
I;=!i c(.':I) ~ in f sup inf inf a<lI>. 
IT E 9J ;?E .9 m(.':I) 11 E;? 
We say that a prefilter base .':I is 9J -Cauchy iff <.':I > is 9J -Cauchy, in 
which case the prefilter base must satisfy the same condition. 
define: 
We see that if a prefilter .':I is prime then : 
.':I is 9J-Cauchy I;=!i c(.':I) ~ in f sup inf a<lI>. 
IT E 9J 11 E.':I 
If (X, 9J) is a fuzzy uniform space, .':I is a prefilter on X and a E 9J we 
a <.':I> = <{ a<lI> : 11 E .':I}> 
It is easy to see that a<.':I> is a prefilter and that a <.':I> ~ .':I. 
Before proceeding we need the following technical lemma. 
4.3 LEMMA 
Let (X, 9J) be a fuzzy uniform space and .':I a preffiter on X. Then : 
(a) inf sup inf a<lI> = inf sup inf (ao a)<lI>, 
IT E 9J 11 E.':I IT E 9J 11 E.':I 
(b) inf sup inf inf a<lI> = inf sup inf inf(ao a) <11> , 
IT E 9J ;?E.9 m(.':I) 11 E;? a E 9J ;?E.9 m(.':I) 11 E ;? 
(c) inf sup inf a<lI> = inf sup Adh a<.':I>, 
ITE9J lIE.':I ITEfl) 
(d) inf sup inf inf a<lI> = inf sup inf Adh a< ;?> . 
IT E 9J ;?E.9 m(.':I) 11 E;? IT E fl) ;?E.5" m(.':I) 
PROOF 
(a) We note that inf sup inf (er 0 er)<II> ~ inf sup inf er<lI> 
ITEfiJ liE.:? ITEfiJ liE.:? 
<=> II erE fiJ inf sup inf (ero er)<II> ~ sup inf er<lI> 
ITEfiJ liE.:? liE.:? 
<=>11 erEfiJV E> 0 inf sup inf (er o er)<I1>~ (sup inf er<II»+E 
ITEfiJ ITE.:? liE.:? 
<=>V erEfiJV E> 03 'l/JEfiJ : sup inf ('l/Jo 'I/J)<II> ~ (sup inf er<II»+E. 
liE.:? liE.:? 
So we let er E fiJ, E > 0 be arbitrary. Then there exists 'I/J E fiJ such that 
'I/J 0 'I/J~ er+E. Now for II E.:? we have: 
(3.4 (b)) 
and the desired inequality follows . The reverse inequality follows from 
3.2. 
(b) Similar to (a) 
(c) inf sup inf er<lI> ~ inf sup inf er<lI> (3.3(b)) 
ITEfiJ liE.:? ITEfiJ liE.:? 
= in f sup Adh er<.:?> (3.5(h)) 
IT E fiJ 
= in f sup inf in f 7/i.. er<II» 
ITEfiJ IIE.:?'l/JEfiJ 
= inf sup inf inf ('l/Jo er)<II> (3.4(c)) 
ITEfiJ IIE.:?'l/JEfiJ 
~ inf sup inf (ero er)<II> 
!!EfiJ liE.:? 
= inf sup inf er<lI> (4.3 (a)). 
ITEfiJ vE':? 
So we have equality all the way. 
(d) Similar to (c) 
• 
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In view of Le=a 4.3 we can state that if (X,.0) is a fuzzy uniform space and 
:Y is a prefilter on X then : 
jlis .0-Cauchy < inf sup inf inf u<v> i=} c(:Y) 
IT E.0 'IE [fJ m( 3') v E'1 
i=} c(:Y) S inf sup inf Adh u< '1> . 
IT E.0 'IE [fJ m( :Y) 
If :Y is prime then : 
jlis .0-Cauchy i=} c(:Y) 
i=} c(:Y) 
< 
< 
inf sup inf u<v> 
IT E.0 v E:Y 
in f sup Adh u<:Y> . 
IT E.0 
Our next task should be to check that the definition is a good extension of the 
definition of a Cauchy filter in UNIF ; however, with a bit of hindsight we assert that it 
is best to investigate the a-levels first. 
4.4 THEOREM 
Let (X,.0) be a fuzzy uniform space and :Y a prefilter on X with 
C = c(:Y) > 0 and c = c( :Y). Then: 
(a) :Y is .0-Cauchy i=} :Yo is .0 c -Cauchy. 
(b) 1f:Y is prime then :Y is .0-Cauchy i=} :Yo is .0c -Cauchy. 
PROOF 
(a) :Y is .0-Cauchy 
i=} C S in f sup inf in f u<v> 
IT E.0 'IE [fJ m(:Y) v E'1 
i=} V a < c VUE.0 3 x E X V '1 E [fJ m(:Y) V v E '1 
u<v>(x) = sup v A cr<x> > a 
" i=} V a < c VuE.0 3 x E X V '1 E [fJ m(:Y) V v E '1 3 y E v : u(y ,x) > a 
i=}Va< C V uE.03 xE X V 'IE [fJm(:Y) V VE'1 xE u"(v) 
i=}Va<cVuE.0 n n u"(V)f.0 
'IE [fJ m(:Y) v E '1 
i=} VUE .0 c n n U(K)f. 0 
IKEIP(:Yo)KEIK 
. .. (i) 
-
i=} :Yo is .0 c-Cauchy (4.2). 
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To justify (i) we must show that : 
Va<cVaEfP n n ao.(/J)H~VUEfPc n n U(K)f0. 
'IE .9' m(:Y) /J E 'I IK E 11'( jT 0) K E IK 
(==* ) - 0. Let U E fPc, IKE lI'(jTo) and K ElK. Then U = a for some a < c, 
aE fPand 'I := jTv ~ E Pm(jT) (2.15) . Thus 1K E ~ £ 'I and 
0. 0. 
hence a (1K ) = U(KH 0 . 
(F) Let a < c, a E fP, 'IE .9'm( jT) and /J E 'I . Then 'I = jTV ~ for 
some IK E 11'( jT 0) and /J = P, A 1K for some p, E jT and K E IK. Thus 
Ct Q. a a -
V = p, n K ElK (since p, E jTo £ IK (2.19)) and a E fPc. 
0. 0. 
Consequently a (v ) f. 0. 
(b) If jT is prime then c( jT) = c( jT). 
4.5 COROLLARY 
Let (X, fP) be a fuzzy uniform space and jT a prefilter on X with 
c:= c(jT) > o. Then: 
jT is fP-Cauchy ~ Va < c jTo is fPo. -Cauchy. 
PROOF 
0. 
The forward implication is clear since each fP £ fP c. 
0. 
For the reverse implication we note that fP C = U fP . Consequently, if 
a<c 
- 0. 
U E fP C then U E fP for some a < c and so vOx vO £ U for some /J E jT. It follows that 
jTo is fPc -Cauchy and hence, by 4.4 , that jT is fP-Cauchy. 
• 
• 
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Theorem 4.4 or its corollary 4.5 constitute the promised a-l.evel theorem for 
the Cauchy property. As a consequence of this we establish that our definition is a good 
extension. 
4.6 COROLLARY 
Let (X,I)) be a uniform space and IF a filter on X. Then: 
IF is I)-Cauchy (=} IFI is I)I-Cauchy. 
PROOF 
We show that c(IFI) = 1 as follows. Let 'P E 9'm(IFI). Then 'P = IFI V ~ for 
some ultrafilter IK~ IF = (IFI)o (2.7 (c)). We show that c( 'P) = 1 from which it follows, 
since 'P is arbitrary, that c(IFI) = 1. Now 
c( 'P) = c(1F1 V ~) = inf inf sup(v A 1K), v E IFI K E II( 
so let v E IF 1, K E II( and Q < 1 be arbitrary. Then v (}, E IF ~ II( and so v (}, n K * 0. It 
follows that sup(v A 1K) > Q and hence that c( 'P) = 1. 
Alternatively, we could appeal to 2.22. 
Recall also (2.7 (c)) that (1)1)1 = I). Invoking 4.4 we obtain : 
IF I is I) I-Cauchy (=} (IF I) 0 is (1)1) I-Cauchy (=} IF is I)-Cauchy. 
4.7 COROLLARY 
Let (X, fiJ) be a fuzzy uniform space, IF a filter on X and Q> O. 
Then: 
IF is fiJ (}, -Cauchy (=} IF (}, is fiJ -Cauchy. 
PROOF 
We employ 4.4 noting that c(1F (},) = Q (2.22) . 
IF (}, is fiJ-Cauchy . (}, (=} (IF (},)o IS fiJ -Cauchy 
. (}, 
(=} IF IS fiJ -Cauchy (2.7 (c)). 
• 
• 
STRONG CAUCHY PREFILTERS 
If (X,.0) is a fuzzy uniform space and .Y is a prefilter on X then we say 
that: 
.Y is strong .0-Cauchy ~ VUE .0 V f > 0 3 1/ E .Y : 1/1< 1/ $ u+ f. 
The following theorem justifies the terminology. 
4.8 THEOREM 
If (X,.0) is a fuzzy uniform space and .Y is a prefilter on X, then : 
.Y is strong .0-Cauchy ==} .Y is .0-Cauchy. 
PROOF 
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a Let .Y be strong .0 -Cauchy, let c = c(.Y) and U E .0 c. Then U = U for 
some U E .0 and a < c. Let f = c-a and choose 1/ E .Y with 1/1< 1/ $ U + ~ . 
Let fl = cia . We invoke 2.19 and assert that J E .Yo. Now : 
(3 (3 (x,y) E 1/ x 1/ ~ v(x) A v(y) = (1/1< I/)(x,y) > fl 
~ rr(x,y) + ~ > fl 
~ u(x,y) > f3-~ = a, 
which means that 1/(3 x J ~ U a = U. We have therefore shown that .Yo is 
fi} C -Cauchy and hence, due to 4.4, that .Y is fi}-Cauchy. 
For certain types of prefilter the two notions coincide. For example : 
4.9 THEOREM 
IT (X, fi}) is a fuzzy uniform space and .Y is a prime prefilter on X, then 
.Y is .0-Cauchy ~ .Y is strong fi}-Cauchy. 
• 
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PROOF 
Let .Y be prime and .0~auchy, then according to 4.4, .Yo is 
.0c ~auchy, where c = c(.Y) = c( .Y). Let U E .0 and E > 0 be given and define 
f fa.· Q 
a = c -"2 ' /3 = (c + "2 ) A L Then U E.0 c and so we can find F E .Yo WIth Fx F ~ U • 
We appeal to 2.7(d) or (b) and assert that v:= /3 IF E.Y. Let (x,y) E XxX be arbitrary, 
then: 
Thus /h< v ~ U+E and we have shown that .Y is strong .0~auchy. 
The converse follows from 4.8. 
To obtain another example we first need: 
4..10 THEOREM 
Let (X,.0) be a fuzzy uniform space, IF a filter on X and a > O. Then: 
IF is .0Q -Cauchy ¢=} IF Q is strong .0-Cauchy. 
PROOF 
We first observe that if F ~ X, U E .0 and /3 > 0 then: 
Fx F ~ uf:l ¢=} /3 IF x /3 IF ~ u. 
• 
[If FxF ~ uf:l and (x,y) E FxF then (f3IF x /3IF)(x,y) = /3~ u(x,y), while if (x,y);' FxF 
then (/3 IF x f3 IF)(x,y) = 0 ~ u(x,y). Conversely, if /3 IF x /3 IF ~ U and (x,y) E Fx F 
then u(x,y) ~ (/3 IF x /3IF)(x,y) = /31. 
Q 
Let IF be.0 ~auchy, U E.0 and E> O. If we let f3 = (fr-E) V 0, then f3 < a 
and so we can find F E IF with Fx F ~ rl' ~ uf:l. Thus: 
a IF x a IF ~ (/3+ f) IF x (/3+ f) IF ~ /31F x /31F + f~ u+f. 
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Ct J3 For the converse, let IF Ct be strong ..0-Cauchy and U E..0 . Then U = q for 
some q E ..0 and {3 < a. If we choose. E < 0':-{3 then there exists F E IF such that 
a IF. a IF S q+E. Thus for (x,y) E F>cF we have (a IF. a IF)(x,y) = as cr(X,y)+E. 
J3 In other words, cr(x,y) ~ O':-E > f3 and so (x,y) E q. We have therefore shown that 
J3 F>cF~ q = U. 
• 
4.11 COROLLARY 
Let (X,..0) be a fuzzy uniform space, IF a filter on X and a> o. Then : 
IF Ct is a ..0-Cauchy ~ IF Ct is strong ..0-Cauchy. 
PROOF 
IF Ct is ..0-Cauchy ~ IF is ..0 a -Cauchy (4.7) 
~ IF Ct is strong ..0-Cauchy (4.10). 
• 
We have seen that for two types of prefilter: prime prefilters and prefilters of 
form IF Ct' Cauchy is equivalent to strong Cauchy ; which prompts us to ask firstly, 
whether the strong Cauchy definition is a good extension and secondly, if so, are the two 
definitions equivalent? To settle these questions we first need to make the follOwing 
observation. 
4.12 LEMMA 
If .:Y is a strong Cauchy prefilter and .:Y ~ '1 then '1 is strong Cauchy. 
The proof of Lemma 4.12 is obvious. We can now settle the first question. 
4.13 THEOREM 
Let (X,II) be a uniform space and IF a :filter on X. Then : 
IF is II-Cauchy ~ IF 1 is strong 111 -Cauchy. 
PROOF 
IF is II-Cauchy <=} IF is (111)1 -Cauchy 
<=} IF 1 is strong D 1 -Cauchy 
=} IF 1 is strong D 1 -Cauchy 
=} IF 1 is 1)1 -Cauchy 
¢=} IF is II-Cauchy. 
(2.7(c)) 
( 4.10) 
(2.6(a),4.12) 
(4.8) 
(4.6) 
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• 
In order to deal with the second question we first establish a necessary 
condition for a prefilter to be strong Cauchy. 
4.14 THEOREM 
Let (X, 9J) be a fuzzy uniform space, .'7 a prefilter on X, 
c = c( .'7), c = c(.'7) > O. Then : 
(a) .'7 is strong 9J-Cauchy ~ .'7c is 9Jc -Cauchy. 
(b) .'7 is strong 9J -Cauchy ~ .'7c is 9J C -Cauchy. 
PROOF 
(a) a . Let .'7 be strong 9J-Cauchy and U = (T E 9Jc WIth (T E 9J and a < c. We can 
find v E.'7 with /IX V ~ (T + c;a. Let {3 = ct a ,then {3 < c and so 
)3 E .'7c. Furthermore: 
(x,y) E vfJ. J =} {3 < v(x) " v(y) = (/IX v)(x,y) ~ (T(x,y) + c;a . 
Thus rr(x,y) > cta + cr;- = a and so we have shown that J. J f (T a and 
hence that .'7c is 9Jc -Cauchy. 
(b) :7 is strong 9J-Cauchy ~ :7 is 9J-Cauchy 
~ :70 is 9J C -Cauchy 
~ :7c is 9J C -Cauchy. 
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• 
Equipped with Theorem 4.14 we can show that the two definitions are not 
equivalent. 
4.15 EXAMPLE 
Let X = I and let 0 < a < ~ < P < r < 1. On I we define two uniformities: 
Ilw = {Ix I} the weakest uniformity in I, 
° s = (I:>.) the strongest uniformity on I. 
We appeal to Theorem 3.21 and assert that there is a unique fuzzy uniformity 
9J on I such that : 
Q 1 
9J = Ow for 0 < a~ '2 ' 
'" 1 9J = Os for '2 < a ~ 1. 
Let). = a 1", V (3 1(3 V (3 11 and let :7 = <).>. Then : 
c = c(.!F) = /1. 
11 E :7 <=) ). ~ 11 <=) II{ a) ~ a, II{P) ~ p, II{ r) ~ p. 
Thus sup 11 ~ P for each 11 E :7 and hence c(:7) ~ p. Since). E :7 and 
sup). = P we also have c( (7) ~ p. 
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c=c(~) =a. 
Let '1 n = <a In> ' Then '1 n is prime (2.8) and ~ ~ '1 n' 
Thus '1 n E .9'(.5') and in fact '1 n E .9'm(~) . To see this, let .5' ~ '1 ~ '1 Q with 
'1 prime. Then '1 is also generated by a fuzzy point (2.8) so let '1 = <0 Ix> say. 
Thus: 
<Olx>~ <aln>~V /I (V(xH O~ v(a)~ a). 
We conclude that x = a and 0 ~ a. Since.5' = <A> ~ '1 we have A E '1 and hence 
A( a) = a ~ O. Thus '1 = '1 n and we have shown that '1 n is minimal. 
It follows that c(~) S c( '1 n) = a. 
If 0 < a and /I E .5' then v( a) ~ a > 0, /J({J) ~ (J > 0 and v( ')') ~ {J > O. 
6 6 
Consequently, {a, (J, ')'} ~ /J and so /J E ~ 0 = <{a, {J, ')'}> . Since 0 is arbitrary we 
conclude that c(~) ~ a (2 .19). 
~ is ~-Canchy. 
-
~ is ~-Cauchy (=} .5'0 is g;c -Cauchy (4.4) 
(=} .5'0 is I} w --Cauchy (c = c(~) = a < ~ ) and 
any filter is I} w -Cauchy. 
~ is not strong ~-Canchy . 
.5' is strong ~--Cauchy ~ ~c is g;c --Cauchy (4.14(a» 
~ J3 is I} s-Cauchy (~ < (J = c = c( ~». 
So to prove our assertion we show that ~13 is not I} 5 --Cauchy. If F E .5'13 then F = ,} for 
some /J E .5' and 0 < (J. Since /J E .5', v({J) ~ (J> 0 and v( ')') ~ {J> 0 and hence 
{{J,')'} ~ /J6 = F. We have shown therefore that J3 ~ <{{J,')'}> :=IF . 
Consequently, if J3 were I} s--Cauchy, IF would be I} s--Cauchy. But in that case, since 
fl E I} s, FxF ~ fl for some F 2 {{J,')'} and hence we would have {{J,')'} x {{J,')'} ~ fl. Since 
(J < ')' this is impossible. We have a contradiction which establishes our assertion. 
• 
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This example demonstrates that there are Cauchy prefilters which are not 
strong Cauchy so the two definitions are not equivalent. The difference between the two 
notions is also illustrated by their behaviour with respect to refinements. Strong 
Cauchy prefilters are stable under refinements as we have already noted in Lemma 4.12, 
but this is not true of Cauchy prefilters as we shall see. 
4.16 REMARK 
If (X,.0) is a fuzzy uniform space and 5 is a .0-Cauchy prefilter on 
X then it is not true that every prefilter '1 ~ 5 is also .0-Cauchy. 
We justify this remark by considering the fuzzy uniform space (X,.0) and the 
prefilter 5 defined in Example 4.15. 
Let '1 = </3 1p V /3 1'1 >. 
Then '1 ~ 5 and we assert that : 
c('1) = /3 
Since </3 1p > := '1 p E .9' m( '1), c( '1 ) ~ c( '1 p) = /3. To obtain the reverse 
inequality we note that '10= <{/3,'Y}> and employ Lemma 2.19. 
B B [V 0 < /3 VIJE '1 {/3,'YH IJ ~ Vo < /3 VIJE '1 IJ E '101 
Now <{/3,'Y}> is not Ds-Cauchy as in 4.15. In other words '10 is not 
-
.0 c -Cauchy and so '1 is not .0-Cauchy (4.4). 
• 
We therefore have two different good extensions of the Cauchy notion. To 
anticipate, we shall show that the notions of compactness, precompactness, boundedness 
and completeness can be expressed in terms of prime prefilters and then, because of 
Theorem 4.9, the two notions generate the same theory. 
We have seen that our definition of a Cauchy prefilter is a good extension but 
we require much more, namely that the standard theorems regarding Cauchy filters 
carryover to the broader context of fuzzy uniform spaces. The follOwing theorems 
constitute an extension of the elementary theory of Cauchy filters. 
4.17 THEOREM 
Let (X, .'t') be a fuzzy uniform space, :7 a prefilter on X and p,E IX. Then: 
:7 is .'t'--convergent in It ~ :7 is ..'C-Cauchy. 
PROOF 
:7 is .'t'-convergent in It ~ c(:7) ~ sup p, A lim :7 
~ c(:7)~ supp,A ( inf Adh'P) 
'PE!1' m(:7) 
~ c(:7) ~ sup inf Adh '1 . 
'PE!1' m(:7) 
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Let a E.'t' and '1 E!1' m( (7). Then a< 'j > ~ '1 and so Adh '1 ~ Adh a< '1 >. It 
follows, since a and '1 are arbitrary, that: 
c(:7)~ sup inf Adh '1 ~ sup inf Adh a<'P>. 
'jEJ' m(:7) 'IE !1' m(:7) 
In other words, :7 is .'t' -Cauchy. 
This can also be seen from the a-level theorems 3.15 and 4.5 : 
:7 is .'t' -convergent in It ~ c(:7) ~ sup It A lim :7 
~ Va < c(:7) 3x E p,a :70 -< x w.r.t . .'t'Q 
~ Va < c(:7) :70 is .'t' Q -Cauchy 
~ :7 is .'t'-Cauchy. 
4.18 LEMMA 
Let .'t' and i% be fuzzy uniformities on X with .'t' ~ i% and :7 a 
prefilter on X. Then : 
:7 is i%-Cauchy ~ :7 is .'t'-Cauchy. 
• 
PROOF 
-
Let c = c( 3') then fiJ C ~ 0 C and hence : 
3' is ~ -Cauchy 
-
<=* 3'0 is ~ C -Cauchy 
:=} 3'0 is fiJ C -Cauchy 
<=* 3' is fiJ-Cauchy. 
Despite the unpleasant Remark 4.16 we do have: 
4.19 LEMMA 
Let (X, fiJ) be a fuzzy uniform space, 3' and 'P prime prefilters on X 
with 3' ~ 'P. Then : 3' is fiJ-Cauchy =} 'P is fiJ-Cauchy. 
PROOF 
If 3' ~ 'P then 3' 0 ~ 'P 0' c( 'P) ~ c( 3') and fiJc( 'P) ~ fiJc( 3'). 
Consequently : 
3' is fiJ -Cauchy 
4.20 THEOREM 
<=* 3'0 is fiJc( 3') -Cauchy 
:=} 3'0 is fiJc( 'P) -Cauchy 
:=} 'P 0 is fiJc( 'P) -Cauchy 
<=* 'P is fiJ-Cauchy. 
Let (X, fiJ) and (Y, G) be fuzzy uniform spaces, f: X -+ Y uniformly 
continuous and 3' a prime fiJ-Cauchy prefilter on X. Then f{ 3'] is a 
prime G-Cauchy prefilter base on Y. 
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• 
• 
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PROOF 
We have seen in 2.23(a), (f) that f[..5'"J is a prime prefilter base. 
Let dI= <f[ ..5'"J> and c = c( ..5'") . Then c( dI) = c (2.23( c), 2.1) and we show that dlis 
~-Cauchy by showing that dlo is eC -Cauchy (4.4). To this end let I' E eC with 
'l/JE e and,8 < c. 
If a := (fxftl['l/JJ then aE!iJ and so l E !iJc. Since..5'" is !iJ-Cauchy, ..5'"0 is 
!iJc -Cauchy and hence we can find v E ..5'" with vO x vO ~ l. Now i 
f[vJ° = {y E Y : II[{y}] n vO t 0}. 
Y E f[vJo ¢=) f[vJ(y) = au\? v{x) > 0 
x E f -I L {y}] 
¢=) 3x E f-I[{y}J : v(x) > 0 
¢=) vO n f-I[{y}]f 0. 
¢=) r-1[{YI}J n vO t 0 and r-1[{Y2}J n vO t 0 
¢=) 3 Xl E vO 3 x2 E vO : f(xI) = YI and f(x2) = Y2' 
Thus 1/1..YI,y2) = 1/1..f(xl ),f(x2)) = 'if,o(fxf)(XI,x2) = (fx f)-I[!/1(XI,x2) = a(x l ,x2) > ,8. 
Since f[vJ E dI we have shown that dlo is eC -Cauchy. 
An alternative proof makes use of 4.9. IT 'I/J E If and f > 0, then 
(fxf)-I['l/JJ E!iJ and so vx v ~ (fxftl['l/JJ + f for some v E..5'". It is easy to show that 
f[vJ x f[vJ ~ 'I/J + f and the result follows. 
4.21 THEOREM 
Let ((Xj' !iJ (j)) : j E J) be a family of fuzzy uniform spaces, 
X =II Xj,!iJ = II !iJ (j) and ..5'" a prime prefilter on X. Then: 
jEJ JEJ 
..5'" is !iJ-Cauchy ¢=) Vj E J Pj[..5'"J is !iJ(j)-Cauchy. 
• 
PROOF 
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The forward implication follows immediately from 3.9 and 4.20. 
For the reverse implication we first note that for each j E J : 
(i) 3'(j) := <Pj[ ..'JI']> is prime and c( 3'(j)) = c( 3') := c. 
(ii) ..'JI'(j) is 9J(j)-Cauchy==* 3'(j)0 is 9J(j)C -Cauchy. (4.4). 
We show that ..'JI'is 9J-Cauchy by showing that ..'JI'o is 9Jc -Cauchy. Let 
/' E 9Jc with O'E 9J and fl < c. We seek VE 3' such that v"xv"!; /'. Since 
0' E 9J there is a finite subset JoE J with u(j) E 9J (j) for each j E J 0 and 
O'~ . inf (Pj"Pjt![u(j)]:= 7f;. For each j E J o 0'(j)13 E 9J(j)C and so: 
J E Jo 
V j E J o 3 lI(j) E 3': (Pj[v(j)])o x (pJII(j)])o!; O'(jl 
Let II = inf v(j). Then v E 3' and 
j E Jo 
(iv) x(j) E (Pj[v])" <=> sup II(X) > 0 <=> v" n Pj![{x(j)}] f 0 
Thus xE v" 
So (x,y) E VOx v" 
xE Pj! [{x(j)}] 
==* V j x E 110 n Pj![{Pj(x)}] 
==* V j Pj(x) E (Pj[v])" (by (iv)). 
==* V j E J o (Pj(x), Pj(Y)) E (Pj[II])O x (Pj[v])O 
==* V j E J o (Pj x p)(x,y) E u(jl (by (iii)) 
==* Vj E J o (Pj x Pj)"ilu(j)](x,y) > fl 
==* ~x,y) > t 13 
==* (x,y) E 'if} !; 0' . 
13 In other words v" x v"!; 0' . 
• 
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CHAPTERS 
COMPACTNESS 
IT (X,9J) is a fuzzy uniform space and J.!. E IX, we sha.Il call J.!. 9J-eompact if it is 
f-eompact with respect to the fuzzy uniform topology in the sense of Chadwick in [Ch 1) 
and [Ch 2). That is : 
Equivalently: 
J.!. is 9J-eompact iff for each prefilter :7 on X 
c( :7,J.!.) ~ sup(J.!. II Adh(7). 
J.!. is 9J-{;ompact iff for each prefilter :7 on X with J.!. E :7 
c(:7) ~ sup(J.!. II Adh(7). 
This definition gives rise to a good theory of compactness in fuzzy topological 
spaces and we shall conduct a similar investigation of the notions of precompactness, 
boundedness and completeness in fuzzy uniform spaces. Proposition 3.1 of [Ch 1) 
expresses compactness in terms of prime prefilters and, as we shall obtain analogues of 
this result, we state it here. 
5.1 THEOREM 
J.!. is 9J-compact iff for each prime prefilter :7 on X 
c( jT,J.!.) ~ sup(J.!. II Adh jT). 
Equivalently: 
5.2 THEOREM 
J.!. is 9J-compact iff for each prime prefilter jT on X with J.!. E jT 
c(:7) ~ sup(J.!. II Adh (7). 
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We shall call IL E IX relatively .0-compact (see [Ch 2]) iff for each prefilter .:7 we 
have c( .:7,IL) ~ sup Adh .:7. 
It was shown in Theorem 3.3 of [Ch 2J that compactness could be characterised in 
terms of prime prefilters with characteristic 1 and Theorem 3.4 of [Ch 2) is an a-level 
theorem. We shall obtain similar results in the sequel and 80 we state these theorems 
here in our set ting. 
5.3 THEOREM 
If (X,.0) is a fuzzy uniform space and IL E IX then the 
following are equi valent : 
(a) IL is .0--compact. 
(b) For every prime prefilter .:7 with c(.:7) = 1 we have 
c( .:7,IL) ~ sup (IL A Adh .:7). 
5.4 THEOREM 
If (X, .0) is a fuzzy uniform space and IL E IX then the 
following are equivalent : 
(a) IL is .0--compact. 
(b) 1/ Ci ~ sup IL 1/ 0 < {3 < Ci 
ILa is relatively compact in (Jltl, .0P). 
CHAPTER 6 
PRECOMPACTNESS 
If (X,I») is a uniform space and A ~ X then we say 
A is I)-precompact ~ VUE I) 3 FE .9f (X) : A ~ U(F) = U U(x). 
XE F 
Equivalently: 
A is I)-precompact iff every ultrafilter IF with A E IF is I)-Cauchy. 
If (X,~) is a fuzzy uniform space and J1. E IX we say 
J1. is ~-IJrecompact iff every prime prefilter :7 with J1. E :7 is ~-Cauchy. 
Let us first check that we have a good extension. 
6.1 THEOREM 
Let (X,D) be a uniform space with A ~ X. Then : 
A is I)-precompact ~ 1 A is I) I -precompact. 
PROOF 
Let A be I)-precompact and :7 a prime prefilter with 1 A E:7. If 
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c := c(:7) = 0 then :7 is automatically 1)1 -Cauchy so let c > O. Since 1 A E:7 we have 
A = (lA)O E:7o with :70 an ultrafilter (2.9(a)). Thus :70 is IJ-Cauchy. Now il = (1)1)C 
(2.7(c)) and hence by 4.4, :7 is III -Cauchy. 
Conversely, let 1 A be 1)1 -precompact and IF an ultrafilter with A Elf . Then 
1 A E IF I and, since (IF 1)0 = IF, IF I is prime. Consequently IF 1 is I) I -Cauchy and hence IF t is 
1) 1 -Cauchy (2.6(a)). Thus, by 4.6, IF is I)-Cauchy. 
• 
Before proceeding we obtain some characterisations of precompactness. 
6.2 THEOREM 
Let (X,.0) be a fuzzy uniform space with J1. E IX. 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) J1- is .0-precompact. 
(b) For every prime prefilter .Y c(.Y,J1.) S inf sup Adh u<.Y>. 
(J E.0 
(c) For every prime prefilter .Y c('y,J1-) S inf sup inf U<lJ>. 
(JE.0 lJE.Y 
(d) For every prime prefilter .Y with J1.E.Y c(.Y) ~ inf sup inf U<lJ>. 
PROOF 
(aj=}(b) 
(JE.0 lJE.Y 
Let .Y be a prime prefilter (on X). If c( .Y,J1.) = 0 then 
o = c( .Y,J1.) ~ in f sup Adh u< .Y>. If c( .Y,J1.) > 0 then : 
(J E.0 
V lJ E .Y sup lJ /I J1. > 0 =!;VlJE.Y lJ/lWfO 
=!; (.Y,J1.) = .YV <J1.> is a prefilter on X. 
Furthermore, .Y ~ (.Y,J1.) so (.Y,J1.) is prime (2.9(e)) and J1. E ('y,J1.). 
Consequently (.Y,J1.) is .0-Cauchy and this means that: 
(b)=!i(c) 
~ in f sup Adh U « .Y,J1.» 
(J E.0 
~ in f sup Adh II < .Y>. 
(J E.0 
Follows from 4.3(c). 
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Let .Y be a prime prefilter with J1. E.Y. Then (.Y,J1.) = .Y and the result 
follows . 
(d)=!; (a): Follows from 4.3(c). 
• 
Precompactness is characterised in terms of prime prefilters with characteristic 
1 in the following theorem. 
6.3 THEOREM 
Let (X,.0) be a fuzzy uniform space with /1- E IX The following 
statements are equivalent: 
(a) /1- is .0-precompact. 
(b) For every prime prefilter J{ with c( J{) = I 
c( J{,/1-) $ in f sup Adh CT < J{>. 
IT E.0 
PROOF 
(aj=}(b) Clear. 
(b)=*(a) Let :7 be a prime prefilter with /1- E:7. Let J{ := (:70)1. 
In other words : 
(i) J{!; (cN,/l-H :7-
If A E J{ then IF $ A for some F E :70 and v" ~ F for some v E :7. 
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Thus v $ Ivo $ IF $ A and so A E:7. We have shown that J{ ~ :7 and so 
it follows that J{ ~ (J{,/1-) ~ (:7,/1-) = :7. 
(ti) cNo = (cN,/l-)o = :70 • 
It follows from (i) that J{ 0 ~ (J{ ,/1-)0 ~ :7 o. To show the reverse 
inclusion let F E :7 o. Then IF E J{ and F = (IF)O, from which it follows 
that FE cN o. 
(iii) cN is prime. 
This follows from 2.9(a) since J{o = :70 and :7 is prime. 
(iv) c( cN) = l. 
For each F E :70 we have sup IF = 1 and so : 
c( J{) = inf sup IF = l. 
F E:7o 
Alternatively we could appeal to 2.6( c) . 
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From (i), (iii), (iv) and (b) we obtain : 
(v) 
(vi) 
c( $) ~ c( J't ,/1) ~ in f sup Adh u< J't>. 
IT E!iI 
Adh u < J't> = Adh u < $> 
Let x E X and Adh u < J't>(x) = in f inf (7/J 0 u)<IF>(x) > 0<. 
7/JE!ilFE$o 
" Let 7/JE !iland vE $. Then v E $" = $0 (2.9(b)) and so 
(7/Jo u)<lv">(x) = sup Iv"" (7/Jo u)<x> > 0<. 
Thus sup v" (7/J 0 u)<x> = (7/J 0 u)<v>(x) > 0<. Since 7/J and v are 
arbitrary it follows that Adh u< $>(x) > 0<. Finally, since x is arbitrary 
we have Adh u< J't> ~ Adh u< $> and, since u< J't> ~ u< $> we have 
equality. 
It follows from (v) and (vi) that $ is !ii-Cauchy and hence that /1 is !iI-precompact . 
• 
Theorem 6.3 can be improved by showing that precompactness is characterised 
by an even smaller collection of prefilters. 
6.4 THEOREM 
Let (X,..'t') be a fuzzy uniform space with /l E IX 
The following statements are equivalent: 
(a) /lis ..'t' -precompact. 
(b) For every prime saturated prefilter ~ wi th c(~) = I 
c(~,/l)~ inf supAdhCT<~>. 
IT E..'t' 
(c) Every prime saturated prefilter ~ with /l E ~ is ..'t'-Cauchy. 
PROOF 
(af=*(b) Clear. 
(b)==} (a) Let 3'be a prime prefilter with c(3') = 1. Let ~=(3'0)1. 
In other words ~ = { A E IX: V Ct < I A a E 3'0}. Then: 
(i) 3 is a saturated prefilter. 
This follows from 2.6(b). 
(ii) c( 3) = 1. 
a 
If A E 3 then V Ct < I A E 3'0 
Thus c( 3) = in f sup A = 1. 
,\ E 3 
Alternatively we could appeal to 2.6( c). 
(iii) 3 0 = 3'0' 
a 
==}VCt<IA H 
==} V Ct < I 3 X : A(X) > a 
==} Va < I sup A > a 
==} sup A = 1. 
If HE 3 0 then AO ~ H for some A E 3 and so, since AO E 3'0' HE 3'0' 
If F E 3'0 then zf' ~ F for some /I E 3' and so Izf' ~ IF' Now : 
V Ct < I (Ivot = /10 E 3'0 ==} Izf' E~. 
Thus IF E 3 and so F = (IF)O E 3 0, 
Alternatively we could appeal to 2.7(c). 
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(iv) dl is prime . 
.Y is prime, so .Yo is ultra and hence dl is prime (2.9(a)). 
By (i), (ii), (iv) and (b) we have: 
c( dl,{£) ~ in f sup Adh u < dl>. 
(J E!lJ 
(v) c( .JT,j.£H c( dl,j.£). 
Let a < c( .Y,{£) and), E dl. We show that a < sup). II {£ and then, since 
a and), are arbitrary, the result follows. Since). E dl we have). "- E .Y 0 
"-
and so VO ~). for some v E .Y. Now v ~ Ivo ~ 1). (l ,hence 1)."- E.Y and 
thus {£ II 1)."- E (.Y ,{£). It follows that sup({£ II 1)."-) > a and so {£(x) > a 
"-for some x E ). . Consequently: 
sup({£11 ).)~ ({£A ).)(x) > a. 
We now have: 
(vi) c(.Y,{£) ~ c(dl,{£) ~ inf sup Adh u <dl>. 
(vii) 
(J E!lJ 
Adh u< dl> = Adh u<.JT>. 
A 
If we let .%=(.Yo)l,thendl=('yo)l=.% (2.6(b)). Thus: 
A 
Adh u< dl> = Adh u< .% > 
= Adh u <.%> (3.5(i)) 
= Adh u <.Y> (6.3(vi)). 
It follows from (vi),(vii) and 6.3(b) that {£is !lJ-precompact. 
(a) =} (c) 
(c) =} (a) 
(i) 
(ii) 
Clear. 
Let :Y be a prime prefilter with J1. E :Y and c(:Y) = c. 
x C1 Let O'{=(:Yo)c={AEl :Vex<c), E~}. Then: 
0'{ is a saturated prefilter. 
From 2.6(b). 
C1 If // E :Y then // E:Y 0 for each ex < c (2.19) and so // E d{. 
(iii) c( O'{) = c. 
Since :Y ~ 0'{ we have c( O'{) ~ c(:Y) = c. Furthermore: 
C1 C1 
V),EO'{Vex<C), E:Yo =}V),EO'{Vex<C), +-0 
=} V ), E 0'{ V ex < c sup), > ex 
=} V ), E 0'{ sup ), ~ c 
=} in f sup), = c( O'{) ~ c. 
,I EO'{ 
Alternatively we could appeal to 2.6( c). 
(iv) :Yo = O'{o· 
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From (ii) we obtain :Yo ~ O'{o. Now let HE O'{o. Then there exists)' EO'{ 
such that ), 0 ~ H and, since ), 0 E :Yo' H E :Yo· Thus 0'{ 0 ~ :Y 0 ~ 0'{ 0 and 
we have equality. Alternatively we could appeal to 2.7(c). 
(v) 0'{ is prime. 
Follows from (iv) and 2.9(a). 
Since J1. E:Y we have J1. EO'{ and 0'{ is a prime saturated prefilter. By 
assumption, 0'{ is .0-Cauchy which means that: 
c(:Y) = c = c( O'{) < in f sup in f 17 <),> 
rrE.0 ,lEO'{ 
< in f sup inf 17 <//>. 
rrE.0 VE:Y 
We have therefore shown that :Y is .0-Cauchy and so J1. is .0-precompact . 
• 
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We have an a-level theorem for precompact fuzzy sets which we now present. 
6.5 THEOREM 
Let (X, 91) be a fuzzy uniform space and let /i. E IX. Then 
(a) Ik is 91-precompact ~ V (l E 10 Ik" is 91" -precompact. 
(b) tl is 91-precompact ~ V (l E 10 tl" is 91" - precompact. 
PROOF 
(a) Let Ik be 91 -precompact, (l E 10 and Ik" E IF with IF an ultrafilter on X. 
(b) 
Since (l 1 tl" ~ Ik and (l l/i." Elf" we have tl Elf". Furthermore {IF ")0 = IF 
(2.7(c)) which means that IF" is prime (2.9{a)). Consequently, IF" is 
. " 91 -Cauchy and hence IF IS 91 -Cauchy (4. 7). Since F is arbitrary we 
. " conclude that tl" IS 91 -precompact . 
Conversely, suppose that /i. E /7, /7 is a prime prefilter and c{ /7) = c > O. 
We show that /70 is 91c -Cauchy and invoke 4.4. So let u" E 91c with u E 91 
and (l < c. Choose {3 such that (l < {3 < c. Then : l ~ /lf3 and /lf3 is 
91f3 -precompact. Moreover, since /i. E /7 and {3 < c, l E /70 (2.19) and /70 is 
an ultrafilter (/7 is prime, 2.9{a)). It follows that /70 is 91f3 -Cauchy. Now 
"f3 " u E 91 , so F. F ( u for some F E /70 and we have shown that /70 is 
91c -Cauchy. Thus, by 4.4, /7 is 91-Cauchy. 
" Let J.t be 91-precompact and (l E 10 , Since J.t ~ J.t" and Ik" is 
91" -precompact, J.t" is 91" -precompact. (We note that if (l = 1 then 
J.t" = 0 and 0 is of course 91 1 -precompact.) 
Conversely, suppose that tl E /7, /7 is a prime prefilter and c( /7) = c > O. 
Let u" E 91c with u E 91 and (l < c. Let (l < {3 < c. Then l E /70' l is 
91f3 -precompact and /70 is an ultrafilter. Therefore /70 is 91f3 -Cauchy and, 
since u" E 91f3 we can find F E /70 such that F.F ~ u". We have shown that 
/70 is 91c -Cauchy and hence /7 is 91-Cauchy. 
• 
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A subset Y of a uniform space (X,IIl) is ID-precompact iff for each U Eill there 
corresponds a finite subset F ~ X such that Y ~ U U(y). We would expect a fuzzy 
y E F 
subset fJ- E IX of a fuzzy uniform space (X, 9J) to be 9J -precompact iff for each (J E 9J 
and each £ > 0 there corresponds a finite subset F ~ X such that fJ- ~ sup (J <y> + £. 
y E F 
The next theorem asserts that this is indeed the case. 
6.6 THEOREM 
Let (X, 9J) be a fuzzy uniform space and let fJ- E IX. Then: 
fJ- is 9J-precompact <=l V (J E 9J V £ > 0 3 FE .9'f(X):fJ- ~ sup (J <Y>+ f. 
y E F 
PROOF 
Let 'if;E 9J be sy=etric, let f E 10 and suppose that: 
(i) V K E .9'f(X) 3 z EX: fJ- (z) > sup 'if; <y> + £. 
y E K 
Choose XI E X then since {xI} E .9' f( X) : 
3 x2 EX: fJ- (x2) > 'if; (x2,xl ) + £. 
Now {xI,x2} E .9'f(X) and so: 
3 xa EX: fJ- (xa) > sup 'if; (xa,xJ + £. 
i < 3 
Continuing in this way we obtain a sequence (Xn n E IN) with the 
property: 
(ii) V n E IN V i < n fJ- (xn) > 'if; (xn,xJ + £. 
For nE IN let Tn = {xm: m~ n} and D< = <{Tn: nE IN}>. Let 
:7 = (~,fJ-) = <{IK A fJ-: K E D<}> = <{IT A fJ-: n E IN}> and choose n 
~E .9'm(:7) such that c(~) = c(:7) (2.16). Then ~ is prime, fJ- E ~ 
and: 
c( ~) = c(:7) = inf sup IT A fJ- = inf sup fJ-(xJ 
nEIN n nElNi~n 
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If n E IN let sn = sup !L(xi) then c( '1) = inf sn· Choose 
i~n nEIN 
sy=etric (T E fP such that (T 0 (T ~ 'I/J + ~ . Then by assumption : 
c( '1) ~ sup inf (T <v> ~ sup inf (T <IT > 
VE'1 mEIN m 
==} inf sn < sup inf (T < IT> + ~ 
n E IN m E IN m 
==} 3 x E X 3 k E IN : sk < inf (T < IT > ( x) + ~ 
m E IN m 
==} 3 x E X 3 k E IN V mE IN sk < sup (T (x,x;) + ~ . 
i ~ m 
For this x E X and k E IN we have: 
(iii) V mE IN 3 i ~ m: sk < (T (x,xi) + ~ . 
If we choose m > k and invoke (iii) we obtain: 
(iv) 3 i > k : sk < (T (x,xi) + ~ . 
If we now choose m > i and invoke (iii) we obtain: 
(v) 3l>i:Sk<(T(x,xl)+~ . 
We therefore have k < i < l and (from (iv), (v)) : 
sk < ((T (x,xi) + ~ ) A ((T (x,xl) + ~ ) = (T (x ,xi) A (T (x,xl) + ~ 
~ ((T 0 (T)(x;,xl) + ~ 
~ ('I/J (Xi,Xl) + ~) + ~ = 'I/J (x;,xl ) + E. 
In other words : 
sup !L (x].) < 'I/J (x;,x.) + E-
. > k " J _ 
From this we obtain : 
!L (x,) < 'I/J (Xi,Xl) + E, 
which contradicts (ii) and so (i) is false, which establishes the forward 
implication. 
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For the reverse implication we let J1. E '1 with '1 a prime prefilter 
and show that c( '1) ~ in f sup in f 17 < v>. To this end we let 17 E !iJ 
lTE!iJ VE'1 
and f > 0 be arbitrary and show that: 
(vi) 3 yE X V VE'1 c('1)~ 17 <v>(y) + f. 
By assumption there exists FE .Y' f(x) with J1. ~ sup lJ<y> + f. Thus: 
y E F 
J1. ~ sup (17 <y> + f) A Ix := .A.. 
y E F 
Since J1. E '1 we know that .A. E '1 and hence, since '1 is prime and F is 
finite there exists y E F such that (17 <y>+f) A Ix E '1. Thus if v E '1 is 
arbitrary, 
vA (17 <y>+f) A Ix = (17 <y>+f) AvE 'J 
It follows therefore that 
c( '1) ~ sup (17 <y>+f) A v~ (sup 17 <y> A v) + f = 17 <v>(y) + f, 
which establishes (vi) and hence also the reverse implication. 
• 
Equipped with our characterisations of precompactness in F.UNIF we 
establish the analogues of the theorems which describe the properties of pre compactness 
in UNIF. In other words, we build a theory of precompactness in fuzzy uniform spaces 
which generalises the standard theory. 
In UNIF, precompact sets are stable with respect to the formation of finite 
unions and subsets. Compact and relatively compact sets are precompact. We establish 
the analagous results in F.UNIF. 
6.7 THEOREM 
Let (X, 9J) be a fuzzy uniform space with II, /.I, IIi E IX. Then : 
(a) II ~ /.I and /.I is 9J-precompact =} II is 9J- precompact . 
(b) ViE In] IIi is 9J-precompact 
(c) /.I is relatively 9J-compact 
(d) /.I is 9J-compact 
=} sue IIi is 9J-precompact. 
i E LnJ 
=} /.I is 9J-precompact. 
=} /.I is 9J-precompact. 
PROOF 
(a) If II E .:7 with .:7 a prime filter then /.I E .:7and so .:7 is 9J-Cauchy. 
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(b) If sue IIi E .:7 with .:7 a prime filter then, since .:7 is prime, vi E .:7 for some 
i E LnJ 
(c) 
i E In]. Consequently.:7 is 9J-Cauchy. 
Let /.I E .:7 with .:7 a prime prefilter. Then: 
V CT E 9J CT <.:7> ~ .:7 =* V CT E 9J Adh.:7 ~ Adh CT <.:7> 
=* V CT E 9J sup Adh .:7 ~ sup Adh CT < .:7> 
=* sup Adh .:7 ~ in f sup Adh CT <.:7> . 
IT E 9J 
Since .:7 is relatively 9J-compact, 
c( .:7) ~ sup Adh .:7 ~ in f sup Adh CT <.:7>. 
IT E 9J 
Thus .:7 is 9J- precompact. 
(d) If /.I is 9J-compact then /.I is relatively 9J-compact 
( sup /.I II Adh .:7 ~ sup Adh .:7) and the result follows . 
• 
In UNIF, the closure of a precompact set is precompact . We now show that 
the corresponding statement in F. UNIF is also true. 
6.8 THEOREM 
Let (X,.0) be a fuzzy uniform space with /l- E IX. Then : 
/l- is .0-precompact ~ p. is .0-precompact. 
PROOF 
Let a E .0 be symmetric and let f > o. Choose symmetric 1/J E .0 8uch that 
1/Jo1/J~a+~. 
Since /l- is .0-precompact there exists F E ~ f(X) such that 
/l- ~ sup 1/J <y> + ~ . 
Y E F 
For arbitrary z E X we have: 
p.(z) ~ 1/J</l->(z) 
= sup I1-(x) II 1/J (x,z) 
x E X 
~ sup ( sup 1/J (x,y) + ~ ) II 1/J (x,z) 
xEX yEF 
~ sup sup 1/J (y,x) II 1/J (x,z) + ~ 
yEFxEX 
= sup 1/J 0 1/J (y,z) + ~ 
Y E F 
~ sup (a(y,z)+~)+~ 
y E F 
= sup a <y>(z) + f. 
y E F 
Thus P. ~ sup (J <y> + f and hence p. is .0-precompact . 
y E F 
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• 
Uniformly continuous images of precompact subsets of a uniform space are 
precompact and the next theorem says that the same thing happens in fuzzy uniform 
spaces. 
6.9 THEOREM 
Let (X,..'lJ) and (Y, 6) be fuzzy uniform spaces and let f : X ---< Y 
be uniformly continuous. If J.t E IX then : 
J.t is ..'lJ-precompact ~ f(J.t] is i! -precompact. 
PROOF 
First note that for a E 10 we have : 
~ f [J.t](y) = sup j.t(x) > a 
x E f-1[{y}] 
(). ~ 3 x E 11[{y}] n J.t 
(). ~ 3 x E J.t : f(x) = y 
~ yE f[J.tj. 
Now J.t is ..'lJ-precompact 
(). . (). ~ V aE 10 J.t IS..'lJ -precompact (6.S(b)) 
=} V aE 10 f [J.tj is 61). -precompact (3.22(b)) 
(). (). ~ V a E 10 f [J.t] is i! -precompact. 
~ f [J.t] is i!-precompact . (6 .5(b)) 
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• 
In UNIF, products of precompact sets are precompact and a subset of a 
product space is precompact iff each projection is precompact. The corresponding 
statements in F.UNIF are also true. 
6.lD THEOREM 
Let ( (Xj,..'lJ (j) ) : j E J) be a family of fuzzy uniform spaces with 
j.t(j) E IXj for each j E J . Let X = II Xj and ..'lJ = II ..'lJ (j), then 
jEJ jEJ 
(a) V j E J j.t(j) is ..'lJ(j)-precompact ~ II j.t(j) is ..'lJ-precompact. 
j E J 
(b) J.t E IX is ..'lJ-precompact ~ V j E J Pj [J.t] is ..'lJ (j)-precompact. 
PROOF 
(a) Let ~ be a prime prefilter on X with JI. := II Jl.(j) E.:? Let j E J and 
j E J 
~j := <Pj[ ~]>. Then ~j is prime (2.23(f) and Pj[JI.] ~ Jl.(j). Thus since 
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Pj(Ji.] E ~j' Jl.(j) E ~j and so ~j is .0 (j)-Cauchy. Since j is arbitrary we have: 
V j E J ~j is .0(j)-Cauchy ~ ~ is .0-Cauchy (4.21). 
Thus we have shown that /.I. is .0-precompact. 
(b) If JI. E IX is .0 -precompact then, since each Pj is uniformly continuous, 
each Pj(Ji.] is .0(j) precompact. 
For the converse we note that : 
V j E J JI. ~ Pj'[Pj(Ji.ll ~ /.I. ~ . in! Pj'[Pj(Ji.ll = . II p)/.I.J. 
JEJ JEJ 
Now II Pj(Ji.] is .0-precompact by (a) and hence so is JI. (6.7(a» . 
j E J 
6.11 REMARK 
It is worth remarking that we do not have: 
II Jl.(j) is .0-precompact ~ V j E J Jl.(j) is .0 (j)-precompact. 
j E J 
To see this, suppose that for some k E J Jl.(k) = 0 = 0 Ix . Then Jl.(k) is 
k 
• 
.0 (k)-precompact since for no prime prefilter ~ k on Xk do we have Jl.(k) E ~ k' 
Consequently : 
II Jl.(j) = inf Pj'[JI.(j)J ~ Pk'[JI.(k)J = Jl.(k) 0 Pk = 0 = 0 Ix' 
jEJ jEJ 
So II Jl.(j) is .0 -precompact if for any k E J Jl.(k) = O. We can therefore 
j E J 
construct a counter example with some Jl.(j) not .0(j)-precompact (j f k) while 
JL(k) = O. 
CHAPTER 7 
BOUNDEDNESS 
If (X,Il) is a uniform space and B ~ X we say that : 
B is II-bounded <=> V U ell 3 K e 9'f(X) 3 n e IN : B ~ UD(K) = U UD(X). 
xeK 
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It follows immediately from the definitions that a II-precompact set is 
O-bounded and, as we compare the two notions, we might suspect that II-boundedness 
can also be described in terms of filters . 
If IF is an ultrafilter on X we shall say that: 
IF is weak II--Canchy <=> VUE Il 3 n e IN 3 Fe IF : F. F ~ UD. 
Clearly, a il-Cauchy ultrafilter is weak Il--Cauchy and we show now that weak 
O-Cauchy ultrafilters are described by an intersection condition similar to the one 
describing Il-Cauchy ultrafilters in Theorem 4.1. 
7.1 THEOREM 
Let (X,il) be a uniform space and IF an ultrafilter on X. Then: 
IF is weak Il-Cauchy <=> VUe Il 3 n e IN: n UD(F)'i 0 . 
FelF 
PROOF 
Let IF be weak il-Cauchy and let U e il. There exists n e IN and G e IF such 
that G. G ~ un. It follows, as in 4.1, that G ~ n Un(F) and hence that 
FelF 
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For the con verse, if U E II let : 
UI = U n Un(F), 
nEIN FEIF 
IF I = <{U' : U E II }> then : 
(a) IF' is a filter on X . 
As in 4.1(a) we show that (U n V)' ~ UI n yl for U, YEll . 
(b) HUE II is symmetric then xE U' ~ 3 n E • : U"(x) E F. 
XEUI ~3nEIN VFEIF xEUn(F) 
~ 3 n E IN Un(x) E IF (as in 4.1(b)) . 
(c) HUE II is symmetric then 3 n E • : U' x U' !; lPD • 
(x,y) E U/. U I ~ 3 kE IN : Uk(X)E IF and 3 rriE IN: um(y)E IF 
~ 3 n E IN : UD(x) E IF and UD(y) Elf (n = max(k,m)) 
~ 3 nE IN: UD(x) n UD(YH 0 
~ 3 n E IN : (x,y) E U2D. 
(d) F' is weak D-Cauchy. 
Let U E II and symmetric YEll with y2 ~ U. Then yl E IFI and by (c) 
there exists n E IN such that Y/. yl ~ y2n ~ un. 
(e) F' !; F. 
If G E IFI then UI ~ G for some U E II . Choose symmetric YEll with 
y2 ~ U and choose x E y/ . Then yn(x) E IF for some n E IN ((b)). Let 
y E YD(X) and F Elf . Then yn(x) n F f. 0 so there exists Z E yn(x) n F . Thus 
(x,y) E yn, (x,z) E yn and so (z,y) E y2D. Since y is arbitrary, yn(x) ~ y2n(F) 
and since F is arbitrary we have : 
yn(x) ~ n y2n(F) ~ n Un(F) ~ UI ~ G. 
FEIF FEIF 
Since yn(x) E IF we conclude that G Elf. 
Finally, it follows from (d) and (e) that IF is weak Il-Cauchy. 
• 
We show that boundedness can be described in terms of weak-Cauchy filters . 
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7.2 THEOREM 
Let (X,II) be a uniform space and B ~ X. Then: 
B is II-bounded iff every ultrafilter IF with B E IF is weak Il-Cauchy. 
PROOF 
Let B be II-bounded and IF an ultrafilter on X with B Elf . Choose symmetric 
V E II with V2 ~ U. Since B is II-bounded there exists n E IN and K E .9'f(X) such that 
B ~ vn(K). Since B E IF we have VD(K) E IF and furthermore, since K is finite and IF is 
an ultrafilter there exists x E K such that VD(x) Elf. If F E IF then VO(F) E IF and hence 
VD(x) n VD(F) f 0. IT z E VD(x) n Vn(F) then (x,z) E vn and (y,z) E VD for some y E F. 
It follows that (x,y) E V2D ~ un and so x E Un(F). Since F is arbitrary, we have shown 
that x E n UD(F) and consequently that n UD(F) f 0. Thus, by 7.1, IF is weak 
FEIF FEIF 
Il--Cauchy. 
Conversely, suppose that every ultrafilter IF with B E IF is weak II--Cauchy but 
B is not II-bounded. Then 
(i) 3 (symmetric) U E II V n E IN V K E .9'f(X) B \ UD(K) f 0. 
Let XI E B. Then, since {XI} E .9'f(X) there exists x2 E B \ U( {XI}). 
Again, since {xl,x2} E .9'f(X) there exists xa E B\ U2( {XI,x2}). In this way 
we obtain a sequence (Xo : n E IN) such that: 
(ii) V n E IN Xo+1 t UD ({xl,x2,· . • ,Xo})· 
For n E IN let Tn = {xm : m ~ n} and let IF be an ultrafilter such that 
IF 2 {Tn : nE IN}. 
Since each Tn ~ B we have B E IF and so IF is weak II--Cauchy. Thus, for 
some n E IN we have n UD(F) f 0 and so there exists X E X such that 
FEIF 
V mE IN xE Un(Tm). 
In other words : 
(iii) V mE IN 3 t~ m: (Xt,x) E un. 
It follows from (iii) that 
(iv) 3 l> 2n : (xtx) E un and 
(v) 3 k > t: (xk'x) E un 
From (iv) and (v) we see that (Xk'Xt ) E U2n and so : 
xk E U2n(xt) ~ Uk-1(Xt) ~ Uk-1( {x1,X2, .. ,xk-l}) 
which contradicts (ii). 
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• 
We use Theorem 7.2 to prove some elementary properties of II-bounded sets. 
7.3 THEOREM 
Let (X,Il) be a uniform space with A,B,B i ~ X and n E IN . Then: 
(a) A ~ B, B is II-bounded ~ A is II-bounded. 
(b) ViE [n) Bi is II-bounded ~ U Bi is II-bounded. 
i E en] 
(c) B is Il-precompact 
( d) B is II-bounded 
~ B is II-bounded. 
~ B is II-bounded. 
PROOF 
In all cases we show that an appropriate ultrafilter is weak Il-Cauchy and then 
we appeal to 7.2. 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
IfIF is an ultrafilter with A E IF then B E IF and so IF is weak Il-Cauchy. 
If IF is an ultrafilter with UBi E IF then Bk E IF for some k E en). 
i E en] 
Consequently IF is weak D-Cauchy. 
If g: is an ultrafilter with BEg: then IF is D-Cauchy and hence IF is weak 
D-Cauchy. 
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(d) Let IF be an ultrafilter with B Elf. Let n E IN, U Eiland F Elf . Choose 
sy=etric YEll with Y ~ U. Then B ~ yD(B) and so yD(B) Elf . Thus 
yn(B) n F f. 0 and so there exists x E F and y E B such that (x,y) E yn. Since 
y E yn(F) we have yD(F) n B f. 0 and hence Un(F) n B f. 0. 
We have therefore: 
(i) V n E IN VUE Il V F E IF B n Un(F)f. 0. 
The set {B n Un(F) : U Ell, F Elf, n E IN} has the finite 
intersection property and so we can choose an ultrafilter I!( 
such that: 
{B n un (F) : U Ell, F Elf, n E INH IK. 
Since B E IK, I!( is weak Il-Cauchy and hence 
VUE Il 3 n E IN : n Un(K)f. 0. Thus 
KEI!( 
(ii) VUE Il 3 n E IN 3 x E X V K E I!( x E Un(K) . 
Let U E Il be symmetric. Then by virtue of (ii) 
there exists n E IN and x E X such that : 
V FE IF x E Un(B n UD(F)). Thus 
V FE IF 3 y E B n Un(F) : (y,x) E un and so 
V FE IF 3 y E B : (y,x) E un 3 z E F : (z,y) E un. 
Consequently : 
V F E IF 3 z E F : (x,z) E U2n and so : 
x E n U2n(F). 
FEIF 
We have shown that for some mE IN n Um(F) f. 0 and this means that IF is 
F E IF 
weak Il-Cauchy. Thus B is Il -bounded. 
• 
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Our next task is to extend these notions to the fuzzy uniform space setting. If 
(X,.0) is a fuzzy uniform space and .'? is a prime prefilter on X we shall say that : 
.'? is weak .0-Cauchy <=} c(.'?) 5 in f sup sup inf v"<v>. 
uE.0 nElNvE.'? 
It follows immediately from the definitions that a .0-Cauchy prime prefilter 
is necessarily weak .0-Cauchy. Before proceeding we establish the a--l.evel theorem for 
weak .0-Cauchy prime prefilters. 
7.4 THEOREM 
Let (X,.0) be a fuzzy uniform space and let.'? be a prime prefilter 
on X with c(.'?) = c. Then: 
.'? is weak .0-Cauchy <=} .'? 0 is weak 9Jc -Cauchy. 
PROOF 
.'? is weak .0-Cauchy 
<=} c = c(.'?) 5 in f sup sup inf v"<v> 
uE.0 nElNvE.'? 
<=} V Ci < c VUE.0 3 xE X 3 nE IN V vE.'? Ci < v"<v>(x) = sup vA v"<x> 
0. 
<=} V Ci < c VuE.0 3 x E X 3 n E IN V v E.'? 3 y E v : v"(y,x) > Ci 
no.", 
<=}V Ci< C V uE9J3 xE X 3 nE IN V VE.'?xE (u) (V) 
n Q. Q ~n a 
<=} V Ci < c VuE.0 3 nE IN: n (u)(v) = n (u)(v) 0. (3.4(i)) 
VE~ vE.'? 
<=} VUE.0c 3 n E IN: n Un(F)f 0. (2.19) 
FE.'?o 
<=}.'?o is weak .0c -Cauchy. 
• 
Our definition of a weak .0 -Cauchy prime prefilter is a modification of the 
definition of a .0 -Cauchy prefilter and, since prime prefilters are .0 -Cauchy iff they 
are strong .0 -Cauchy we expect there to be a characterisation of weak .0 -Cauchy 
prime prefilters which resembles the definition of a strong .0-Cauchy prefilter. 
7.5 THEOREM 
Let (X,!lJ) be a fuzzy uniform space and let:? be a prime prefilter on X. Then 
:? is weak !lJ-Cauchy ¢=} V (J E !lJ V f E 103 v E :? 3 n E IN : /IX v ~ u"+f. 
PROOF 
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Let :? be a weak !lJ-Cauchy prime prefilter, with c(:?) = c, (J E !lJ and f E 10 
and define O! = c - i ' f3 = (c + i ) /I L Since CIa. E !lJ C and :? 0 is weak !lJc -Cauchy, 
there exists n E IN and FE:? 0 such that F. F ~ ((J o.t Let v = f3 IF. Then v E :? (2. 7( d» 
or (b) and if (x,y) E Fx F then : 
(/IX v)(x,y) = V (x) II v (y) = f3 ~ c + i = O! + f ~ u"(x,y) + f. 
If (x,y) ~ F. F then (/IX v)(x,y) = O. 
Thus /IX v ~ u" + f. 
To prove the converse we show that :?o is weak !lJc -Cauchy. To this end let 
0. • U E !lJc. Then (J = U for some (J E !lJ and O! < c. Let f = C-O!. Then there eJQsts v E :? 
and n E IN such that /IX v ~ u" + i. If we let f3 = c;O! then vP E :? 0(f3 < c, 2.19) and 
moreover: 
P P (x,y) E V x V ¢=} v(x) II v(y) = (/IX v)(x,y) > f3 
=l u"(x,y) + i > f3 
¢=} u"(x,y) > f3 - i = o!. 
PP no. o.n . Thus v x v ~ ((J) = ((J) = un which means that :? 0 is weak !lJ C -Cauchy and 
consequently:? is weak !lJ-Cauchy (7.4). 
We check that the definition is a good extension : 
7.6. THEOREM 
Let (X,Il ) be a uniform space and let IF be an nltrafilter on X. Then 
IF is weak Il-Cauchy ¢=} IF 1 is weak II I -Cauchy. 
• 
PROOF 
f I is weak Ill-Cauchy {=l (fl )o is weak (IlI)I-Cauchy (C(IFI) = 1, 7.4) 
{=l f is weak Il-Cauchy. 
See the proof of 4.6 for the details . 
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• 
The uniformly continuous image of a prime Cauchy prefilter is again prime 
Cauchy and we show that the same is true of prime weak Cauchy prefilters. 
7_7 THEOREM 
Let (X,9J), (Y, g) be fuzzy uniform spaces, let f: (X, 9J) ..... (Y, g) 
be uniformly continuous and let .:7 be a prime weak 9J-Cauchy prefilter 
on X. Then d[ .:7» is a prime weak g-Cauchy prefilter on Y. 
PROOF 
Let 'P = <f[ .:7» . Then 'P is a prime prefilter (2.23 (a),(f)) and 
c( 'P) = c(.:7) := c (2.23( c)) . We show that 'P 0 is weak gC -Cauchy and to this end we 
0. let 'if; E gC with 'if; E g and 0: < c. If we let fJ = (£Cf)-I['if;) then fJ E 9J (f is uniformly 
0. 
continuous) and so fJ E 9Jc. Since.:7o is weak 9Jc -Cauchy there exists n E IN such that 
n (fJo.)D(F)f0 . LetxE n (fJo.)D(F). We show that f(x)E n ('if;)D(G). To 
FE.:7o FE.:7o GE'Po 
do this let G E 'P o' Then, since 'P 0 = 'Po. (2.9(b),2.7(a)) there exists vE.:7 such that 
Q. a, Q. Clnn f[v) = f[v J ~ G. Since v E.:7o (2.19) it follows that xE (fJ ) (v ) and so 
o..,D 0. (y,x) E (fJ ) for some y E v . Consequently aI'(y,x) > 0:. Now: 
aI'(y,x) = sup{fJ(y'YI) II !J(YI,y2) II··· II fJ(YD_I'x) : y = (YI,y2'" -YD-I) E Xn-I} > 0: 
==) 3 yE Xn-I: fJ(y'YI) II !J(YI'Y2) II - _. II !J(YD-I'x) > 0: 
==) 3 yE Xn-I: '1j;(f(y) , {(YI)) II 'if; (f(Ytl, f(Y2)) II · · · II 'if; (f(Yn-I)' f(x)) > 0: 
==) ~(f(y), f(x)) > 0:. 
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Dex aD ex 1 Q Thus (f(y), f(x» E (1/1 ) = (1/1 ) and since yEll, f(y) E £[11 = f [II] from 
which we deduce that f(x) E (1/1 Q)D[f [IIJ1 ~ (1/1 Qt(G) . Since G is arbitrary, 
~n no 
f(X)E n (1/1) (G) which means that n (1/1) (G)O and hence ~oisweak 
GE~o GE~o 
iJ-Cauchy. 
• 
We can now investigate weak Cauchy prefilters on product spaces. 
7.8 THEOREM 
Let ((Xj' .0) : j E J) be a family of fuzzy uniform spaces, 
X = IT Xj,.0 = IT .0 j and .'7 a prime prefilter on X. Then : jEJ jEJ 
.'7 is weak .0-Cauchy ¢=} V j Pj[.'7] is weak .0j -Cauchy. 
PROOF 
The forward implication follows from 7.7 and 3.9. 
To prove the reverse implication we let c( .'7) = c and show that .'70 is weak 
.0c -Cauchy. To do this let u
Q 
E.0c with U E .0 and a < c. There exists Jo E .9'f(J) , 
Uj E .0 j such that. inf (pj"p)-I[ujJ ~ u. Let 1/Ij = (pj"Pjtl[Uj] and 1/1 = . inf 1/Ij ' 
J E Jo J E Jo 
We seek FE.'7o and n E IN such that F.F ~ (1/1 ')D. 
We have : 
0. 
V j E Jo u j E .0j and .'7j := <Pj[ .'7J> is weak .0j -Cauchy. Thus 
• . . Cl o· 
V j E J o 3 nj E IN 3 vl E.'7: Pj[vlJo. Pj[vlJo ~ (Uj) J 
Let II = inf vi and n = max nj then liE .'7 and: 
j E [n] j E [n] 
(i) 
Let (x,y) E 11". II" and j E Jo' Then 
Pj[IIJ(Pj(X» = sup v(z) ~ v(x) > 0 and similarly Pj[IIJ(Pj(Y» > o. 
Pj(z) = Pj(x) 
o.D DO. 
Thus (Pj(x), p/Y» E (Uj) = (uj ) ((i» and so 
(ii) aj (Pj(x), p/Y)) > Cl. Therefore : 
1/fj(x,y) = sup{ TPj(X'Yl) A TPj(Yl'Y2) A .. . A TP/Yn-l,yh: = (Yl'Y2' " 'Yn -l) Exn-l} 
= sup Uj(Pj(x), PJ(Yl)) A uJ(Pj(Yl)' Pj(Y2)) A ., . A Uj(Pj(Yn-l)' Pj(Y)) 
I. 
= aj(Pj(x), Pj(Y)) (Pj is surjective). 
Thus V j E Jo 1/fj(x,y) > a ((ii)). 
Now 1/i..x,y) = inf TPj(x,y) = min TPj(x,y) = '¢k(x,y) say. 
jEJo jEJo 
Therefore 1/f'(x,y) = ~(x,y) > Cl which means that (x,y) E (It = (TP jn 
Since (x,y) is arbitrary, rf'x rf' ~ (TP ry ~ (u j n and this shows that .'Yo is weak 
!lJc -Cauchy and hence that .'Y is weak !lJ-Cauchy (7.4). 
If (X, !lJ) is a fuzzy uniform space we shall call j.£ E IX 
!lJ-bounded ~ V f E 10 VuE!lJ 3 F E .9' f(X) 3 n E IN : j.£ ~ sup un<x> + f. 
x E F 
(Note that for finite F ~ X sup un<x> = max un<x». 
xEF xEF 
We check that this definition is a good extension. 
7.9 THEOREM 
Let (X,I) ) be a uniform space and let B ~ X. Then : 
B is Il-bounded ~ IB is 1)1 -bounded. 
PROOF 
Let B be I)-bounded, (symmetric) uE 1) 1 and f E 10. Let U = /~ then since 
o ~ 1-f < 1, U E I). Therefore we can find F = {x1,x2•• • ,xm} ~ X and n E IN such that 
m 
B ~ U Un(xJ In other words : 
i=1 
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• 
l-en nl-E 
\lbEB3xEF:(x,b)Eun=(0") =(0") (3.4(i)) so, 
\I bE B 3 x E F : ~(x,b) > 1-£ and hence, 
\I bE B sup ~<x>(b) > 1-£ = 1B(b)-£ which means that 
x E F 
1B 5 sup ~<x> + £. 
X E F 
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For the converse, let IB be 01 -bounded and (symmetric) U E D. Let 0" = lu' 
Since 0" E 0 I there exists {xl,X:!' .. ,x.,} ~ X and n E IN such that: 
max 
i E [mJ 
1 IB 5 . su~ ~<xi> + 2 . 
1 ELm] 
Now if bE B then IB(b) = 15 max ~<b,xi> + ~ and it follows that 
i E [mJ 
~<b,xi> ~ ~ > O. Consequently ~(b,xk) > ~ for some k E [mJ. Thus 
1/ 1/ 1/ m (b,xk) E (~) 2 = (0" 2)n = «(1u) 2)D = UD and therefore b E UD(xk) ~ U UD(x;). 
i=l 
m 
We have shown that B ~ U UD(xi) and this proves that B is O-bounded. 
i=l 
• 
The properties of 91 -bounded fuzzy sets are fairly easy to establish directly 
from the definition and the theory we build is a generalisation of the standard theory. 
Bounded sets in a uniform space are stable with respect to the formation of 
finite unions and subsets. Precompact sets are bounded. The same is true of bounded 
fuzzy sets in a fuzzy uniform space. 
7.10 THEOREM 
Let (X, 91) be a fuzzy uniform space with v, J.!, Vi E IX Then: 
(a) v 5 J.! and J.! is 91-bounded => v is 91-bounded. 
(b) ViE [mJ Vi is 91-bounded => sup Vi is 91-bounded. 
i E [mJ 
(c) J.! is 91-precompact => J.! is 91-bounded. 
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PROOF 
(a) IT f.L ~ sup cT'<x> + E then II ~ sup cT'<x> + E. 
xEF xEF 
(b) Let U E 9J and E > O. For each i E [m], IIi is 9J-bounded and so ; 
ViE [m) 3 F(i) E .9'f(X) 3 n(i) E IN ; IIi ~ sup cT'(i)<x> + E. 
xE F(i) 
Let F = U F(i) and n = max n(i) then ; 
i E [m] i E [m] 
(i) sup IIi ~ sup cT'<x> + E. 
i E [m] x E F 
To see this, let Z E X be arbitrary. Then ; 
sup lIi(z) = max lIi(z) = IIk(z) say, and 
i E [m] i E [m] 
IIk(z) ~ sup cT'(k) (z,x) ~ sup cT'(z,x) + E. 
X E F(k) x E F 
This establishes (i) which in turn proves that sup IIi is 9J-bounded. 
i E [m] 
(c) This follows from 6.6 with n = 1. 
• 
In UNIF, the closure of a bounded set is bounded and we now show that this 
statement is also true in F.UNIF. 
7.11 THEOREM 
Let (X, 9J) be a fuzzy uniform space and let f.L E IX. Then: 
f.L is 9J-bounded ~ Ji. is 9J-bounded. 
PROOF 
Let f.L E IX be 9J-bounded, E E 10 and U E 9J be sy=etric. Since f.L is 
9J-bounded we can find F E .9'f(X) and n E IN such that ; 
(i) 
(ii) 
p, ~ sup o"<x> + t. 
X E F 
We assert that: 
Ji, ~ sup a"'I<x> + t . 
X E F 
To see this let z E X then : 
jj{z) = in f 7/J <Ji->(z) = in f sup p,(y) II ~y,z) 
7/J EliJ 7/J EliJ y E X 
~ in f sup (sup o"(y,x) + t) II ~y,z) (from (i)) 
7/JE!iJy E X x E F 
~ in f sup sup a"(y,x) II ~y,z) + t 
7/JE!iJyEX xEF 
n ~ sup sup a{z,y) II (J (y,x) + t 
xEFyEX 
= sup ((J 0 a")(z,x) + t 
X E F 
= sup a"'l<x>(z) + t. 
X E F 
This proves (ii) and hence Ji, is !iJ-bounded. 
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• 
In UNIF, the uniformly continuous image of a bounded set is bounded. We 
obtain the ana.lgous result in F .UNIF. 
7.12 THEOREM 
Let (X,!iJ) and (Y, <!) be fuzzy uniform spaces and f: (X,!iJ) -l (Y, <!) 
be uniformly continuous. Then: 
p, is !iJ- bounded ~ f[p,J is <!-bounded. 
PROOF 
Let symmetric 7/J E <! and t E 10 , Since f is uniformly continuous, 
(J := (fxftl[7/JJ E!iJ. Now since p, is !iJ-bounded there exists F E 9'f(X) and n E IN such 
that : 
(i) fJ. ~ sup o"'<x> + E. 
X E F 
We assert that: 
(ti) £[fJ.] ~ sup 7/f' < f(x» +- E. 
X E F 
To prove (ii) let y E Y. Then : 
£[fJ.](y) = z /f~![{y}J pJ.,z) ~ zE f~~~{y}J sup 0"'( z,x) + E-x E F 
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Now o"'(z,x) = sup{u(z,x1) A u(Xl'~) A·· ·A u(x,.-!,x): x!,:lSl,··· ,xn _! EX} 
= sup( 1/-{f(z),f(x1)) A 1/-{f(Xl),f(~))A··· A 1/-{f(xn_1),f(x)):x!,xa,· .. ,xn-1 E X} 
~ sup{1/-{f(z),y!) A 1/-{y!,Ya) A . . . A 1/-{Yn-l,f(x)): Y!,Ya,··· 'Yn-l E Y} 
= 't/J D(f(z),f(x)). 
Thus £[fJ.](y) ~ sup sup 't/J D(f(z),f(x)) + E 
z E f - ! [{y} ] x E F 
= sup 't/J D(y,f(x)) + E 
x E F 
= sup 7/f'<f(x»(y) + E. 
x E F 
This proves (ii) and, since {f(x): x E F} E .9'f(Y), this shows that £!fl.] is 
~-bounded. 
• 
Boundedness in F.UNIF can be described in terms of weak Cauchy prefilters 
and the following theorem is an extension of Theorem 7.2. 
7.13 THEOREM 
Let (X,..0) be a fuzzy uniform space and let fJ. E IX Then: 
fJ. is ..0-bounded iff every prime prefilter .Y with fJ. E.Y is weak ..0-Cauchy. 
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PROOF 
Let j.£ be ..'i'J-bounded, .:Y a prime prefilter with j.£ E.:Y, a E ..'i'Jand f E 10 • Then 
there exists n E IN and K E .9' r(X) such that : 
j.£ ~ sup cT'<y> + f = sup (cT'<y> + f) A Ix := ).. 
y E K y E K 
Since j.£ E .:Y, ). E .:Y and since K is finite and .:Y is prime we have: 
3 y E K : (cT'<y> + f) II Ix E.:Y. Let II E.:Y. Then: 
(cT'<y> + f) A Ix II II = (cT'<y> + f) A IIE.:Y and so 
c(3') ~ sup(cT'<y> + f) II II~ (sup cT'<y> A II) + f = cT'<II>(Y) + f. 
Since II is arbitrary, c(.:Y) ~ inf cT'<II>(Y) + f ~ sup sup inf cT'<II> + f. Since 
IIE.:Y nEINIIE3' 
a and f are arbitrary, c(.:Y) ~ in f sup sup inf cT'<II> and this means that 3' is 
rrE..'i'J nEINIIE.:Y 
weak ..'i'J-Cauchy. 
For the converse let 7/J E ..'i'J be symmetric, let f E 10 and suppose that: 
(i) V K E .9'r(X) V n E IN 3 z EX: j.£ (z) > sup 7/f'<y> + f. 
Y E K 
Choose Xl E X then since {Xl} E .9' reX) : 
3 ~ EX: j.£ (~) > 1{J(x2,xl) + f. 
Now {xl,xa} E .9' reX) and so : 
3 :lea EX : j.£ (Xs) > sup ~(XS'Xi) + f . 
i < 3 
Continuing in this way we obtain a sequence (x" n E IN) with the 
property : 
(ii) V n E IN Vi < n j.£ (x,,) > 7/J n(xn,xi ) + f . 
For nE INlet Tn = {xm: m~ n} andlK= <{Tn: nE IN}>. Let 
.:Y = (~,j.£) = <{IK II j.£: K ElK}> = <{IT II j.£ : n E IN}> and choose n 
'IE .9'm(.:Y) such that c( 'I) = c(.:Y) (2.16). Then 'I is prime, j.£ E 'I 
and : 
c( 'I) = c(.:Y) = inf sup IT II j.£ = inf sup pJ"x;). 
nEIN n nElNi~n 
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IT n E iN let sn = sup I-LCx;) then c( 'J) = inf sn. Choose 
i~n nEiN 
sy=etric rr E g} such that rr 0 rr $ 'I/J + ~. Then by assumption: 
c( 'J) $ sup sup inf £T"<v> $ sup sup inf £T"<lT > 
nEiNvE'J nEiNmEiN m 
==} inf sn < sup sup inf £T"<lT > + ~ 
nEiN nEiNmEiN m 
==} 3 x E X 3 n E iN 3 k E iN : sk < inf £T"<lT >(x) + ~ m E iN m 
==} 3 x E X 3 n E iN 3 k E iN II mE iN sk < sup £T"(x,x;) + ~ . 
i ~ m 
For this x E X, n E iN and k E iN we have: 
(iii) II mE iN 3 i ~ m: sk < £T"(x,x;) + ~. 
IT we choose m > k V n and invoke (iii) we obtain: 
(iv) 3 i > kV n: sk < £T"(x,x;) +~. 
IT we now choose m > i and invoke (iii) we obtain: 
(v) 3l> i: sk < £T"(x,Xt) +~ . 
We therefore have k V n < i < l and (from (iv), (v)) : 
sk < (£T"(x,x;) + ~ ) " (£T"(x,xl) + ~ ) = £T"(x,x;)" £T"(x,xt) + ~ 
$ (£T" 0 £T")(x;,xl) + ~ 
$ ("l/f'(x;,xl ) + ~ ) + ~ = 'I/J n(x;,xl) + E. 
In other words : 
sup J1, (xJ.) < "l/f'(x;,xl) + E • 
. > k J _ 
From this we obtain: 
t 
J1, (xl) < "l/f'(x;,Xt) + E $ 'I/J (x;,Xt) + E 
which contradicts (ii) and so (i) is false, which means that J1, is 
g}-bounded. 
• 
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We have an a-level theorem for !ZJ-bounded fuzzy sets which is as follows . 
7.14 THEOREM 
Let (X,!ZJ) be a fuzzy uniform space and let J1. E IX. Then : 
CI. 
J1. is !ZJ-bounded ¢=j If O! E 10 J1.CI. is!ZJ -bounded. 
PROOF 
Let J1. be !ZJ-bounded, O! E 10 and u(3 E !ZJ CI. with symmetric u E!ZJ and (3 < O!. 
Let 0 < E < a-{3. Then we can find K E .9lf (X) and n E IN such that 
Jt ~ sup o-"<y> + E. Thus : 
y E K 
x E JtCl. ~ max o-"(X,Y)+E~o! 
y E K 
~ max 0-"( x,y) ~ a-E > (3 
y E K 
~ 3 yE K : o-"(x,y) > {3 
0(3 (30 ~ xE (u ) (yH (u) (K) . 
(3 0 CI. 
Thus JtCl. ~ (u ) (K) and so JtCl. is!ZJ -bounded. 
For the converse let 'P be a prime prefilter with J1. E 'P and let c( 'P) = c > O. 
To show that ~ is w:ak !ZJ-Cauchy .let 0 < O! < c and let uE!ZJ be symmetric. Choose 
fJ < o!. Then u E!ZJ and so there exIsts K E .91 f( X) and n E IN such that : 
(3 0 
JtCl. ~ (u ) (K) . 
CI. CI. (30 (30 
Now J1. E 'P 0 (2.19) and Jt ~ JtCl. ~ (u ) (K) and so (u ) (K) E 'P 0 which is an 
ultrafilter (2.9(a)) . Consequently (/y(y) E 'P 0 for some y E K (since K is finite) . 
Now: 
13 0 (u ) (y) E 'P 0 13 13 0 ¢=j If v E 'P v n (u ) (y) f0 
(3 
¢=j If v E 'P 3 z E v : 0-"( z,y) > (3 
¢=j If v E 'P sup v A o-"<y> > fJ 
¢=j in f o-" <v>(y) > {3. 
VE'P 
Consequently : 
{3 < sup sup in f rf'<v> and since {3 is arbitrary 
nilE'! 
a~ sup sup inf rf'<v>. 
nilE'! 
Since a and 11 are arbitrary, 
c( '!) ~ in f sup sup in f rf'<v> . 
~E9J nEINIIE'! 
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In other words, '! is weak 9J -Cauchy and finally, since '! is arbitrary we 
have shown, according to 7.13, that J.! is 9J-bounded. 
• 
Just as we did for 9J-precompactness we show that 9J-boundedness can be 
described using only certain subsets of the prime prefilters. 
7.15 THEOREM 
Let (X, 9J) be a fuzzy uniform space with J.! E IX. The following are 
equivalent: 
(a) J.! is 9J-bounded. 
(b) For every prime prefilter ~, (~,J.!) is weak 9J-Cauchy. 
( c) For every prime prefilter ~, 
c( ~,J.!) ~ in f sup sup inf rf'<II> := r(~) 
ITE9J nElNvE~ 
(d) For every prime prefilter ~with c(~) = 1, c(~,J.!) ~ r(~) . 
(e) For every prime saturated prefilter ~ with c(~) = 1, c( ~,J.!) ~ r(~) 
(f) Every prime saturated prefilter ~ with J.! E ~ is weak 9J-Cauchy. 
PR.ooF 
( a) =} (b) : If ~ is prime then (~,J.!) is also prime and J.! E (~,J.!). 
Thus, since J.! is 9J-bounded, (~,J.!) is weak 9J-Cauchy. 
(b) =} (c) : If (~,J.!) is weak 9J-Cauchy then: 
c( ~,J.!) ~ in f sup sup inf rf'<v A .b ~ r( ~) . 
ITE9J nElNvE~ 
(c) =} (d) : Obvious . 
Let :Y be a prime prefilter with j.I E :Y and c(:Y) = c. Let : 
d{ = (:Yo)! = <{IF : FE:Yo}> ' 
We refer to the proof of 6.3 and assert that : 
(i) d{ ~ (d{,j.I) ~ :Y. 
(ii) d{o = (d{,j.I)o = :Yo' 
(iii) d{ is prime. 
(iv) c( d{) = 1. 
By assumption then we have : 
c(:Y) ~ c( d{,j.I) ~ r (d{) - in f sup sup in f a"<.b 
Thus : 
(TE9J nEiN.lEd{ 
inf sup 
(T E 9J 
sup 
n E iN 
V 00< c V O'E9J3 xE X 3 nE iN V FE:Yo a< a"<lF>(x) 
<=> V a < c V 0' E 9J 3 x E X 3 n E iN V v E:Y 00 < a"<lv o.>(x). (2.19) 
<=> V a< c V O'E9J3 xE X 3 nE iN V vE:Y 00< a"<v>(x) 
<=> a < sup 1v 0. A a"<x> 
0. 
<=> 3 y E v : a"(y,x) > 00 
<=> sup v A a"<x> = a"<v>(x) > aJ 
<=> c(:Y) ~ in f sup sup in f a"<v> 
(TE9J nEiNvE:Y 
<=> :Y is weak 9J-Cauchy. 
Consequently j.I is 9J-bounded. 
(a)=} (e) : Obvious. 
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(e) =} (a) : Let :Y be a prime prefilter with c(:Y) = 1. We intend to show that 
c( :Y,j.I) ~ r(:Y) and then apply (d). Let: 
d{ = (:Yo)1 = {>. E IX: V a < 1 ).0. E :Yo}' 
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From the proof of 6.4 we glean : 
(i) .H is a saturated prefilter. 
(ii) c(.H) = 1. 
(iii) .Ho = :Yo' 
(iv) .H is prime. 
(v) c(:Y,JI.) S c(.H,JI.) . 
Thus by assumption we have: 
c( :Y,JI.) S c( d{,JI.) S r(.H) = in f sup sup in f u"<.)'> 
UE9J nEIN>'E.H 
<=} V a < c( :Y,JI.) V rJ E 9J 3 x E X 3 n E IN V >. E .H a < u"<>.>(x) 
==* Va<c(:Y,JI.) VrJE9J3xEX 3nEIN VVE:Ya<u"<lv">(x) 
" [If a < c(:Y,JI.) S c(:Y) and vE:Y then v E:Yo (2.19) and 1v"E.HI 
<=} Va < c(:Y,JI.) V rJE 9J 3 xE X 3 nE IN V lIE:Y a < u"<v>(x) 
<=} c( :Y,JI.) $ in f sup sup inf u"<v> = r( :Y). 
(a) ==* (f) : 
(f) ==* (a) : 
uE9J nElNvE:Y 
Obvious. 
Let :Y be a prime prefilter with JI. E :Y and c( :Y,JI.) = c. As we did 
in 6.4 we let .H = (:Y o)c. Then .H is a saturated prefilter , :Y ~ .H, 
c(.H) = c, :Yo = .H 0 and .H is prime. By assumption then, .H is weak 
9J-Cauchy and so : 
c(:Y) = c = c( .H) S in f sup sup in f u"<>.> 
uE9J nEIN.lE.H 
S in f sup sup inf u"<v>. 
uE9J nElNvE:Y 
This means that :Y 
(7.13) . 
is weak 9J -Cauchy and hence JI. is 9J -bounded 
• 
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The behaviour of bounded fuzzy sets in products of fuzzy uniform spaces 
parallels the behaviour of precompact fuzzy sets. 
7.16 THEOREM 
Let ((Xj' ~ j) : j E J) be a family offuzzy uniform spaces with 
/Jj E IXj for each j E J . Let X = . II Xj and ~ = . II ~j' Then 
JEJ JEJ 
(a) 
(b) 
PROOF 
Y j E J /Jj is ~j -bounded ~ . II /Jj is ~-bounded. 
J E J 
/J E IX is ~-bounded ~ Y j E J Pj[/J] is ~j -bounded. 
The proof is exactly the same as the proof of 6.10 with "bounded" replacing 
"precompact", "weak-Cauchy" replacing "Cauchy" and using 7.S, 7.12 and 7.10(a). 
• 
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CHAPTER 8 
COMPLETENESS 
If (X,Il) is a uniform space and A ~ X then 
A is Il-mmplete iff every Il-Cauchy filter IF with A E IF is convergent in A. 
We extend this definition to the fuzzy uniform space setting as follows . If 
(X,~) is a fuzzy uniform space and ~ E IX we say that: 
~ is ~-mmplete iff every ~-Cauchy prefilter .:7 with ~ E .:7 is convergent in ~. 
As we did for ~ -boundednesB and ~ -precompactness we shall show that 
this is a good extension, that we have an a--level theorem for ~-mmpleteness, that 
~ --{;ompleteness can be characterised using only certain subsets of the ~ -Cauchy 
prefilters and that a theory of ~ --{;omplete fuzzy sets can be developed which 
generalises the elementary theory of Il--{;omplete subsets. 
We first characterise ~--{;ompleteness in terms of prime prefilters. 
8.1 THEOREM 
Let (X,~) be a fuzzy uniform space with JH IX. Then 
~ is ~--complete iff every prime, ~--Cauchy prefilter '1 with p, E '1 
is convergent in p,. 
PROOF 
We only need to prove the reverse implication so let .:7 be a ~ -Cauchy 
prefilter with p, E .:7 and c(.:7) = C. We must show that .:7 is convergent in 1'-, in other 
words: 
(i) c ~ sup p," lim .:7. 
Let J{ = 9> V (.:70 )- - ((.:70 )-, p,) . Then: c c 
(ii) dI = <{I'A e IF : F E ~o}> := .9t. 
A Edt¢:} 3 j.£1 ~ j.£ 3 F E .Yo 3 /./ ~ elF: A ~ j.£1 A /./ ~ j.£ A elF 
~ AE~ 
A E.9t ¢:} 3 F E .Yo : A ~ j.£ A elF 
~ AEdt. 
(iii) ~o ~ dlo · 
FE .Yo 
(iv) c(dI) = e. 
Since (.Yo)- ~ dt we have c( dt) ~ c(( .Yo)-) = e. c c 
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To show that e ~ c( dt) let 0 < Ct < e and F E.Y o' Then there 
exists /./ E .Y such that II" ~ F and, since j.£ E .Y, /./ A j.£ E.Y. Thus 
sup /./ A j.£ ~ c(.Y) ~ e > Ct and so we can find x E X with (/./ A j.£)(x) > Ct. 
Since /./(x) > Ct > 0, x E II" ~ F and so : 
sup (j.£ A elF) ~ (j.£ A e1F)(x) = j.t(x) A e ~ Ct A e = Ct. 
Since F and Ct are arbitrary we conclude that: 
e ~ inf sup (j.£ A elF) = c( dt). 
F E.Yo 
-
Now choose an ultrafilter IF 2 dt c 2 dI 0 and let '1 = dlV IF I' 
According to 2.17, '1 E.9' m( dI) and c( '1 ) = c( dI) = e = e(.Y). 
Furthermore : 
(v) '1 is ..'O-Cauchy . 
.Y is ..'O-Cauchy 
-
¢:} .Yo is ..'0 c -Cauchy 
¢:} (.Y 0)- is strong ..'O-Cauchy 
c 
~ dt is strong !O-Cauchy. 
~ '1 is strong !O-Cauchy 
~ '1 is !O-Cauchy. 
(4.4) 
(4.10) 
(( .Yo)- ~ dt,4.12) c 
(dt~'1,4. 12) 
( 4.8) 
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We therefore have a prime, 9J-Cauchy prefilter 'J with jJ. E 'J and 
hence, by assumption 'J is convergent in jJ.. In other words: 
(vi) c( 'J) = c ~ sup(jJ." Adh 'J) . 
theorems. 
a 
Let 0 < a < c. Then by (vi) there exists x E jJ. with 
a (Adh 'J)(x) > a. Consequently 'J 0 -< x w.r.t . 9J (3.15). Now 
a 
'J 0 = (eN V f 1)0 = IF (2.13(c)) and so IF -< x w.r.t. 9J . This means that 
x is a 9Ja -adherence point of .:70' Now : 
.:7 is 9J-Cauchy <=> .:70 is 9J C -Cauchy (4.4) 
• Q Q.-
~ .:70 IS 9J -Cauchy (9J ~ 9JC). 
a It follows therefore that .:70 -< x w.r.t . 9J and hence that 
(lim .:7)(x) ~ a (3.15). We also have jJ. (x) > a and so : 
sup(jJ." lim .:7) ~ jJ.(x) " (lim .:7)(x) > a. 
Since a is arbitrary, (i) follows . 
• 
The a-level theorem for 9J~ompleteness is not as simple as the other a-Ievel 
8.2 THEOREM 
Let (X, 91) be a fuzzy uniform space with I-' E IX. The following are equivalent: 
(a) I-' is 91-eomplete. 
(b)V aE (O,suPl-'lV fJ< a VIF 
IF is a 91
fi 
-Cauchy filter with I-'fi Elf=} 3 x E ,! : IF -t X w.r .t. 91fi. 
(c) V a E (0, sup I-'l V fJ < a V IF 
IF is a 91 fi -Cauchy filter with I-'fi Elf=} 3 x E Jlj3 : IF -t X w.r.t. 91 fi. 
(d) V a E (0, sup Itl V fJ < a VF 
IF is a 91 fi -Cauchy ultrafilter with I-'fi Elf=} 3 x E ,! : IF -t X 
(e) V aE (0, sup I-'lV fl < a V F 
IF is a 91
fi 
-Cauchy ultrafilter with Itfi Elf=} 3 x E Jlj3 : IF -t X 
PROOF 
fi 
w.r .t . 91 . 
fi 
w.r.t. 91 . 
(a) =* (b) : Let It be 91--complete, 0 < a~ sup 1-', 0 ~ fJ < a and let F be a 
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91
fi 
-Cauchy filter with Itfi E IF . Then IF fi is strong 91-Cauchy (4.10) and 
(b)=* (c) : 
(c) =* (e) : 
so IF fi is 91-Cauchy (4.8) . Since all'- ~ It and Itfi Elf, It E IF fi' We 
fi 
therefore have It E IF fi' IF fi is 91-Cauchy and It is 91--complete and so it 
follows that : 
c(1F fi) = a ~ sup(1t II lim IF J (2.22) 
=* 3 x E ,! : (lim IF fi)(X) > fJ 
fi fi 
=* 3 x E It : (IF fi)O= IF ---< x w.r.t . 91 (3.15,2.7(c)). 
This is immediate since ,! ~ Jlj3. 
Obvious. 
(e)=:j (d) : 
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" Let 0 < a < sup /-I, fJ < a and let f be a g; -Cauchy ultrafilter 
with /-I" E F. Choose 'Y such that fJ < 'Y < a. Then by (e) there exists 
x E /-I, such that IF ---< x 
since g;l3 ~ g;'. 
, l3 l3 
w.r.t . g; . Thus x E /-I and F -+ x w.r.t . g; 
(d) =:j (a) : Let :7 be a prime g;-Cauchy prefilter with c(:7) = c :> 0 and 
/-I E :7. Then:7 0 is g; c -Cauchy (4.4) and c ~ sup /-I. Let 0 ~ fJ < c and 
let fJ < a < c. Then /-I" E :7 0 (2.19) and since /-I" ~ /-I", /-I" E :7 o' Also, 
since :7 is prime, :70 is an ultrafilter (2.9(a)) and since g;" ~ g;c, :70 is 
g;" -Cauchy. Thus there exists x E ,! such that :70-+ x w.r.t . g;l3 and 
hence (Adh :7)(x) ~ fJ (3.15) . Consequently 
sup(/-I" Adh :7) ~ /-I (x) A Adh :7(x) ~ fJ and since fJ is arbitrary, 
sup(I''' Adh :7) ~ c = c( :7) . In other words, :7 is convergent in I' and 
this proves that I'is g;-eomplete. 
• 
If the fuzzy uniformity is Hausdorff then the a-level theorem reduces to a 
statement which is reminiscent of the other a-level theorems. 
8.3 THEOREM 
If (X, g;) is a Hausdorff fuzzy uniform space, and /-I E IX then : 
" /-I is g;--complete {=i II a E (0, sup til ti" is g; --complete. 
PROOF 
" Let I' be g;-complete, 0 < a ~ sup /-I and II( be a g; -Cauchy filter with 
ti" E OC Let IF be an ultrafilter with II( ~ IF. Then f is also g;" -Cauchy and ti" Elf. 
Since a1~ ~ ti, ti Elf" and since IF = (IF" )0 (2. 7( c)), IF" is g; -Cauchy and prime (4.7, 
" 
2.9(a)). Consequently IF" is convergent in ti. In other words : 
a = c(1F J ~ sup /-I A Adh IF '" Thus : 
(i) 
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0. 
We must show that II( is 9) -convergent to some point x E /1-0. and 
0. 
this will be achieved if we show that IF is 9) -convergent to some x E /1-0.. 
Now since 9) is Hausdorff and IF 0. is prime ((IF Jo = F which is 
ultra, 2.9(a)), {~ : {3 < a} is a singleton. So let {~ : {3 < a} = {x}. 
Then 13 V{3<a,xE/I- ==, V {3 < a /I- (x) > {3 
==, /I- (x) ~ a. 
Thus x E /1-0. and from (i) we have: 
V {3 < a (Adh IF o.)(x) > {3 ==, (Adh IF J(x) ~ a 
a. 
==, IF --i X w.r.t. 9) (3.15). 
a. 
We have therefore found x E /1-0. such that IF --i X w.r.t. 9) and so /1-0. is 
a. 9) -complete. 
For the converse let 0 < a ~ sup /1-, {3 < a and let IF be a 
9)0. -Cauchy filter with /1-0. Elf. By assumption /1-0. is 9)0. -complete and 
a. 
so there exists x E /1-0. such that IF --i X w.r.t. 9) . Since /1-0. ~ I'f3 and 
13 a. 13. 9) ~ 9) we have x E I'f3 and IF --i X w.r.t. 9) and hence /l-IS 
9)-complete (B.2(c)). 
• 
The following example shows that the Hausdorff condition in Theorem B.3 is 
necessary. 
8.4 EXAMPLE 
There is a fuzzy uniform space (X, g;) and a g; .. <:ompiete /I- E IX 
. a. 
such that for some a E (0, sup /1-], /1-0. IS not 9) -complete. 
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Let X = {x E ~ : {n E IN : x,. * O} is finite} = {real sequences which are 
eventually zero}. For x = (xn : n E IN) E X define : 
00 m 
II xli = E I xii and for m E IN let II xli m = E I xii· 
i=1 i=1 
These are seminorms on X and II . II 1 ~ II· II 2 ~ • • • ~ 11-11 . 
Let 0(11· II) denote the uniformity associated with II· II and for m E IN let 0(11' II J denote 
the uniformity associated with II . II m· 
For 4 < a~ 1 let O(a) = 0(11·11). 
1 1 1 1 For each m E IN and each a E ( 2 - m+1 ' 2 - m+2 jlet O( a) = 0(11· II m) · We therefore 
have: 
(a) 
(b) 
o < f3~ a~ 1 ~ 0(f3) ~ O(a), 
O( a) = U 0(f3) for each a E 10 • 
f3<a 
This is due to the fact that II· II 1 ~ II· 112 ~ .• • ~ 11-11 and for x E X, II xii = lim IIxllm. m.... 00 
The conditions (a) and (b) that the family (O(a) : a E 10 ) fulfills are the conditions (a) 
and (b) in 3.21 which we now invoke to assert that there is a fuzzy uniformity g; on X 
U 
such that V a E 10 g; = O( a). We note that : 
g; is not Hausdorff. 
For a < 4 g;U is not Hausdorff and hence g; is not Hausdorff (3.16) . 
Let Ji- = 4 Ix then : 
P is g;--complete. 
sup Ji- = 4 so let a E (0,4], f3 < a, Ji-u E IF with IF a g;U -Cauchy filter on X. 
There are two cases to consider. 
(i) a-! . 
- 2 · Here Ji-u = Ji-l/a = X and g;U = g; 1/2 = O( 4) = 0(11·11). 
Thus IF is II· II - Cauchy. Since f3 < 4 there exists m E IN 
( 1 1 1 1 j such that f3 E 2 - m+1 ' 2 - m+2 and then 
g;P = 0 (11-11 m) . 
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Now X is 1/.1/ m -complete and IF is 
11·11 m -Cauchy (11·11 m ~ 11 · 11) and hence IF is !iJ (l convergent 
in J.I(3 = X. 
(ii) . a AgaJ.n P,a = X but now!iJ = I)(lHm) for some m E IN. 
Since (l < 0:, !iJ rl = I) (11·1/ n) for some n ~ m. Thus since 
11 · 11 n ~ 11·11 m and IF is 11·1/ m -Cauchy, F is 11·11 n -Cauchy. 
Again since X is 11·11 n -complete IF is !iJrl convergent in 
J.I(3 = X. 
We appeal to 8.2( c) and assert that p, is !iJ-complete. However : 
ilth is not !iJ1/2 -eomplete. 
This follows from the fact that 
11·11 -complete. 
• 
The characterisation of completeness in terms of prime prefilters is very useful 
but, as we did for precompactness and boundedness, we can do a little better. 
8.5 THEOREM 
Let (X,!iJ) be a fuzzy uniform space and let p,E IX. The following are equivalent : 
(a) p, is !iJ--complete. 
(b) For every prime prefilter ~ (( ~,p,) is !iJ-Cauchy ==l (~,p,) is convergent in p,) . 
(c) For every prime prefilter ~ ((~,p,) is !iJ-Cauchy==l c(~,p,) ~ sup p,A Adh ~). 
(d) Every prime !iJ-Cauchy saturated prefilter ~ with P, E ~ is !iJ--convergent in p,. 
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PROOF 
(a) =} (b): Let .Y be a prime filter with (.Y,/-!) 9J-Cauchy. Then (.Y,/-!) is 
also prime (2.9(e)) and /-!E (.Y,/-!). Consequently, since /-!is 9J-complete, 
(.Y,/-!) is convergent in /-!. 
(b)=} (c) : (.Y,/-!) is convergent in /-! 
{=} c( .Y,/-!) ~ sup /-! II Adh( .Y,/-!) 
=} c( .Y,/-!) ~ sup /-! II Adh .Y. 
(c) =} (a) : Let .Y be a prime 9J-Cauchy prefilter with /-! E.Y. Since /-! E.Y, 
(.Y,/-!) = .Y and 80 (.Y,/-!) is 9J-Cauchy. Consequently : 
c( .Y,/-!) = c(.Y) ~ sup /-! II Adh .Y. 
In other words, .Y is convergent in /-!. 
(a)=} (d): Obvious. 
(d) =} (a) : Let .Y be a prime 9J-Cauchy prefilter with /-! E.Y and c(.Y) = c. 
Let CR = (.Y o)C then from the proof of 6.4 we have : CR is a prime 
saturated prefilter, c( CR) = c and .Y ~ CR. Since /-! E CR we have : 
c = c( CR) ~ sup /-! II Adh CR ~ sup /-! II Adh .Y. 
Thus .Y is convergent in /-! and so we have shown that /-! is 9J-complete . 
• 
8.6 EXAMPLE 
Let X be the closed unit ball of a non-reflexive Banach space E. 
Let Ow denote the uniformity on X associated with the weak topology and let 
0s denote the uniformity associated with the norm topology (see [Wi 2, 38.2] for details) . 
We observe that: 
Ow is Hausdorff, X is Ow -closed, X is Ow -precompact, X is Ow -bounded but X is not 
Ow -complete (otherwise X would be Ow -compact and hence E would be reflexive). 
0. is Hausdorff, X is 0s -closed, X is 0. -bounded, X is 0s -complete but X is not 
° 5 -precompact (otherwise E would be finite--dimensional and hence reflexive). 
If 0 < a ~ 4 let D ( a) = D W' 
If4 < a~ 1 let D(a) = Ds' 
As we did in 3.23 we obtain a unique fuzzy uniformity IiJ on X such that: 
1 a ffO<a<-IiJ =D 
- 2 w 
1 a ff'2< a~ 1 let IiJ =Ds' 
We make the following observations: 
(a) .9J is Hausdorff. 
Since each IiJ a is Hausdorff, IiJ is Hausdorff. 
(b) al
x 
is .9J-bounded for each a E 10 , 
ff a, f3E 10 and p, = alx then: 
Jli3 = X if f3~ a, 
Jli3=0 iff3>a. 
Since X isDw -bounded and Ds -bounded it follows from 7.14 that p, is 
IiJ-bounded. 
(c) al
x 
is .9J-precompact for 0 < a~ 4. 
If P, = alx with 0 < a ~ 4 then: 
if f3 ~ a: Jli3 = X and IiJP = D w , 
P if f3 > a : Jli3 = 0 and IiJ = D s' 
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Thus Jli3 is IiJP -precompact for each f3 E 10 so it follows from 6.5 that p, is 
IiJ-precompact. 
(d) al
x 
is not .9J-precompact for a> 4. 
If p, = alx with a > 4 then: 
1 P If '2 < f3 < a: Jli3 = X and IiJ = Vs' 
Since Jli3 is not IiJP -precompact we conclude from 6.5 that p, is not 
IiJ-precompact. 
(e) al
x 
is not 9J-complete for any a E 10 . 
If JI- = al
x 
with a E 10 then: 
if.B < 4 A a : ~ = X and 9Jf3 = Ilw. 
Since ~ is not 9Jf3 -complete it follows from 8.3 that JI- is not 
9J-complete. 
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• 
We managed to obtain characterisations of bounded and precompact fuzzy sets 
in terms of prime prefilters with characteristic one and in [Ch 2] Theorem 3.2 we find a 
similar result for compact fuzzy sets. With Theorems 6.4 and 7.15 in mind we make the 
following conjecture. 
8.7 CONJECTURE 
If (X, 9J ) is a fuzzy uniform space and JI- E IX, then the following are 
equivalent : 
(a) JI- is 9J-complete. 
(b) For every prime prefilter .Y with c(.Y) = 1 
(.Y,JI-) is 9J-Cauchy =} .Y is convergent in JI-. 
Example 8.6(e) reveals that this is not true. For if (X,9J) is the fuzzy 
uniform space defined in 8.6 and JI- = Ix then on the one hand JI- is not 9J-complete. On 
the other hand , if .Y is any prime prefilter with c(.Y) = 1 then : 
.Y is 9J-Cauchy {=l .Yo is 9Jl -Cauchy (4.4) 
{=l .Yo is Il 5 -Cauchy 
{=l .Yo is Il s-convergent in X. (X is Il s-complete) 
{=l 3 x EX : .Yo -i x w.r .t. 9J 1• 
{=l 3 x EX : (lim .Y)(x) ~ 1 (3.15) 
=} sup(JI- A lim .Y) = 1 
{=l .Y is 9J-convergent in JI-. 
Now since /1- = Ix ' /1- E .:; for any prefilter':; and so every .0-Cauchy prefilter 
.:; = (':;,/1-) with c(':;) = 1 is convergent in /1-, but /1- is not .0--complete. 
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• 
Completeness can also be described in terms of strong Cauchy prefilters as 
follows. 
8.8 THEOREM 
If (X,.0) is a fuzzy uniform space and /1- E IX, then the following 
are equivalent. 
(a) /1- is .0--complete. 
(b) For every strong .0-Cauchy prefilter .:; with /1- E .:; 
c(.:;) $ sup(/1- A lim ':;) . 
(c) For every strong .0-Cauchy prefilter':; with /1-E':; 
c( ':;) $ Sup(/1- A Adh .:;) . 
PROOF 
(a) =} (b) : Every strong .0-Cauchy prefilter is .0-Cauchy (4.8) and 
c( ':;) $ sup(/1- A lim ':;) iff .:; is convergent in /1-. 
Thus (b) follows from ( a) . 
(b) =} (a) : We intend to employ 8.2 so we let 0 < a $ sup /1-, (3 < a, IF be a 
.0 a -Cauchy ultrafilter with /1-a Elf . Then IF a is strong .0 -Cauchy 
(4.10), all'- E IF a and, since all'- $ /1-, /1- E IF a' We note that c(1F a) = a 
a a 
(2.22) and IF a is prime ((IF a)a = IF which is ultra, 2.7(c), 2.9(a» . By 
assumption then : 
c(1F a) = a $ sup(/1- A lim I' a) = sup(/1- A Adh IF a) ' 
Since (3 < a there exists x E l such that (Adh I' a)(x) > (3. 
13 Consequently (I' a)a = I' ---; x w.r.t . .0 (3.15) and hence we have shown, 
according to 8.2, that /1- is .0--complete. 
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(a) =l (c) : Let J.L be .0-complete, /Y a strong .0-Cauchy prefilter with J.L E /Y 
(c) =l (a) : 
and let c( /Y) = c > O. Let, < c and choose a,{3 such that , < {3 < a < c. 
Since J.L E /Y, c = inf sup v~ sup J.L and so a < sup J.L. Again since J.L E /Y, 
vE/Y 
Q Q 
J.L E /yc and hence J.LQ E /Y C(J.L ~ J.LJ. Since /Y is strong .0-Cauchy, /Yc is 
Q Q 
.0c -Cauchy (4.14(a» and so /Yc is 91 -Cauchy (91 ~ 91 C). Putting 
these observations together we have : a < sup J.L, J.LQ E /Yc and /Yc is 
9JQ -Cauchy and hence there exists x E l such that /Yc --i X w.r.t . 9113 
(8.2(b». 
Let symmetric (J E .0 and v E /Y. Then (J'1 E .013 and so (J'1(x) is a 
.013 -neighbourhood ofx. Thus (J'1(x) E/Yc and v'1 E/Yc from which it 
follows that (J'1(x) n v'1 f. 0. If y E (J'1(x) n v'1 then ((J<x> A v)(y) > ,and 
hence sup (J<X> A v = (J<v>(x) > f. Since (J and v are arbitrary, 
supJ.LA Adh /Y~ J.L (x) A Adh(x)~ {3A inf inf (J<v>(x)~ {3A ,= f. 
(JE9JVE/Y 
Since, is arbitrary, 
sup J.L A Adh /Y ~ c = c( /Y) . 
Let /Y be a prime .0 -Cauchy prefilter with J.L E /Y . Then /Y is 
strong 9J-Cauchy and hence, by assumption, 
c( /Y) ~ sup J.L A Adh /Y. 
Since /Y is prime, this means that /Y is convergent in J.L and this 
proves that J.L is 9J-complete. 
• 
Let us check that our definition of completeness is a good extension of the 
standard notion. 
8.9 THEOREM 
Let (X.Il) be a uniform space and let A ~ X. Then 
A is Il-eomplete ¢=} 1 A is Il 1 -eomplete. 
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PROOF 
Let A be Il-complete and let .'Y be a prime III -Cauchy prefilter with 1 A E .'Y 
and c = c(.'Y). From 2.7(c) we see that (1l1)C = Il and hence .'Yo is Il-Cauchy (4.4). 
Now (1 A)O = A E .'Y 0 and, since A is Il-complete, there exists x E A such that .'Yo ---> x 
w.r.t. Il = (Ill)". Consequently we have (Adh .'Y)(x) ~ c. Furthermore, 1 A (x) = 1 ~ c 
and so 
sup(l A A Adh .'Y) ~ c = c( .'Y). 
This means that .'Y is III -convergent in 1 A and we have shown that 1 A is III -complete. 
To show the converse, let IF be a Il-Cauchy filter on X with A Elf. Then IF I is 
a 
III -Cauchy (4.6), 1 A E IFI (for a E 10, (1 A) = A E IF) and c(ifI) = 1 (2.23). Since 1 A is 
Il--complete, we have: 
C(IFI) = 1 ~ sup(l A A lim IFI). 
Thus, if we choose 0 < a < 1 there exists x E X such that 1 A (x) > a and 
(lim 1F1)(x) > a. It follows that x E A and (1F1)0 = IF ---> x w.r.t. (Ill)" = Il (3.15, 2.7(c». 
We have therefore shown that A is Il--complete. 
• 
We now investigate the properties of completeness in F.UNIF bearing in mind 
the properties of completeness in UNIF. In other words, we extend the theory of 
complete subsets of a uniform space to obtain the theory of complete fuzzy sets in a 
fuzzy uniform space. 
In UNIF, compactness is equivalent to completeness together with 
precompactness. We obtain the same result in F.UNIF. 
8.10 THEOREM 
Let (X,..0) be a fuzzy uniform space and let J.I E IX. Then : 
J.I is ..0--mmpact ¢=} J.I is ..0--{;omplete and ..0-precompact. 
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PROOF 
Let J1 be .0-compact and let .:7 be a prime prefilter with J1 E.:7. Then.:7 is 
convergent in J1 (5.2). It follows immediately that J1 is .0 -complete. Furthermore, 
since convergent prefilters are Cauchy (4.17), it follows that J1 is .0-precompact. 
For the converse, let .:7 be a prime prefilter with J1 E.:7. Since J1 is 
.0-precompact, .:7 is .0--Cauchy and hence, since J1 is .0-complete, .:7 is convergent in 
Ji-. Thus J1 is .0-compact (5.2). 
• 
Closed subsets of complete subsets of a uniform space are complete and the 
same is true in fuzzy uniform spaces. 
8.11 THEOREM 
Let (X,.0) be a fuzzy uniform space and let J1, ). E IX. Then: 
Ji- is .0--complete and ). is .0-dosed ~ J1 A ). is .0-{;omplete. 
PROOF 
Let .:7 be a prime .0--Cauchy prefilter with Ji- A ). E.:7. Since Ji- A ). 5 Ji-, Ji- E.:7 
and since J1 is .0-complete, .:7 is convergent in Ji-. So we have: 
Now: sup(J1 A ). A Adh .:7) 
c( .:7) ~ sup(J1 A Adh .:7). 
= sup (Ji- A ). A inf ii) 
v E.:7 
= sup (Ji- A inf). A ii) 
VE.:7 
= sup (Ji- A inf X A ii) (). is closed) 
v E.:7 
~ sup (Ji-A inf X A v) (3.3(e)) 
v E.:7 
= sup (Ji- A Adh( .:7»)) 
= sup (Ji- A Adh(.:7)) (Ji- A ). ~ ). =} ). E .:7) 
~ c( .:7) . 
This shows that .:7 is convergent in Ji- A ). and hence that Ji- A ). is .0-complete. 
• 
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In UNIF, finite unions of complete sets are complete. We prove the analagous 
theorem in F. UNIF. 
8.12 THEOREM 
Let (X, 9J) be a fuzzy uniform space with J.!i E IX for each i E [n]. Then: 
PROOF 
ViE [n] J.!i is 9J-complete =} su~ J.!i is 9J-complete. 
i E Ln] 
Let .'7 be a prime prefilter with J.! := sue J.!i E .'7. Since.'7 is prime there 
i E Ln] 
exists j E [n] such that J.!j E.'7 and now, since J.!j is 9J-complete, .'7 is convergent in J.!j ' 
Thus : 
c(.'7) ~ sup(J.!j A Adh .'7) ~ sup(J.! A Adh .'7). 
and this means that .'7 is convergent in J.!. We have therefore shown that J.! is 
9J-complete. 
• 
If a uniform space is Hausdorff then complete subsets are closed. This result 
extends to fuzzy uniform spaces. 
8.13 THEOREM 
If (X, 91) is a Hausdorff fuzzy uniform space and J.! E IX is 9J-complete 
then J.! is 9J -closed. 
PROOF 
We must show that p. ~ J.! so we let x E X be arbitrary and show that 
p. (x) ~ J.! (x). Now P. (x) = c( 9J x ,J.!) (3.4(e)) so choose ;?E .9'm((9Jx,J.!)) with 
c( ;?) = c( 9J x,J.!) (2.16) . Let a < c(;?) and a E 9J. Since a <x> E 9J x' a <x> E ;? and 
hence : 
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II v E '# u<x> A v E '# =} II vE '# u<v>(x) = sup vA u<x> ~ C(,#) > Q 
=} inf u<v>(x) ~ Q 
VE,# 
=} sup inf u<v>(x) ~ Q . 
VE,# 
Since u and Q are arbitrary we obtain : 
c( '#) ~ in f sup in f u<v> . 
rrEiiJ VE,# 
and this means that '# is iiJ-Cauchy. Since j), is iiJ-eomplete and j), E '# we conclude 
that '# is convergent in j),. In other words : 
c( '# ) ~ sup(j), A Adh '#) 
~ sup(j), A Adh iiJ x) ( iiJ x ~ '#) 
= sup(j), A Ix) (3.7) 
= j],{x). 
Finally, since c( '#) = c( iiJ x,j),) = jl{x) we have shown that jl{x) ~ j],{x). 
8.14 COROLLARY 
Let (X, iiJ) be a Hausdorff fuzzy uniform space with j)" ). E IX. Then : 
(a) j), and), are iiJ--{;omplete =} j), A ). is iiJ--{;omplete. 
(b) If j), is iiJ--complete and ). ~ j), then: 
). is iiJ--complete i=l ). is iiJ--{;losed 
( c) If j), ~ )., ). is iiJ--{;omplete and j), is iiJ-precompact then 
j), is relatively iiJ--{;ompact. 
PROOF 
• 
(a) If j), and), are both iiJ-eomplete then they are both iiJ-elosed (8 .13) and 
so j), A ). is iiJ-elosed. Thus j), A ). is iiJ-eomplete (8 .11, j), A ). ~ j),) . 
(b) If ). is iiJ-eomplete then). is iiJ-elosed (8.13). 
Conversely if ). is iiJ-elosed then). A j), = ). is iiJ-eomplete (8.11) . 
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(c) We refer to [Ch 2: Theorem 4.1] where it is shown that in a fuzzy uniform 
space (X,.0) J1. is relatively .0-compact iff p. is .0-compact. If A is 
.0-complete then A is .0-closed (8.13) and so p. ~ A. Consequently, p. is 
.0-complete (8.14(b)) and .0-precompact (6.8). It follows from 8.10 that p. 
is .0-compact . 
• 
The closure of a complete subset of a uniform space is complete. We show 
now that this result is also true for fuzzy uniform spaces. 
8.15 THEOREM 
Let (X,.0) be a fuzzy uniform space with J1. E IX Then: 
PROOF 
J1. is .0--romplete ~ p. is .0--complete. 
Let .Y be a prime .0--Cauchy prefilter with p. E .Y and let: 
'1 = <{Cl<V> A J1.: ClE.0, vE .Y}>. 
We assert that: 
(i) '1 is strong flJ-Cauchy. 
Let 'I/J E .0, € E 10 and choose sy=etric Cl E .0 such that ,,-3 ~ 'I/J + ~ . 
Since .Y is prime and .0 --Cauchy, .Y is strong flJ --Cauchy (4.9) and so 
we can choose vE.Y such that /lXV~ Cl + ~. Consequently, if (x,y) E XxX 
then: 
[(Cl<V> A J1.) x (Cl<V> A J1.)] (x,y) = Cl<V>(X) A J1.(x) A Cl<V>(y) A J1.(y) 
~ ( sup v(z) A qz,x)) A (sup v(w) A Cl(W,y)) 
zEX IIEX 
= sup sup v(z) A v(w) A qz,x) A qw,y) 
zEXIIEX 
~ sup sup (qz,w) + ~ ) A Cl(Z,X) A qw,y) 
ZEXIIEX 
~ sup sup Cl(X,Z) A qz,w) A Cl(W,y) + ~ 
zEXIIEX 
= ,,-3(x,y) + ~ 
~ ('l/i.,x,y) +~) +~= 'l/i.,x,y) + €. 
Since (x,y) is arbitrary this shows that '1 is strong .0--Cauchy. 
(ii) 
- in f in f sup u<v> A J1.. 
IT E9Jv E.Y 
= inf inf sup vA us</1-> (3.4(d)) 
IT E9Jv E.Y 
= inf in f sup v A u</1-> (3 .1) 
v E.YIT E9J 
~ inf sup in f v A u</1-> 
vE.Y ITE9J 
= in f sup v A in f u</1-> 
vE.Y ITE9J 
= inf sup vA p, 
v E.Y 
= c( .Y,p,) 
= c(.Y) (p, E .Y). 
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We therefore have a strong 9J-Cauchy prefilter '1 with J1. E '1 and we know 
that /1- is 9J-complete. We appeal to 8.8(c) and claim that c( '1) s sup J1. A Adh '1. 
Consequently: 
c(.Y) S c( '1) ((ii)) 
S sup /1- A Adh '1 
S sup J1. A inf in f u<v> A /1-
v E.YIT E9J 
S sup inf inf u<v> A /1-
v E.YIT E9J 
S sup inf inf u<v> A Ji, (3.3(e)) 
v E.YIT E9J 
= sup inf p,A Ii (3.4(j)) 
v E.Y 
= sup P, A Adh .Y. 
Thus .Y is 9J-convergent in p, and hence we have shown that p, is 
9J-complete. 
• 
In UNIF, products of complete sets are complete and we shall prove now that 
there is an analagous theorem in F. UNIF. 
8.16 THEOREM 
Let ((Xj' .'lI(j)) : be a family offuzzy uniform spaces with ~j) E IXj 
for each j E J. Let X = II Xj and .'lI = II .'lI(j). Then : 
jEJ jEJ 
PROOF 
V j E J ~j) is .'lI(j) -complete => II ~j) is .'lI-complete. 
j E J 
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Let p, = . II ~j) and let '1 be a prime .'lI-Cauchy prefilter on X with p, E '1. 
J E J 
For each j E J let '1 (j) = <Pj[ '1]> then: 
(i) 'j(j) is a prime prefilter on Xj (2.23) . 
(ii) 'j(j) is .'lI(j) -Cauchy (4.21). 
(iii) ~j) E 'j(j) (Pj(p,] ~ ~j), (3.11(b)) and Pj[p,] E 'j(j)). 
(iv) c( 'j(j)) ~ sup(~j) II Adh 'j(j)) ((i),(ii),(iii) and ~j) is .'lI(j) --complete) . 
Consequently : 
c('j) $ inf c('j(j)) (3.11(e)) 
j E J 
$ inf sup ~j) II Adh '1 (j) ((iv)) 
j E J 
= inf sup (~j) II Adh '1 (j))(Pj(x)) 
jEJxEX 
= . inf sup Pjl[~j) II Adh '1 (j)] = P say. 
J E J 
We intend to show that p $ sup P, II Adh '1 so we let a < p be arbitrary and 
show that a < sup p, 1\ Adh '1. 
Since a < p we have: 
V j E J 3 x(j) EX : (~j) II Adh 'j(j))(Pj(x(j)) > a. 
Let Pj(x(j)) = Xj and let x = (Xj : j E J) . Then 
V j E J (~j) II A?Jl '1 (j))(Pj(x)) > a and so : 
a < . inf Pjl[Jt(j)](x) A . inf Pj l[Adh ~(j)](x) 
JEJ JEJ 
= (II Jt(j) A II Adh ~(j))(x) 
jEJ jEJ 
= (~A Adh ~)(x) (3.12(b)) 
~ sup ~A Adh ~ . 
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We have shown that c( ~) ~ p ~ sup ~ A Adh ~ and hence ~ is .0-{:omplete 
(8.1). 
We do not have: 
II Jt(j) is .0-{:omplete ==} Y j E J Jt(j) is .0 (j) -{:omplete. 
jEJ 
This is due to the observation that if for some k E J Jt(k) = 0 then : 
II Jt(j) = 0 which is trivially .0-{:omplete (even if for some j f. k Jt(j) is not 
j E J 
.0(j) -{:omplete). 
• 
In UNIF it is not true that the uniformly continuous image of a complete set 
is complete so we do not have this in F.UNIF. Consequently we do not have : 
~ E IX is .0-{:omplete <=> Y j E J Pj[~] is .0(j) -{:omplete. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUDING REMARKS 
In [Lo 4] and [Lo 5], Lowen and Wuyts define the notions of compactness, 
precompactness and completeness for a fuzzy uniform space (X,!lJ) , show that these 
definitions are good extensions and develop a theory of these notions which generalises 
the standard theory. We have seen that a theory of compactness, precompactness, 
completeness and boundedness can be established for fuzzy sets J1, E IX where (X,!lJ) is a 
fuzzy uniform space and it behooves us to find the relationship betweem our notions and 
the notions of Lowen and Wuyts in the case J1, = IX" 
In [Lo 4] a fuzzy uniform space (X,!lJ) is defined to be compact iff for each 
family (ax : x E X) E !lJx and for each f E 10 there exists a finite subfamily (ay : y E Y) 
such that sup ax<x> ~ I-Eo Let us say that Ix is Lowen-compact iff (X,!lJ) is 
x E Y . 
compact in this sense. In [Lo 1], Lowen shows that (X,!lJ) is (Lowen-)compact iff for 
each prefilter .9" on X we have c(.9") ~ sup Adh .9" and hence Ix is Lowen-eompact iff 
Ix is !lJ-eompact. Consequently Lowen-eompactness generalises the standard notion of 
compactness and !lJ-eompactness generalises Lowen-eompactness. 
The situation with regard to completeness is not nearly as transparent . In 
[Lo 4] a prefilter cR in a fuzzy uniform space (X,!lJ) is called a hyper Cauchy prefilter 
iff cl{ is a strong !lJ-Cauchy, saturated prefilter with c( cR) = 1. It is shown in [Lo 4] 
that every hyper Cauchy prefilter cR on X has a unique minimal (w.r. t . inclusion) hyper 
Cauchy prefilter cR m ~ cR and that cR m = 'l where ~ = {a </I> : a E !lJ, /I E cR} . It 
then follows that the neighbourhood prefilters !lJ x are minimal hyper Cauchy prefilters. 
The family of all minimal hyper Cauchy prefilters on X is denoted .At (X) and then a 
prefilter .9" is called Cauchy iff BU P inf c( cR, ~) ~ c( .9") . Let UB call .9" 
cRE.At(X) ~E.9lm(.9") 
Lowen-Cauchy iff .9" is Cauchy in this sense. It follows easily that convergent prefilters 
are Lowen-Cauchy ([Lo 4]). 
9.1 THEOREM 
If (X,..It') is a fuzzy uniform space with (X, ..It'1) complete and jT is 
a strong ..It'--Cauchy prefilter on X with c( jT) = 1, then : 
(Adh jT)(x) = 1 for some x E X. 
PROOF 
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Since jT is strong ..It'--Cauchy and c( jT) = 1, it follows from 4.14 that 3 1 is 
fiJI -Cauchy and, since (X, fiJI) is complete, there exists x E X such that JTI-+ x w.r .t. 
fiJI. Thus: 
~ V a E fiJ V fJ < 1 J\x) E JTI 
~ V a E fiJ V (J < 1 V II E jT J\x) n J f 0 
~ V a E fiJ V fJ < 1 V II E jT 3 y : a(y,x) " v(y) > (J 
~ V (J < 1 V a E ..It' V II E jT sup a<x> A II = a<II>(x) > (J 
~ V (J < 1 inf in f a<II>(x) = inf v(x) = (Adh jT)(x) > (J 
IIEjTuEfiJ IIEjT 
~ (Adh jT)(x) = 1. 
9.2 COROLLARY 
If (X,..It') is a fuzzy uniform space with (X, fiJI) complete and .R is a 
hyper Cauchy prefilter on X then (Adh .R)(x) = 1 for some x E X. 
PROOF 
Immediate. 
• 
• 
This last corollary enables us to make the interesting observation that in a 
fuzzy uniform space (X, fiJ) with (X, fiJ I) complete, the set .At (X) of minimal hyper 
Cauchy prefilters is precisely the set {fiJ x : x E X} of neighbourhoods. 
9.3 THEOREM 
If (X, ..0) is a fuzzy uniform space with (X, ..0 1) complete then 
.A{(X) = {..0 x : x EX}. 
PROOF 
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We have already remarked that {..0 x : x E X} ~ .A{(X), so to prove the reverse 
inequality, let cRE .A{(X). Since cR is hyper Cauchy, 9.2 guarantees that 
(Adh cR)( x) = 1 for some x E X. We show that cR = ..0 x and, since cR is minimal 
hyper Cauchy, it is sufficient to show that ..0 x ~ cR. To this end let 7/K.x> E ..0x with 
"" E ..0 and let £ E 10 , We seek v. E cR such that v. ~ 7/K.x> + £. It will then follow, 
since £ is arbitrary, that v:= sup (v.-£) ~ 7/K.x> and this in turn allows us to deduce 
£ E 10 
A 
that 7/K.x> E cR = cR. 
Let U E ..0 be such that U 0 U ~ 'If; + ~ . cR is strong ..0-Cauchy and so there 
exists II. E cR with lI.x v. ~ U + ~ . Now : 
1 = (Adh cR)(x) = in f inf U<II>(X) ~ U<II.>(X) . 
v EcRITE..0 
Thus U<II.>(X) = 1 and hence if y EX we have : 
II.(Y) = II.(Y) A U<II.>(X) 
= II.(Y) A sup II. (Z) A u(z,x) 
Z E X 
= sup II.(Y) A v.(z) A u(z,x) 
Z E X 
= sup (lI.x 1I.)(y,z) A u(z,x) 
Z E X 
~ sup (u(y,z) A u(z,x)) + ~ 
Z E X 
= (u 0 u)(y,x) + ~ ~ 7/{y,x) + E = 'If; <x>(y) + E. 
We have shown that II. ~ 'If; <x> + E and so we are done. 
• 
9.4 LEMMA 
If (X, 9J) is a fuzzy uniform space and cR is a hyper Cauchy prefilter 
on X then for each U E 9J there exists x E X such that u<x> E cR. 
PROOF 
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Let cR be hyper Cauchy, u E 9J and E E 10 • Since cR is strong 9J -Cauchy 
there exists lie E cR with ve" ve ~ u + ~ . We have c( cR) = 1 and so sup lie = 1. 
Consequently ve(x) > 1 - ~ for some x E X. Let y E X. Then : 
u(y ,x) + ~ ~ Ve(y) " ve(x) ~ v.(y)" (1-~) ~ (ve(Y)" 1) -~ = lIe(Y) -~ . 
Thus ve(y) ~ u<x>(y) + E holds for each y E X and so ve ~ u<x> + E. We 
have shown that for each E E 10 we have lIe-E ~ u<x> and hence 
A 
v:= sup (lie-E) ~ u<x> . Finally, v E cR = cR and so u<x> E cR. 
E E 10 
We are now ready to compare the two notions of a Cauchy prefilter. 
9.5 THEOREM 
Let (X, 9J) be a fuzzy uniform space and let .Y be a prefilter on X. 
(a) .Y is Lowen-Cauchy ==> .Y is 9J-Cauchy. 
(b) If (X, 9J 1) is complete then .Yis Lowen-Cauchy ~ .Y is convergent. 
PROOF 
• 
( a) Let .Y be Lowen-Cauchy, a < c(.Y) and u E 9J . Since.Y is 
Lowen-Cauchy we have a < inf c( cR, '1) for some cRE .Ii (X). We 
'jE!fJ m(.Y) 
invoke 9.4 to assert that u<x> E cR for some x E X. Let 'jE !fJm(.Y) and 
II E '1 . Then u<x> " II E (cR, '1) and so : 
u<II>(x) = sup v" u<x> ~ c( cR, '1) > a. 
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Since 'P and 1/ are arbitrary we have: 
inf in f 11<1/>(x) ~ 0< and so : 
'PE.9>m(~) 1/ E'P 
sup i nf in f 11< 1/> > 0<. 
'PE.9>m(~) 1/ E'P -
Finally, since 11 and 0< are arbitrary, we conclude that 
inf sup inf inf 11<1/> ~ c(~) 
0' E!iJ 'PE.9> m(~) 1/ E 'P 
and this means that ~ is 9J-Cauchy. 
(b) Since a convergent prefilter is Lowen-Cauchy [Lo 4: Theorem 2.5], we 
must show the reverse implication. To this end let ~ be Lowen-Cauchy. 
Then: 
c(~) < sup i nf c( Jt, 'P ) 
JtE.At (X) 'PE.9> m(~) 
= sup inf c(9Jx,'P) 
x E X 'PE.9> m( ~) 
= sup inf (Adh 'P)(x) 
x E X 'PE.9> m(~) 
= sup lim ~. 
Thus ~ is convergent. 
(9.3) 
(3.5(a)) 
(3.5(b )) 
• 
A 9J -Cauchy prefilter need not be Lowen-Cauchy as the following 
counter-example shows. 
9.6 EXAMPLE 
Let (X,9J) be a Hausdorff fuzzy uniform space with (X,9J 1) complete but 
'" (X,9J ) not complete for some 0< E 10 (see 8.6 for example). It follows from 8.3 that 1x 
is not 9J-complete and hence there exists a prime, 9J-Cauchy prefilter ~ on X which 
is not convergent. Referring to 9.5(b) we see that ~ is not Lowen-Cauchy. 
9.7 COROLLARY 
There exists a fuzzy uniform space (X, 9J) and a 9J-Cauchy prefilter 
~ on X which is not Lowen-Cauchy. 
• 
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In [Lo 4], a fuzzy uniform space (X,9J) is defined to be complete iff every 
(Lowen-)Cauchy prefilter is convergent. Let us call Ix Lowen-;:omplete iff (X, 9J) is 
complete in this sense. As an immediate consequence of Theorem 9.5( a) we obtain : 
9.8 COROLLARY 
If (X, 9J) is a fuzzy uniform space then : 
Ix is 9J-{!omplete =} Ix is Lowen-{!omplete. 
Example 9.6 also reveals that the two notions of completeness are not 
equivalent when j.£ = Ix . 
9.9 COROLLARY 
There exists a fuzzy uniform space (X, 9J) such that Ix is 
Lowen-{!omplete but Ix is not 9J-{!Qmplete. 
PROOF 
If (X,9J) is as in 9.6 then it follows from 9.5(b) that every Lowen-Cauchy 
prefilter is convergent and hence Ix is Lowen-{!omplete but not 9J-complete. 
• 
In [Lo 4] a fuzzy uniform space (X, 9J) is defined to be precompact iff for each 
(J E 9J and each E E 10 there exists K E.J' f(X) such that sup u<x> ~ I-E. This is 
x E K . 
shown to be equivalent to each prime, saturated prefilter :7 with c(:7) = I being hyper 
Cauchy [Lo 4: Theorem 3.1] . Let us say that Ix is Lowen-precompact if Ix is 
precompact in this sense. 
9.10 THEOREM 
If (X, 9J) is a fuzzy uniform space then : 
Ix is 9J-precompact (=} Ix is Lowen-precompact . 
PROOF 
Let Ix be .'t1-precompact and let .:7 be a prime, saturated prefilter with 
c(.:7) = 1. Then we have: 
c( .:7,lx) = c(.:7) ~ in f sup Adh u<.:7> (6.4) . 
IT E.'t1 
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Consequently .:7 is .'t1--Cauchy and, since .:7 is prime, .:7 is strong .'t1--Cauchy (4.9). 
Thus .:7 is hyper Cauchy and hence we have shown that Ix is Lowen-precompact. 
Conversely, let Ix be Lowen-precompact and let .:7 be a prime 
Lowen-prefilter with c(.:7) = 1. Then.:7 is hyper Cauchy and so in particular, .:7 is 
strong .'t1--Cauchy. Thus .:7 is .'t1--Cauchy (4.8) and so : 
c(.:7) = c( .:7,lx) ~ in f sup Adh u<.:7>. 
IT E.'t1 
Thus we have shown, according to 6.4, that Ix is .'t1-precompact. 
• 
We have seen that even though the two notions of a Cauchy prefilter differ, 
the notions of precompactness coincide for It = Ix' So Lowen-precompactness 
generalises the standard notion and .'t1 -precompactness generalises 
Lowen-precompactness . 
CONCLUSION 
We have seen that it is possible to find good extensions of the basic 
uniform-space notions of compactness, precompactness, boundedness and completeness 
to fuzzy uniform spaces and furthermore, the theory generated generalises standard 
theory. The notions of .'t1 -eompactness and .'t1 -precompactness coincide with the 
previously defined notions of Lowen on the whole space It = Ix ,so in this sense they are 
extensions of Lowen-eompactness and Lowen-precompactness, but .'t1-eompleteness is 
not an extension of Lowen-eompleteness. 
[Bo 1J 
[Bu 1J 
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INDEX OF NOTATION 
:= means equal by definition. 
IN = {1,2,3,o 0 0 } 
[n] = {1,2,o 0 0 ,n} 
I = [0,1] ,10 = 1\ {O} , 11 = I \ {I} 
If A!; X then A' = X \ A. 
IX = {f: f is a function and f: X -; I} 
11 = {(x,x) : xE X} 
f [v] : f[v](y) = sup v(x) = sup v(x) where sup 0 = O. 
xE f -l[{y}] f(x)=y 
f-I[V] : fol[v] = v 0 f 
<j.t> = {v : j.t ~ v} 
c( ST) = inf sup v 
vEST 
143 
144 
A 
.'Y is a saturated prefilter iff .'Y = .Y. 
f(.'Y) = {f [v): VE.'Y} 
a. 
V = {x: v(x) > a) so V O = {x: v(x) > O} 
va. = {x:v(x) ~ a} 
a. J3 F ={v:V,B<a,v Elf} 
CL ~ = <{v : vE .'Y}> so ~ = <{vo: /IE .'Y}> 
CL J3 
:7 = {/I : /lE.Y,,B < a} 
!P(IF) = {IIQ IF : II( is ultra} 
.9'(.'Y) = { ? 2 :7: ? is prime} 
.9'm( .'Y) = {? 2 :7: ? is prime and ? is minimal} 
.9f(X) = {Y ~ X : Y is finite} 
uo u: (uo u)(x,y) = sup u(x,z) II U(z,y) 
z 
cT' : cT'(x,y) = sup U(X,Zl) II U(Zl,Z2) II ... II u(Zn-l'y) 
~ 
U<v>: U<V>(X) = sup v II U<X> 
U<x>: U<X>(y) = u(y,X) 
(3 
U =((X,y): U(X,y) > j3} 
U<.'7> = < {U<V> : v E .'7} > 
Adh.'7= inf iJ 
v E.'7 
n 9J(j) : the product fuzzy uniformity. 
j E J 
r( 9J) : the fuzzy uniform topology associated wi th 9J. 
n J.!(j) = inf Pjl [J.!(j)] 
jEJ jEJ 
,,(3 (3 
Il ={u:V{3<a,u Ell} sOlll={u:V{3<l,u Ell} 
9Jx = {u<x> : u E 9J} . 
9J~ = {U : U is a 9J" -neighbourhood of x}. 
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